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STUDY OF EQUIPMENT AND METHODS
FOR REMOVING OR DISPERSING OIL FROM OPEN WATERS

ABSTRACT

A cost effectiveness analysis was performed for equipment, materials and techniques
applicable to the removal or dispersal of spilled oil from U.S. Navy AO and AOG vessels on
open waters. Effectiveness parameters included oil product types (JP-5, Distillate Fuel, Navy
Special and Bunker C), a range of spill locations (3 and 12 miles frum shore) and varying
spill sizes (2,700 gal, 270,000 gal, and 6,750,000 gal). Criteria for evaluation of systems
under the above parameter situations, formulated for presently available equipment and
materials, included: completeness of oil removal; rate of removal; hazard and pollution; use
in limited access areas; sensitivity to expected environmental factors; sensitivity to
temperature extremes; toxicity to marine life, and system availability. Cost effectiveness was
determined using the 3 spill sizes and checked for spill frequency sensitivity. The three most
cost effective systems for the range of spill sizes were found to be burning, dispersing, and
mechanical skimming. Considering system applicability to various products and the
requirements of rate of removal for massive spills, the mos" practical universal system with a
favorable cost effectiveness ratio was found to be dispersing. This is followed by dispersing
plus a containment boom. Burning agents applied directly to the spill were judged to be the
third best system based on its favorable cost effectiveness but limited applicability to oil
types and permissible burning circumstances.
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NAVAL CIVIL ENGINEERING LABORATORY
Port Hueneme, California 93041

SYNOPSIS OF NCEL CR71.001 - STUDY OF EQUIPMENT AND METHODS FOR REMOVING

OR DISPERSING OIL FROM OPEN WATERS (Contract N62399-70-C-0008)

21 September 1970

N. S. Stehle

INTRODUCTION

Many types of equipment, materials and techniques have been
employed to remove spilled oil from open waters; because of the wide
range of conditions and petroleum products possible, no single system
is likely to be completely effective. This study was made to identify
and describe the open sea conditions under which a Navy AO or AOG
vessel would need a capability to combat an oil spill, and to identify
the most cost-effective systems consisting of available or new combina-
tions of existing equipment, materials and techniques.

OIL SPILL TREATMENT

Three operations are involved in oil spill treatment: containment,
removal, and disposal.

Containment (pp 22-26, D-1 to D-17)

The containment boom is used to control and thicken the oil; it
may, however, present a barrier to equipment and vessels. When the
slick is not moving with the wind or current, complete encirclement
is necessary in order to prevent thinning of the oil. When it is
moving with the wind or current, the boom can be placed in a catenary
shape directly opposing and downcurrent of the moving slick. Contain-
ment barriers are divided into floating booms, pneumatic (air) barriers,
chemical barriers, and powered booms.

*Prepared by Pacific Northwest Laboratories, a division of Battelle
Memorial Institute, Richland, Washington, 1970.

**Page numbers refer to pages with idditional information in NCEL

CR71.001, "Study of Equipment and Methods for Removing or Dispersing
Oil from Open Waters," August 1970.



. i [I g (pp 23-25) A floaring boom must provide a
vertical barrier both above and below the water surface. The boom is
comaunly [ormed by coabiniag a buoyanL Section with a skirt uf metal,
plastic sheer, or rubberized fabric with lead weights or steel chain
as ballast on the bottom edge. Skirts of extended draft are necessary
in the presence of surface currents to impede the oil frombeingswept
under the boom. Tests with a boom having an 8-inch-diameter buoyant
section and 3-foot skirt showed that oil would escape in a one knot
current and waves greater than 6 inches. For a boom to be effective,
it must be flexible so it can follow the water surface, and yet have
sufficient strength to be towed or permanently moored. Floating booms
using air-filled chambers for buoyancy are generally not satisfactory
as they can be punctured resulting in loss of buoyancy.

Pneumatic Barriers. (p. 25) Pneumatic, or air, barriers operate
by injecting air through a perforated hose or pipe into the water from
a depth sufficient to permit passage of ships. The bubbles rise
crsating a surface current flow in both directions away from the line
of air emergence. Because they must be custom-designed for each
application, pneumatic barriers are generally permanently installed.
Accumulated oil may cling to passing ships, escaping the barrier. In
addition, power, compressor, or pipe failure will render this system
useless.

Chemical Barriers. (pp. 25-26) Chemical barriers are formed with
fatty acids which have a high spreading force applied at the periphery
of a spill; these fatty acids repel the petroleum oil, displacing it
elsewhere, or pushing it into a thickened oil lense 0.5 to 1.0 cm thick.
Chemical barriers are probably most efficient only to reduce the initial
spread of oil and not for long-term containment.

Removal (pp. 26-36, D-18 tofD-33)

Removal of oil spills is by one of the following methods:

a. Mechanical-operating purely by physical means such as skimmers,
collectors, booms and weirs.

b. Chemical-depending on chemical properties of materials such
as emulsifiers, combzstion promoters and biodegrading agents.

c. Chemomechanical - a combination of mechanical add chemical
means for removing including sinking, sorption and agglomeration.
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Mechanical Methods. (pp. 26-31) Mechanical mcthods currently
include skimming wiLh a suction device or weir, and rotating drums or
endless belt pickup.

In general, suction devices are only effective on relatively thick
slicks; in addition a large amount of wateL is usually picked up with
the oil so an oil/water s:paration device is needed. If the oil and
water pass through a pump Impellor during pickup, a water-in-oil
emulsion may be formed that is very stable and difficult to break up.

Most skimmers in use at Naval facilities are converted LCH's
with an adjustable lip or weir at the torward end. These are generally
sensitive to environmental factors, particulary waves. One disadvantage
of the self-contained unit fs that routine maintenance of breakdowns
will remove the unit from service.

Oil can be removed from the surface by a rotating drum or endless
belt of an oleophilic material. After pickup, the oil is scraped or
squeezed off. These are generally ineffective in wave heights greater
than 6 inches because the water/oil surface is disturbed before the oil
has a chance to contact the oleophilic material. Although the rate of
pickup is slow, the oil to water ratio is better than 90 to 1 when
surface conditions are not rough. The above mentioned oil slick recovery
techniques may require auxiliary equipment such as oil-water separators
or oil retention equipment.

If straw or other absorbant material is used, mechanical spreaders
msay be used to distribute the sorbant on the slik. This material must
then be harvested, and this is usually accomplished by manual labor
using pitch forks and rakes

Sinkants such as carborized sand may also be used in conjunction
with mechanical spreaders bu,: oil removed in this way is generally not
permanent.

Chemical Treatment. (pp. 31-34, F-1 to F-3) Chemical treatment
includes dispersion with emulsifiers, burning, or biodegradation.

Emulsifiers disperse the oil into a stable oil-in-water emulsion
which will eventually degrade naturally. Degradation may be enhanced
by the increased surface area, or retarded due to toxic constituents.
Also oil may reco.lesce on the surface without continued agitation or
tidal flushing. The ana-unt of oil emulsified with a given amount of
dispersant varies with the oil type, method of application, slick
thickness, temperature and environmental factors, but in general is
about 1 part dispersant to 5 parts oil. Emulsifiers have a [igh
biochemical oxygen demand as well as being toxic to many marine
organisms.
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In most cases oil will not burn without assistance from a combustion
promoter. Combustion promoters may contain substances to ignite, main-
tain, and/or assist combustion. Burning is influenced by the environ-
ment as well a the composition of the oil and any water emulsified in
the oil. Organisms which degrade oil are present naturally in the
environment and are one of the major mechanisms for the natural
disappearance of oil. The rate at which microorganisms oxidize hydro-
carbons is influenced by the dispersion, and solubility of the hydro-
carbon, and the water temperature, but is generally too slow for
practical oil removal.

Chemomechanical Treatment. (pp 34-36, F-1) Carbonized sand and
other sinking agents have been used to sink oil but this method is not
recommended unless the prevention of an imediate fire hazard is
required and more satisfactory means are net available. FUQA recom-
mendations on the use of sinking agents are contained in Appendix F
of CR 71.001.

Sorbnts, primarily wheat straw, are in general use for cleanup
of harbor spills. Straw, which is most effective on Wavy Special and
Distillate fuels, is generally available at low cost, but requires
considerable manpower to recover it. Polyurethane and other high
molecular weight polymers have also been used successfully for oil
cleanup.

Gelling agents sprayed on the oil to congeal it are still relatively
expensive; in addition, satisfactory mechanical devices to recover the
congealed oil are not available.

Disposal of Recovered Material (p. 36)

Host recovered oil mixtures can be consumed as fuel in industrial
or ship power plants that have special provisions for this source of
fuel. Most Naval shipyards and some other facilities have limited
disposal facilities. However, where such disposal is not available,
disposal must be at inland sites. Such sites must be carefully
selected to insure that contamination of groundwater does not occur.
Disposal may be accomplished by burning but the smoke generated is very
objectionable unless high temperatur 'urnaces are used.

4
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EFFECTIVENESS (pp. 37-53)

Effectiveness parameters include fuel oil types, .nd spill
location, frequency, and size. Criteria for evaluacion of systems
under these parameters based on presentiy available equipment and
materials include: completeness of oil removal, rate of removal,
hazard and pollution, use in limited access areas, sensitivity to
expected environmental factors and temperature extremes, toxicity to
marine life, and system availability.

Parameters

Size of Spill. (p. 37) For purposes of this study, three sizes
of spills were used: 2700 gallons (10 tons), 270,000 gallons (1000 tons),
and 6,750,000 gallons (25,000 tons).

Location of Spill. (p. 37) The time available for spill cleanup
is a direct function of spill location and local hydrographic and
meteorologic environment. Two locations were chosen: . 3 miles and
12 miles from shore. Hid-ocean spills were not considered because
spreading and disposal is so rapid, cleanup equipment could not arrive
quickly enough to be effective.

Frequency of Spills. (p. 38) The spill frequencies of one
casualty per vessel per year were based on casualty records for 1966
and 1967 for U.S. registered vessels world-wide and foreign vessels
in U.S. waters. Thus, ten 270,000-gallon spills, and one 6,750,000-
gallon spill might be expected per year. The number of 27,000-gallon
spills was not estimated cue to lack of data, but the frequency was
varied to determine the effect.

Petroleum Products Spilled. (pp. 7-9, 39) The petroleum products
considered were JP-5, Navy distillate, Navy Special and Bunker C.

Characteristics of Oil. (pp. 9-15, 41-44) The fuels range from
a low density, low viscosity material to a high density, high viscosity
material. Initial spreading occurs rapidly until the slick thickness
reduces to about 2 cm (about 1 min for a 26,400-gal spill). Later
spreading depends on physical properties of the oil; for example,
Bunker C would not be expected to spread to less than 2 cm thickness.
After 24 hours, however, the other oils considered would have thinned
to between 0.0008 and 0.0012 in. The material requiring most rapid
treatment, on the basis of spreading raLes, is JP-5, followed by Navy
Distillate, Navy Special and Bunker C. Viscosity has only a minor
influence on the rate of spreading, particularly during the initial
stages of spreading.
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Li jddition to movement by spreading, an oil slick will also move
with J Water curreut aL about the same velocity, and will move due to
wiid at 3 to 4% of the velocity of wind. With the higher density oils
such as Bunker C, another consideration is the tendency to form a water-
in-oil emulsion, or "chocolate mousse"; this forms when there is
agitation of the oil and water. The natural processes, such as
oxidation and biodegradation, have little effect on this very stable
emulsion.

Property Damage. (pp. 18-19) JP-5 causes little property damage
and can generally be washed off with water. The heavier oils, particu-
larly Bunker C, are difficult to remove being relatively resistant to
detergents and solvents. All 4 fuels are harmful to natural rubber
and some plastics.

Hazards. (pp. 15, 44) Prevention of spreading by containment
with booms, particularly JP-5, may cause a fire hazard; this may be
minimized by applying dispersants; without containment, danger of fire
would exist only with JP-5, of the 4 fuels considered, and then for
only 5 to 10 minutes following the spill. If material, such as wood,
was available to act as a wick, fire could occur, but would be
concentrated at the wick.

Certain types of sorbents may create visibility or ingestion
hazards to personnel f-om dusty conditions. Sunken materials may
reappear at a later time.

Sensitivity to Natural Phenomena or Floating Debris.(pp. 46-47)
Suction pumps, wires and close tolerance impellors may be adversely
affected by dc!ris, although screens, strainers and baffles can be used
to reduce this problem. Rotating drums and endless belts of sorptive
materiais are also vulnerable to damage and stalling from debris.

Based on world-wide weather data, the significant wave height for
90% probability varies from I to 13 feet. For this study the significant
wave height during spill countermeasure operations was taken as the
average, 5 feet, and the significant wind speed as 20 mph.

Toxicity to Marine Life. (pp. 15-18, 47) The biological effects
depend on the oil, but generally, JP-5 is more toxic than diesel which
is more toxic than Bunker C. In addition, the constituents of many
dispersants are toxic. The actual toxic effect of a specific dispersant
depends on the marine life present, the diffusion characteristics at
the spill locale, the effectiveness of tidql flushing, the application
rate, and the physical characteristics of the spill material. The FWQA
recommendations for use of dispersants are given in Appendix F of
CR71.O01.
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Availability. (p. 48) Reliability, maintainability and portability

all influence the availability of the systems.

Results of Effectiveness Evaluation

The top 6 systerv. based on effectiveness are:

1. Chemical dispersants applied directly co the spill
2. Chemical dispersants plus containment
3. Advancing gravity skimmer or weir
4. Gellants/conveyor (self propelled)
5. Gellants/conveyor plus containment

6. Chemical burning agents applied directly to the spill

Containment generally does not improve the effectiveness of these
systems because presently available booms are not reliable or effective
for open water use. The principal difficiency of most mechanical
systems is inability to function effectively in 5-foot waves and
20-mph winds. Whet choosing a system, local controlling factors must
be considered such as: state or local pollution control regulations,
port or harbor authority policy, and the proximity of shell or fin
fish areas or recreation beaches.

COST ANALYSIS (pp. 53-80)

The life cycle costs of the most effective systems were determined
considering personnel hourly rate, containment booms, disposal,
auxiliary surface craft, and the cost of any product used. This showed
that the cost per gallon to treat oil varies with the spill size and
frequency.

COST/EFFECTIVENESS (pp. 81-87)

1. Chemical dispersants applied directly to the slick when the
spill is one mile or more from shore. This appears to be the optimum
choice for a universal system at present.

2. Chemical burning agents applied to Bunker C, prior to
emulsification, or Navy Special while the slick is thick enough to
burn. This is restricted to areas away from ships and other valuable
property, and where the smoke would not be a serious problem.

3. Advancing skimmers or weirs, which have a collection rate of
1000 gal/day, are adequate for small or intermediate spills but the
recovery rate is too slow for large spills.

1 
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RECOMMENDED EQUIPMENT, AND MATERIAL (pp. 87-91)

ESSM Pools (pp. 89-90)

It is recommended that the following allowance of equipment and
materials be maintained on hand in the FSSM Pools and bases located
at Bayonne, N. I.. Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, Oakland, Calif., Pearl Harbor,
Hawaii, Subic Bay, Philippines and Livorno, Italy.

1. On hand or with 4 hours notice. 20,000 gallons chemical
dispersant.

2. Four 250 gpm and two 125 gpm spray booms with engines, pumps,
nozzles and hardware for use on 4 large craft, 2 small craft
and 8 intermediate mixer craft.

3. Two eductors for ARS fire hoses to use in applying diluted

dispersants.

4. Two 3000-foot booms designed for open sea conditions.

5. On hand within 4 hours notice, 2,000 lbs of silicon dioxide
powder buirning agent or 20 tons of cellated glass bead burning
agent.

6. Four spreaders for burning agents compatible with the type of
burning agent available.

ARS Vessels (pp. 90-91)

The following equipment and materials should be located aboard
ARS vessels for use against massive spills:

1. 2,000 gallons of chemical dispersant in 55-gallon drums.

2. Two 125-gpm dispersant spray booms complete with engines,
pumps, nozzles and hardware for mounting on small ARS work
boats.

3. Two eductors for use on ARS fire hoses to enable use of

dispersants which require dilution.

4. Two 3,000-foot booms designed fo=" open sea conditions.

5. Significant amounts of silicon dioxide powder burning agent
or cellated glass bead burning agent.

6. Four spreaders for burning agents compatible with the type of
burning agent to be used.



STUDY OF EQUIPMENT AND METHODS

FOR REMOVING OR DISPERSING OIL FROM OPEN 'NATERS

1. INTRODUCTION

Many types of equipment. materials, and techniques have been employed to remove
spilled petroleum products from open waters. The range of credible spill situations and
petroleum products with high potential involvement suggests that no single system is likely
to be completely effective. This study is intended to identify and describe tle most
cost-effective available systems consisting of present or new combinations of existing
equipment, materials. and techniques. It is also intended to identify present deficiencies and
recommend specific measures for future employment by the Navy to combat spills on open
waters in close proximity to valued resources. Consideration of costs, effectiveness, speed.
hazards, ecological effects. environmental and geographic factors, and other constraints are
:ncluded. The study focuses on the major petroleum products in current use by the Navy or
planned for future use.

The technical Summary and Conclusions section outlines the Findings of this study.
including recommendations. The Discussion section presents technical background on the
petroleum products studied (Bunker C. Navy Special. JP-5 and a new Distillate Fuel) and
their behavior and fate after spillage: characteristics of reference environments and a
discussion of pollution regulations: review of available equipment and techniques for
cleaning: evaluation of the effectiveness of candidate systems: cost analysis of most er'ectivc
systems: determination of most promising equipment. materials and techniques:
development of a deployment plan: and recommendations for future research.

2. TECHNICAL SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
CHARACTERISTICS OF OIL AND ITS BEHAVIOR AFTER SPILLAGE

The materials in current use or planned for future use by the U. S. Navy are: JP-5
Turbine Fuel. Distillate Fuel. Navy Special Fuel Oil. and Bunker C Fuel Oil.
Physical chracteristics of these materials range from a low density. low viscosity material
(JP-5 to a high density, high viscosity material (Bunker C). The Distillate Fuel. a new
product which the Navy plans to employ in the next few years. physically resembles JP-5.

The behavior of these materials is described in the sections entitled Characteristics of
Spill Materials and Behavior of Spilled Petroleum Products. In summary. evaporation rates
after spillage would be very low for the residual materials (Bunker C and Navy Special) but
would be quite significant for the lighter and more volatile materials. Evaporation ,'ates
under field conditions are highly dependent on air contact area. air velocity, and
temperature. Up to 80,', of spilled gasoline has been observed to evaporate in three hours
under moderate vind conditions. The evaporation of the volatile products (J-5 and
l)istillate Fuel) would be expected to approach such rates. For the other materials.
evaporation would be minimal.

Rates of movement with surface winds would be expected to be about thrce Iercent of'
the wind velocity. Slicks would be expected to move at the same rates as prevailing surlace
currents.



Water-in-oil tmulions are unlikely to be produced with either JP-5 or Distillate Fuel.

Ihnker C. depending on fhe source crude oil. may form this "chocolate mousse" in a few
hours. making its treatment more difficult. The same may be true of Navy Special. though
to a esser extent.

Unrecovered oil will ultimately evaporate, be deposited on shore, dispersed in the

water or be degraded by biological organisms or photo-oxidation. Persistent materials
undergo biological degradation at rates which depend on the microorganisms present. the
availability of oxygen. temperature. and the degree of dispersion. These conditions vary so
widely and quantitative relationships are so obscure that no meaningful rates of oxidation
can be estimated.

FIFFECTS OF SPILLED PETROLEUM PRODUCTS

The effects of spilled petroleum products are described and evaluated in the section
titled EIffects of Spilled Petroleum Products. The following paragraphs summarize these
findings.

Following a petroleum spill on waters, the risk of fire is minimal. Even when ignition

has been purposely attempted. the loss of heat to the supporting water surface inhibits
burning. I-xcept for the first five or ten minutes following a spill of JP-5. there would be
virtually no danger of fire from the four materials considered in this study.

Experience has shown considerable variance in oil spillage effects on marine life.
Massive spills of refined petroleum products have been shown to cause extensive mortality
of marine organisms. Spills of lesser magnitude can cause flavor tainting and condemnation
of shellfish. I leavy oil slicks cause gross mortality of sea birds. The most harmful material to
marine life considered in this study is JP-5. followed by Distillate Fuel. Navy Special and
Bunker C in that order. The use of chemical dispersants or sinking agents for treatment can
increase this toxicity.

The effects of oil on property are inverse to the effects on marine life. JP-5 and
)istillate Fuel evaporate rapidly. are most rt.:-Iily dispersed. and are easily removed from

surfaces. Damage by the heavier materials (Navy Special and Bunker C) is almost entirely
esthetic. They are very difficult to remove from beaches, water craft, and structures, and
represent the greater liability potential.

R-FERE-NCF ENVIRONMENTS AND GEOGRAPHY

The environmental extrernes to which U. S. Navy AOs and AOGs are subjected vary
widely. The near shore spill incident has much more serious implications than a mid-ocean
spill due to the potential for damage to marine life and shore resources. For this reason and
because of the greater probable incidence of near-shore spills. environmental factors
pertaining to such spills are represented in the parameters used for evaluating
cost-effectiveness of systems.

Iwo sienificant factors which affect the migration of spilled oil are the local wind and
the direction and magnitudc of surface sea currents. As a so-called worst case, at 90%
probability case is chosen for effectiveness analysis: on-shore winds of 20 mph and 5-foot
\ , d; .L ,



Included with geographic distinctions of environment are the regulatory constraints
upoa oil spillage and its subsequent treatment, Public law 91-224 titled "The Water Quality
Improvement Act of 1970'" was recently passed by Congress. It authorizes an cxpedient
Federal Government effort to clean up any oil spillage which may occur in navigable water
or the contiguous zone of the United States. A S35.000,000 revolving fund is set up to fund
spillage control actions. Liabilities to owners of offshore facilities and vessels are limited to
the following: S8.000,000 for an offshore facility and S100 per gross ton or S!4.000.000
per vessel, whichever is the least. Liability must be accepted in all cases with the exception
of acts of God, an act of war, or third party negligence on the part of the U. S. Government.

The lntergovernmental Maritime Consultative Organization (IMCO) has adopted
conventions to allow intervention by coastal states for oil spills threatening their shorelines
and imposing liabilities up to S14 million on owners and operators. These conventions must
be ratified by several member nations in order to become binding internationally.

CASE HISTORIES OF REPRESENTATIVE SPILLS

Several catastrophic spills of the order of several thousand tons of oil are described in
Appendix B. Details of the spills Along with attempted treatment methods, their
permanence. additional damage, and shortcomings and limitations are included. Beginning
with the ANNE MILDRED BROVIG spill on February 20. 1966. the review includes the
TORREY CANYON spill. the OCEAN EAGLE grounding, the GENERAL
COLOCOTRONIS, the Santa Barbara Channel incident and the ESSO ESSEN spill. The..i
spill experiences are used to assist in determining future researmh and in consideration of
present mechanical, chemomechanical and chemical means for oil spillage control.

OIL SPILL TREATMENTS AND RECOVERY EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES

The treatment of oil spillage released to the open sea can be accomplished by the use
of systems employing one or more of the following components:

* Mechanical treatment; skimmers, pumps. spreaders, collectors, booms and weirs.
* Chemical treatment; dispersants. combustion promoters and biological

degradation agents.
0 Chemomechanical treatment: sinking, sorption and gelling agents- all, with the

exception of sinking agents. accompanied by mechanical removal equipment.

Three distinct operational areas are identified as: containment, physical/chemical
elimination of the slick, and disposal of recovered products. Within these areas the spectrum
of equipment and materials in present use is described. Advanced concept approaches which
are in development stages are also introduced. T':Ie advantages, limitations, and shortcomings
of each component or system are identified through experience and analysis.

3



11FICTIV FN[SS ANALYSIS

The section entitled "-ffectiveness Analysis" describes the procedures involved in
autlyzing system effectiveness for removal of spilled petroleum products from the open sea
environnico t. The analysis consisted of tile following steps:

S )e finition of effectiveness paranie ters.
* Definition of' criteria and development of appropriate indices.
* CoMputationl of the relative effectiveness of candidate systems under all

combinations of parameters.
Parameters are defined as the characteristics of reference spill environments and spill

frequencies deduced from casualty data. They were:
Spill Sie. and Frequency ..10. 50 and 100 0, 2.700 gallons, 10 0 270,000 gallons

I 01 6.750.000 gallons
Spill Material J11-5. Distillate Fuel. Navy Special. and Bunker C
Location -3 and 12 miles from valued shore areas.

'tectiveness criteria were taken as: (a) completeness of removal of spilled material: (b) speed
ot removal c) el t'ect of pollution or hazard. (d) applicability to limited access areas: (e)
sensitivity to environmental factors. (f) sensitivity to temperature: (g) toxicity to marine
lifc; and (h) availability.

Lquiplent. materials, and techniques potentially capable of meeting tile criteria within
tile delined parametric ranges were classified as follows:

" Chemical
* Chemomechanical
* Mechanical

rTiey are described under the section on Oil Spill Treatments and Recovery Equipment
and Techniques.

Fach system within these classifications was considered with and without containment.
The addition of this capability does not, however, improve the effectiveness of every
system. Both hypothetical and existing systems of oil recovery are considered in the
effectiveness analysis. Fly pothetical systems were composed of the possible combinations of
individual equipment pieces, materials, and techniques comprising existing systems. A total
of 2 1 systems were considered as being potentially effective. Of these. 13 were superior and
of these. one (biological degradation agents) is judged impractical because of inability to
meet requirements for rate of removal by several orders of magnitude. Tile potential systems
in descending order of effectiveness are shown in Table I following:

Table I
Eff'ectiveness Ranking of Candidate SystemV. Effectiveness Index

Systc- Total Score

Chemical dispersants applied directly to the slick 229
2. Chemical dispersants plus containment 151
3. Advancing gravity skimmer or weir 133
4. Gellants/convcvor (self-propelled) 132

(;cllants','onveyor plus containment 124

4



Table I (continued)
Effectiveness Ranking of Candidate System

Effectiveness Index
System Total Score

6. Chemical burning agents applied directly to
the slick 1 20

7. Enhanced degradation (addition of bacteria,
enzymes, etc.) 1 20

8. Chemical burning agents plus containment 114
9. Advancing gravity skimmer or weir plus containment 109

10. Sorbents/conveyor (self-propelled) 107
11. Endless belt on water surface 106
12. Sorbents/suction device plus containment 93
13. Sorbent/conveyor plus containment 91

COST ANALYSIS

Cost estimates were derived for the twelve systems deemed superior by the
effectiveness analysis. Fixed as well as variable costs are computed for each spill size and
frequency: 10. 50 and 100 spills of 2,700 gallons. 10 spills of 270.000 gallons and one spill
of 6,750,000 gallons. Cost per gallon of spilled material treated was computed for each case.
It was found that costs per gallon are spill size dependent and for small spills, frequency
dependent.

IDENTIFICATION OF MOST COST EFFECTIVE SYSTEMS

Cost data and effectiveness index scores were combined by dividing the cost per gallon
of oil treated by the system effectiveness index. The system having the lowest
cost-effectiveness ratio is the most favorable.

Based upon the cost effectiveness analysis, the most cost-effective systems for treating
oil spilled on open sea waters are:

(I) Chemical burning agents applied to Bunker C before emulsification or to Navy
Special when the slick is thick enough for burning. This method is restricted to
areas away from valued property and where air pollution would not be considered
a problem. JP-5 and Distillate Fuel would likely spread too thin for burning.

(2) Chemical disperants applied ditectly to the slick, where the spill is one mile or
more from 4hore. This system is the most logical choice for a universally
applicable sysiemn.

(3) Advancing skimmers and weirs for small and intermediate spills. Large spills are
beyond present skimmer capability.

5
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Systems

Considering the cost-efrectiveness analysis results, limitations of these
systems and present research efforts, it is recommended that for disaster type
spills, the following systems be used:

( 1 ) Chemical dispersants applied directly to a slick.
(2) Chemical dispersants plus containment devices.
(3) Burning.
Advancing skimmer development efforts are underway which may be expected to

eventually produce a workable system for large spills. Open sea boom development is also
being undertaken which can be expected to result in improved boom designs for oil spill
containment in the future.

Deployment

The following equipmen: and materials are recommended to be stored or be available
on short notice at selected sites and be located aboard ARS vessels for combatting massive
open sea oil spills:

( 1 ) 20.000 gallons of chemical dispersant.
(2) Six spray booms complete with ancillary equipment. Four large surface craft must

be on four-hour readiness call.
(3) Two eductors for use on ARS fire hoses.
(4) Two 3.000-foot open sea booms.
(5) 2.000 lb of silicon dioxide or 20 tons of cellated glass bead burning agents.
(6) Four spreaders for application of burning agents.

The strategic sites recommended for storage of the above are listed below:
(I) FSSM pool at Bayonne, New Jersey, USA
(2) ESSM pool at Guantanamo Bay. Cuba
(3) ESSM pool at Oakland, California, USA
(4) ESSM pool at Pearl Harbor. Hawaii, USA
(5) ESSM pool at Subic Bay, Philippines
(6) 8th Army Logistics Command Base at Leghorn, Italy.

Future Research and Development

The evaluation of the systems considered in this study brought out shortcomings in
several of the proposed methods and equipment for treating oil spills. Recommended future
research is classified as: (I) improvements to equipment and methods. (2)
innovations, (3) spill technology, and (4) spill management. Particular recommendations
identified under each of these items are given below:

Improvements to equipment and methods - (a) develop or identify an open sea
compatiblc boom. (b) institute a testing program for mechanical methods,
ald (c) develop large capacity skimmer concepts.
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Innovations - (a) develop sorbent or gellant harvesting devices, and (b) investigate tile
use of emulsified fuel oils for Navy ship fuel.

Spill Technology - (a) develop an accurate method of measuring or estimating slick
thickness and volume, (b) determine the tendency of Navy Special to form stable
water-in-oil emulsions, (c) determine the most cost-effective dispersants for use in treating
spilled products from U. S. Navy vessels, and (d) determine the most cost effective burning
agent for specific oils used in U. S. Navy vessels.

Spill Management - (a) determine and record available locations for use as disposal
sites for recovered oil, (b) provide formal training for Naval anti-pollution control
teams, (c) inventory available anti-pollution equipment, materials and personnel at major
U. S. Navy port and harbor locations, and (d) develop a detailed response plan for nominal
or massive spills of U. S. Navy oil products.

Details of the above recommendations are given in their appropriate locations in the
sections entitled: E. Cost Analysis, F. Deployment Plan, and G. Recommendations for
Future Research.

3. DISCUSSION

A. CHARACTERISTICS OF SPILL MATERIALS

Four fuel oils have been considered in this study: Bunker C Fuel Oil. Navy Special
Fuel Oil, Distillate Fuel, and JP-5 Turbine Fuel. The published properties of these fuels are
listed in Table 2.

Bunker C Fuel Oil is the principal industrial boiler fuel oil. It is also known as No. 6
fuel oil and PS400 fuel oil, is a commercial product, and there is no military specification
for it. It is a residual oil, i.e., it is what is left after the more volatile components have been
distilled out of the crude oil. Some of the original contaminants, such as sulfur, remain in
the residual oil. Its characteristics can vary rather widely and depend upon the properties of
the crude oil from which it is extracted. It is a very viscous, tarry oil which is sometimes
heated to reduce viscosity before pumping. It is a heavy oil, and, in some cases. may have a
specific gravity as large as 1.07 at 60 *F. A representative value for tile specific gravity of
sea water at 60 OF is 1.025.

The characteristics of Navy Special Fuel Oil are given in Military Specification
MIL-F-859E, Amendment 2, 4 August 1967. "Fuel Oil. Burner." It consists of a
hydrocarbon (petroleum) oil with no additives.

The characteristics of the Distillate Fuel are given in Military Specification
MIL-F-24376 (SHIPS), 27 January 1969, "Fuel. Reference, and Standard Distillate." It is a
petroleum distillate with chemical additives which may include any or all of the following:

Antioxidant 9.1 g/l100 gal fuel (U.S.) Maximum
Metal deactivator 2.2 g/100 gal fuel (U.S.) Maximum

The characteristics of JP-5 are given in Military specification MIL-T-5624G.
Amendment-I, 21 November 1966, "Turbine Fuel. Aviation, Grades JP-4 and JP-5". Thi,
fuel is a high flash-point kerosene required by the U. S. Navy primarily f:r carrier
operations. Very few, if lny, commercial turbine fuels satisfy the JP-5 specificat'ons. JP-5
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Table 2. Petroleum Product Properties

Bunker C Navy Special Distillate JP-5
Fuel Oil Fuel Oil Fuel TUrbine Fuel

Gravity. °API 1-10.8 11.5 min. 27 min. 36-48

Specific
Gravity 60/60 1.067-0.994 0.989 max. 0.893 max. 0.845-0.788

Flash Pt.,
min.. °F 150 150 140

Viscosity
SUS 01 85 0 F -- 225 min. -- --

SUSa 122 OF -- 225 max. -- --

SSF 61 122 0 F 125-200 ......
Kinematic.

cS (a 100 0 F .... 2.0-10.0 --

cS 6, -30 0 F ...... 16.5 max.

Fire Point.
°F min. 200

Flash Point.
'F rain. i 5-0

Freeze Point,
OF rain. -- -51

Explosiveness.
, max. 50 50 50

Pour Point.
OF 30-60 15 20-30

Aromatics.
vol',r max. - - -- 25
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edge of the slick would equmal the algebraic sum oft tl two comiplmICmits.
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Very lit tle informationi is availah!e iii the literature omi the spreadiig ol- large qulantit ics
o0' oil. The dearth of' inihlnatioii is due. at least in part. to tlic strong puhlic obiectiomis to
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lBerridge. 2) et al. investigated the rate of' spread of" a lioniogeneous o)il slick for it
group oh crude oils with spicclfic gravities ranging. fromi 0.829 to 0.89(. Thecir work imndicated
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BItikker almo dtiiiiid Iha lithtet rate 01' spread of a hiomiogeneous oil slick is

.i1'pI iiil.Itels propori ional to1 the iiistailtmious meai) laver thickness. The spreading rate is

,mk-o i1ill1iL'ilccd hsii li%:VsoslIV. stirla-c teilioll. interfacial tension between water and oil.

-'1siy Mi~lLtioiiI.' pour point ill the oil. cta rent, and. as previounsly noted, witid

5ApeLd.
'Ilie %.ile ill the pou11111t Of all oil May have a profound inlluctice on its :,preading

chiaractrisftics. Aii oi: witil a pouir point higher than, the temperature of the water. its could

be the c",%e with sonie Buuiker Cs. wculd [ -oriu a semisolid mass iliat would have very little

tendenc% ito spread. particularly if its s;pecil'ic gravity approaches that ol'sea water.

Hiotli Blokkcr and%, Berride concurred inl the fin~diiig that spreading velocity is not a
direct function tit the viscosity of the oil as mtight have been expected. The influence of

%iscoiqt is relatisel% smnall, especially during thle initial stages of tme spill Blokket. for

sxamipc. noted I hat the time required for spilled oil to i~pread out to a slick of 2' cm

thickness was %ery short. on thie order of one iniiilite for 100 1113 for spi~ls of oils with

%i~ct)%ities raniginig from 0.K to 490Q centipoises at 20'C,. Berrid,. et al.. found, as, prev-iously

noitd. lthat Ihe thickness oh the slicks resulting fronm 100 in spills of' oils with viscosities
ranginig from 4.13 to 25.0 centistokes at 100 0 1: was fairly uniorr after 27.7 hours.

~losemnewi sv*tl Windsl Mid Cuirreint

Ani oil slick, or a blob ilt high-dlensity oil, will move as a unit under the influence of

satcr "urre:i!t or %%ind %cek~ity. The oil will muse at the same velocity as the water currnt

s% leu :onitionls hav e stabilized, providing no other forces are acting. The relationship of oil

slik %celocit% to %% ind velocity is not1 so simple. however, and different investigators have

airried at difeen eliclusioiis-
Brn:kIsl It iote% the resuilts of a series of experimeilt! carried out ill Japaii.

,ootcdinatedl b% the Maritime Safety Agency. Th'ley determined that thie oil %lick mioved with

thec vk iid Ai ai rate ohl about -4; of thei wimd speed- Smith5) reports tliat tlie results of a

series (1 ;:.irefuil 11bsenations. of winld velocity and oil %lick movement, taken at 6-hr in iers'als

1111 rJi LOW l1ind ,iteeoruiCal station. indicated ill average rate of oil slick movemeint equal to

.'.4 ofl tlhe I 1d speedCL with the movenient inl essentially the same directioni as lie wind, lie
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Tlicoretical -clclationls employing drag lomo., s idlldt %lick lIove-inclit oI ahcui 3U0',o
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()IIC Otlici UJIctr (11i11 aIcet iste diic cliol ol I lia ci of an tnt Nitk v lite component

duc to the (urioli\ accclcration. lIfthc 'msid has, am ncrl i,.a t!Ojc in! ajn.ii icI
oil %lick will not move III thle e sact %anxe direct ion aI lie wvind but will x er 41tt at a slight
ingle due 10 it% ch~ange ill lilt iliud. Iliite1 nortlicro lheinisplicic any Niil herly %%i md-inlduced
movement wil be accompanied by a %iliht wes~terly coiilponnI oii itc ct-iti, selc.it

nlorthec.rly tLOMP011ent ill tile svild ' locity still pnidluc ani caslerly dhi ft. III t1w utliemi
hiemiisphere the drifl compotients 0' lte \clooty will be re'crscd. i.e.. siutli tt intt-eastwartt

drif't and iitli wind-westward driftI
Based on tile results Of4 lite diffierent Investigators re et dtims . it would appear that

the speed of' inoven'.eit ol* in o)il slick as a unit, dut: it) the drag force cserted by a winid
blowing across its surlface. wouild be Ii tile range bcem: 3 and 4; ofl the \%idit speed.

W~ater-in-C)il 11 mulsions

Another f'actor which %:an greatly a;iltee tile rate ol' splreading ol anl oil slick is welt as
its thicknes.- is lte toendenty of' me oil to lorin a water-in-oil Cen-i~illiln st il le NCZ w ater.

I-li ellIect o! lte water-in-oil emulsion cauA-d Iby 55aaction on [ie Open sea was
noted in the review o' lte Torrcy Canyon disaste:r. The elihOn was named and ref'erred toI
as "ChIocolate mou)Lsse . Thel CXUet cohr and consisten'-:y of' the emtulsionl varied Willilfile

amiount of' water dispersod in [lie crude oil and thie degree ol- oil weath-ering. Ini general. (lie
..chocolate flotisse" had a con~sistency of a thick salad cream. I-le water content ranged
from 50 to 80f/. arid tile .Aie of the water droplets varied ill diflerent "mbousses"

Water-iii-oil emulsions form When there is agitation oof a lay"r o0 oil ini file sea provided
thlat tile Oil con~tainS a natliral occurring surla ;ce actise agent which promiioes thlis If-ormation.
The jelly-like resulting emulsion greatly reduce% the spreading otl the oil. It also inhibits lithe
action of dispersillg agents.

Such enlulsions studied and reported oil have been primiarily Itlose boried With crude
oil, notably theC ones formled during lte Torrey Canyon disaster. R. A. 1)eanllJ) reported
that thle Torrey Canyon disaster demonstrated clearly that the Ilormlatioil ol' water-iii-oil
emulsions occurs qluite rapidly at sea with sonie types of crude oil. lleC -cho1COlate illOUSSC&'
emli~on is reimarkable in tilat it is molre like a gel thian all oil.

Tlw formation of' wate.r-ill-oil ciIlSiOlls leads to stable -iiaps- of' oil which are
dispersed by naitural agencies Only very ;lowiy and can travel long distances. ihis
phienomenon considerably increases ti- extenit or' thle coastline mlenaced by a spill ind thie
Plersisteince of t[le ienaciie. Ill prinille. all the mlethiods of' removing lloiogceleons oil slicks
are applicable to ltle remioval of' water-in-oil C1illilsiOils. although thle alolt1 GII polnlionl
nleeding to be collected is iincreased !hy 500 percent ill lte case of' 'elocolate nIousseO-1 1

V *F~Ite natural pIILeitlen suchI ats Osittation. bacteria, etc., believed to hiave some afflect
onl the rate of' remloval of' a thlin filmi ol oil spreadt On the oplii sca, were hound it) [live no
signiificanlt affect On lte remo,,val of' iimps of' 'ilioisse during- a I liree-nith 1i priod ofl
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\pelicn~ ''.IirCiu'W~~\55cic v \po~td Ito conidition, 60-til in rc!pIxols of aerated
SCil%.dIA4 I I I I lit let\L rdil.icd %cry 'tallnc and showed little sign ot' brea,,dowii,
exp \cllt 141like III%%. of IlilIlte f'ractiow't' fromt soic ill tlic lighter crudes tested.

Bliudct 10) omild !g 0a;li1alleics. or *ilar miterials. are. iii all probability. the
iu1.inigi )11IoN", lmtill i gi icm I Ili,!~ asphialt..nes ar,: Itirther describe(! as (lie: non-volatile

.1ipliali It k c'.dualJ '(1iiipii1ilk Is Iiln crudle oil. (Ciiesari( 11i)itil ~iied thie natural eniulsitier
in c~rude oil i\. a po1rpli rii coanpomnd. The liclavior oll kuwvait crude Ater %: tractiol) of' thle
cniutilicr wa-s C';pfk! ilt'Ortent vwith reg~ard to %preading and forming stable water-in oil

kililsi,4)Iis In I lie 1.11i ia or huis i%. ci ect ively broken into oil id wvm er layer%
hi voinunat .idd itionl oIII ;l .- ie; acciaS 0~...(.1 toi I .0'.;1 of' Iil- 100(2 and vigorous

1 ti0t

~l~s~ lortir re:id ily ill% the horatlry when thick lavers (il crude oil are apitatcd onl
thc %irl..cc ill saiwvitcr- and % htell atu~:Iaed wih sewater using a paddle mixer or bubblingj
.ifr

1 0 1~

'I hss y lierridiw. el ii. tiledt it, produce -ii u-sse emutlsions -- :,li ga'.ulinc. kerosene.
Alito diewl. in1.'rine d ie-,. .lube oil 6(10. para!'inic lithe oil 2500. or 1,,:;ty naptitenic luibe oil

Il. u(JLIIil the samei teduiue ic uhich readialy made uuus~from a variety oll crudes, and
troni BLiner C-

ltas.%d on lit- .s eideiuce and the r-apid spreadinet of- distillates. it is ttielikcly that a
inousse- %sould lormn with sp1illedl JPl-5 Turbine Fuiel ;r D~istillate Fuel. H owever. it will

lorm with Bunker C. provided that tile souirce CrUdC Con1tainls a natuiral enmulsifier. Tile
re'sultin- -moumc- is stable. Conditions believed to simulate rough seas resulted inl
inouise- lornitaLionl inl leSs thanl anl !our4 10). It is possible that Navy Special Fuel Oil wvould

o0ri a **mlousse- eulsionl.
The tendency f"Or the Navy Special Fu~el Oil to f~oru a wvater-in-oil ellsionl Wvhen

agitated onl the surface of seajwater should be checked. The stability of tile resulting
emulsion. it' any. should also be checked. File properties of a rel-med oil such as the Navy
Special Fuiel Oil mtay be very different fronti those of a crude oil.

1Fate ol' Unrecovered Material

Oil which is tiot re!coveredl Iron tile water muay rcanaiii either dissolved in [lie water (a
small amount). onl tile sn fface or suispended in file wvater. adheritng to structures or rocks.
,iim-\Cd Wiit lhlt sanid it the% shoreline, or onl thle bottom of the ssej Wfit lias beeni suink Withi a
sinking agent. The sim:1 a miount that is inl solution will largely lie dissipaled rapidly by
current and tidles. tl.ougii residuals may persist I'r iiuaay weeks inl a closedl area such as a hay
or harbor. Oil which has beeni mechanically stuk ito thie bottomt will largely break laose.
little by lit tic. and rise slowly it) the surface. TFhis oil. tile oil remnnuing in tile water, mid

that adhicring to st ructu re-. ort shore, will lie gradually depradedt biologically.
Report l o anic t\etive %tudly by /.ollll, 12 Conicluded tha. -Vii alily all kinlds olf oil-%

are susceptible to miicrobial oxidatioii. Ihei rate ol'stichl oxidation is inilutenved by the% kmid
and alho id autce oll I micrt - rga iiistis presenit. tile ava ilaii ity ol )xyg':i *ii, rmeia I tire,* anid tIile

%lsi'. '. I 1 tilie oil ili water. M icro bial I midt hiti is miost ra pad ii'lte t I i hyd ro'eirleimi
iiiolcule i% ill intimlate Contact Wiit sater and at1 teaiipettiies raligiilg Ilain IS it) 35 *,1,-
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sonme oxidation occu~r% at temiperatures as low as 0O(C An average ofl one-third ol-fithe
hydrocarbon may be coiiwerted into bacterial cells. wvhichi proivide lood for many animals.
The remaining two-I ifirdk ol - lie hydrocarbon is oxid ized largely !o C03 and 11,0O. lint lie
marine environment. oil persists ooly wheni protected f'rom bacterial ;ction'".

IBased u po ii rates atI w hich Iii aric be hiIeria 11:t ~ bee 114 bsrved Ito 415idti /e~arin k in ts

of- miiwra I oils un ider con trolled laboratory COnldi lions an oltp(1n ill'Orinat io' oil (lte

abundanice of' bacteria in lthe sea. it is estimlatedt that oil miighlie sid i/ed iii filie sea al ra it'

as high as 100 to 960 mig/Ir1 day or 36 to 350 g/nu year.
II _Sumnlaiy if' ens roniital conditions (nutrients. temiperaiture. a ild oxygen

Livailabihityl are safistlactory and Vr witable microbial populations are present. oil will he
dcgraded iii lihe occail. llowclicr. the iales of- hydrocarbon degradationl are slow when
compared with those of* the oxygenated derivatives. There has beeni much speculation
recently abot ik te ability or, highly specific cuiltures to rapidly degrade oil spillK yet aI
dearth ofl specific iiltornlatioil is ev-idcint.

[FCTS 01: SP LLI: V PETROLLUNI P~RODUCTS

Hamimability

A risk of lire occurs primarily whei. the coinceintrationl of hydrocarbon vapor il lte air
lies withini the range of- flammnability. A defiiiite lire danger would exist withi spilledi

gasoline, a light crude oil, or a wide-range aviation turbine futel. Jl0-5. however, is a
hugh-I'lash-point turbine fuel and would present little danger aler thie Ifirst l'ive or tell

mlinuites following thie spill. The danger of' fire alter that time eo'occur I'ront pieces ol'

wood or other iuateri.-l caught inl the oil slick and which could act; as a wick. In such a ease.
however, tile tire wok: d burn only at lte wick. The large amnoi ofwaler woiuld act as.- ani

clTeetive coolant anid prevveii licating o' thie oil la ver smrroundlin. thle wick lt Ilie

vaporization temlperatuire. It is reported by llhokkerlA 111 ;YI ' 01 aer i ' ~ oiict ;Iuc X

kerosene. is oil. loblicatiing oil. and,. fuel oil onllvwiler cinnot bturn at ;ill withiout aI wick. It
has Aso been reported by Diciediekseni 13) thai ol! kil lte W.1 ill aI thick nes. oil le,,s tli,1ii
about 3 1n1un 40.11I ill. will nlot hurn. Tlie difficulty tot Igifiln sloiliet il ds .istkii:uiisiated

iii afil cxjviiit't replorted by- llitockisI4 t illii nchl 1list s l ;I a llaii lirssi s ictlllilcol
to iglnite lraiiiaii cruldc fiv.e Iuhinuilts Mie r .. hill. It slititld lie iiiieleii en.' tha .itgush

soil Ctiliamis light frietciooiis alid Is deilittey intoic ligsil'hI' tali all '1i) tot lit!e lel till. bingiv

consiered.Antotlier. ticdy repiel tliiI %litlis'ivil till is dill ituilt1 tonili ,oiool le~~'. Ill, IVA
lire lii.ord17

IsNecl l lite lust lite oir tell iiioiiutles loo14ilt5ia ill ill il %I . t1VVlil' sooull lit, %%-I%

little dljt-i il Lit' 111 l11iiii sit. .111 *ill fotite to'ui1 %uilltet I toil'.

[-lie. tol 01I toil NI,11111%. I lit,'

Ill Ivetitl yeats. .i slilo ofl 1I-iletio toils .iiool oil looli I t I.is' .41i i~oo. c

iels't'.'d il 1t) Ihet ti1,ii1 vi olli oiitliv.il I I,' holtolowi .1h Oil.. I Ili t1% 11111 -.1115Mo Ii l l% e n I !.'

icloitel too dli lii~its'gl ta wl S 111%oii okiiilooo1 iiish-. lilt' i11111v tooAl 11111 %l,ii sll i'o I 1s. . I It

Ivloi tol Ait- tolltoti ' litt 111in Ill 1iol totf~t lelostiti lo~s it tll~.,, .ol A-wIs'

tol ligks' v I t a11 l I tIi be.oks' , I I Il I Il. IL I I I- 1 1 It t1 il1s'h 1t l,1ii poios'liot l l'o .1 1,I I tIj



i(8)
oil which is the least toxic of all . JP-5 is an avation turbine fuel. It is a lighter
hydrocarbon than the others, and it spreads more rapidly. Also, JP-5 is more miscible with
water and theretore represents a greater threat to marine life. It will contaminate shellfish
and other seafood organisms and render them unfit for human consumption for periods up
to 6 1on1hs18 ). JP-5 has been shown to be toxic to fish, crabs, and lobsters(8 ).
Additionally, this fuel contains chemical additions. Unfortunately, little is known about the
toxicities of the JP-5 additives.

A spill near shore is potentially more dangerous than one in the open sea. Most effects
of :n oil spill are noted when it reaches the beach. Of all the types of organisms affected by
oil, sea birds seem to be the most vulnerable. It is near shore where most of the sea birds are
found. Apparently the intertidal organisms are relatively unharmed by contact with crude
oil: immediate losses may be expected to reach 5-10%. Those animals lost are rapidly
replaced from surrounding unaffected areas ( 5 ).

Oil in the vastness of the open sea represents less of a threat to marine life than its
minimal effect on intertidal species. This is a result of relatively fewer organisms per volume
of water and the fact that the organisms are not forced into contact with the oil. Midwater
trawls by the R/V David Star Jordan following the Santa Barbara incident revealed no
damage to pelagic fish eggs or larvae, phytoplankton, or zooplankton from acute exposure
to oil ( 15 ).

Whales, porpoises, seals, and sea lions constitute a group of animals that may come into
direct contact with oil slicks. Although several seals were observed to be coated with oil in
the Santa Barbara Channel, none appeared to be in distress(15) . Autopsies performed on
two porpoises found in the same area failed to incriminate oil contamination as the cause of
death. In general, although most mammal species in the Santa Barbara area received some oil
coating, minimal effects were attributed to the oil. The se';ils and sea lions which became
covered appeared normal. The whales migrating through the channel either were able to
avoid the oil or were unaffected when in contact with it.

Effects of Oil Treatment Agents on Marine Life

After a relase of petroleum has occurred on the ocean, measures must be taken to
remove it before it causes injury to life or property.

Treating agents presently available for removal can be placed into two
categories: (1) ('henomechanical treatmen Ivy a method that facilitates the removal of the
oil from the water, or 1,y sinking the oil by addition of a high density
substance. (2) ('hemically dispersing the oil in the bulk of the sea. The first method
presents no additional insult to the biota because it does not alter the chemical composition
o1 the pollutant. It may. however, allow an increase in frequency or duration of contact
between the oil and the lil'e forms.

Sinking oil by addition of a high density agent merely removes the oil from the surface.
It does not solve the problem and. in t'act, it very likely creates a new one. Carbonized sand
i,, i frcq nen tlV used sinkant. When spread on an oil slick, it may remove 50-70'7% of the oil
Irom ilie sea surf'acc and deposit it on bottom fisl'iag grounds. shellfish beds, or fish
sqpawnin.g area,, 5 ".8) . A al'rther disadvaltage of sinkants is that with time the oil may be
rclcacd and rise to the sturf'ace again .
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The function of a dispersant in the second method is to dispose of the oil by formation
of an oil-in-water emulsion which will eventually degrade by bacterial action. Utilization of
dispersants is objectionable because they are toxic. Acute effects of sonic dispersants on
indicator organisms (shrimp, crab, and bivalves) are detectable at concentrations of' 1.0 to
10.0 ppm ( 16) . A dispersant must be evaluated with respect to the area and volume it will
occupy as a function of time. This evaluation should be based oil what changes the
dispersant will cause in the physical. chemical, and biological characteristics of the
environment.

The chemical composition of a number of dispersant chemicals is: surfactants
(10-15%), solvents (70-80%). and stabilizers (10-15%)(8) .

Functionally, the major constituent of dispersants is the surfactant which alters the
surface tension of the pollutant allowing it to spread and form a colloidal suspension: the
stabilizer prohibits recoalescence and the solvent aids the surfactant in penetrating and
mixing with the oil. Most solvents are petroleum or water based. The toxicity of the
dispersant constituents varies and can be arranged in the following
order: solvent> stabilizer> surfactant. It should be pointed out that what is generally the
most toxic component, the solvent, comprises 70-80'% of most dispersant chemicals.

The rate of application of dispersant chemicals recommended by manufacturers varies.
but generally it approximates I part dispersant to 10 parts oil. In practice it has been found
that 2 to 3 times this amount of dispersant is required.

As was mentioned above, many of the dispersant chemicals are toxic. Acute effects in
some animals may be detected at less than 1 ppm. As the concentration increases, the
effects mount progressively and extend over a wide variety of species. A one-hour exposure
to 10 ppm of many dispersants is lethal to most planktonic and sublittoral organisms( -' .

With time, however, some of the toxicity of the emulsion is lost. Much of the solvent
and stabilizer phase of the dispersant. the two most toxic fractions, is lost in the first 24
hours.

Extensive toxicity information on oil spill treating agents massively applied is limited
to the incident of the TORREY CANYON disaster (5 ) and is further confined to dispersants.
Findings from this incident should be viewed as a most extreme example-environmental
conditions, sensitivity of resources exposed, treatability of the oil involved and the
geographic location were all adverse. Conclusions drawn from this incident must. therefore.
not be considered as typical but rather as from a scene approaching the "Worst Credible
I ncident."

The relatively little damage suffered by planktonic organisms in the open sea following
the release of oil and its treatment with dispersants was surprising in view of the magnitude
of both the oil released and the quantity of agent applied. However. after the circumstances
concerning the pollution were better documented. a more informed view was formulated.

Laboratory experiments showed that toxicity attributed to dispersants is primarily due
to aromatic components. These fractions arc lost through evaporation in a period of two to
five days(5 ) in the open sea. The maximum solubility of aromatic hydrocarbons. however. is
of the o-der of 30 to 800 ppmn( 5 ). and the dissolved aromatics could therefore persist in
highly toxic concentrations. Iowever. it was believed that wind conditions prevalent, of
sufficient strength to achieve vertical mixing. would also enhance evaporation of the toxic
aromatics from the sea surface. The eftect of spraying oil in the open sea. therefore, was to
produce patches of oil and dispersant which would be driven steadily before the wind for
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two or three days. During this time the major fraction of aromatic components would be
diluted and lost to the atmosphere. Thus, after two or three days, planktonic organisms
were subjected to primarily residual constituents of low toxicity.

Approximately 500,000 gal of dispersant were used during 14 days of sea spraying
operations. For the area treated, it was estimated that the concentration of detergent ranged
between I and 10 ppm through the surface 5 m of water. ( 5 )

Zooplankton. which are the most active organisms of the plankton, undergo marked
vertical nigration and might conceivably avoid toxic surface waters by swimming
downward. However, the more passive organisms, i.e., diatoms, dinoflagellates, and the
embryonic and larval stages of invertebrates and fishes could be subjected to the above
conditions for protracted periods of time.

Laboratory experiments verify that the toxicity of the oil spill dispersants in sea water
is largely restricted to the rapidly evaporative organic fractions and that most smaller
planktonic organisms are killed in a matter of a few hours at concentrations of 1-10 ppm(5);
however, there was evidence of a longer-term effect on certain of the organisms tested,
manifested twelve days after exposure to concentrations of I ppm.

Although plankton life forms appear to be extremely sensitive to dispersant, their
destruction within tile finite sea volumes associated even with massive oil spills is of lesser
consequence because of their capability for rapid repopulation. Destruction of the larval and
embryonic stages of fishes, however, are likely to have severe long-term effects in terms of
depiction of commercial and recreational fisheries.

The majority of damage to marine life from the TORREY CANYON disaster was the
result of applying dispersants on or near shorelines. The offshore spread of the dispersants
and dispersant-oil mixtures caused extensive damage to intertidal animals and plants and
killed or affected organisms at considerable distances from shore( 5 ) .

Tile increasing demand for treatment measures for dealing with oil pollution prompted
the development of low toxicity dispersant chemicals. One such product is called BP I 100.
It has been reported that the toxicity of this product is so low that it does not damage
marine life( 17) . BP I100 has been demonstrated to be equally useful for dispersing
sea-borne oil as well as oil-soaked beaches. Another dispersant with similar qualities has been
developed and is distributed under the name of Dispersol OS. An additional low toxicity
dispersant is Corexit 7664 ( 1I8) . Toxicity tests have shown that concentrations for 48 hour

LC 5 0 of' Corexit 7664 was 7,500 to 10.000 ppm. This is the concentration of the dispersant
which killed 501;' of the test organisms in 48 hours. Similar toxicity tess for Dispersol OS
and BP 1100 revealed 48 hour LC5 0 concentrations of 3,300 to I0,000ppm( 16 ).

-ffects of Spilled Oil on Property

The effects of spilled oil on property are almost inversely proportional to their effects
on marine life. JP-5 will leave very little r,:sidue on beaches, vessels and structures with
which it comes into contact. It can usually be easily washed off surfaces with water, or
water with a small amiount of detergent added. The slight residue which it leaves on sand
Mnd beaches goes away fairly rapidly under tile influence of natural oxidation and bacterial
action. The heavier fuel oils, however, present a vastly different situation. The effects of the
two heavy fuel oils are much the same except that the Bunker C is worse than the Navy
SpociA since it is heavier and more viscous and adheres to a surface more tightly once it
becom, a t tach1d.
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Removing Bunker C Fuel Oil from pilings, ship hulls, beaches, buildings, or rocks is an
expensive and time-consuming operation. The damage is almost entirely esthetic except

when the heavy oil plugs openings in a structure or hull, and this means that its removal

must be complete to be successful. Bunker C is relatively resistant to the action of

detergents and solvents since it is quite dense and very viscous. Sand blasting has been u.,ed
successfully in cleaning it off rocks, but cannot be used on fiberglas hulls or wooden
structures. Steam cleaning or hot water is also limited in application.

All four of the petroleum products considered are very harmful to objects made of
natural rubber and some plastics. The damage in these cases results from chemical and/or
solvent action and the danger is greater from JP-5 and Distillate Fuel than from the heavier,
more viscous fuel oils.

B. REFERENCE ENVIRONMENTS AND GEOGRAPHY
SELECTION OF REFERENCE ENVIRONMENTS AND GEOGRAPHY

The geographic and environmental extremes to which U. S. Naval oilers and gasoline
tankers are exposed are widely varied. Only those that are classified as adverse relative to an
oil spill incident will be considered for this study. A near shore spill incident has much more
serious implications than a mid ocean spill due to the potential for damage to both wild life
and resources. For most of the world shore lines, recreational resources are confined to
populated areas in the relatively warmer latitudes and are predominantly recreational
beaches, small craft boating areas and sport fisheries. Other resources include but are not
limited to commercial shellfish, commercial fisheries, salt production and minerals.

Utilization of these resources varies greatly for a number of reasons, some of which are
population density, logistics, technology and industrial capabilities.

The two most significant factors that influence the migration of spilled oil in a marine
environment are local winds and surface currents. Of these two factors contributing to oil
migration on the surface of the seas, the local winds will be the predominant consideration
for both potential hazard to shore lines and urgency for remedial action. Coastal winds are
significantly influenced by convection circulation. For example. air in the day time over the
land masses will be heated and rise to be replaced by the cooler, more dense -tmosphere
from over the sea. During the hours of darkness. the process may reverse to cause a seaward
circulation. This effect is created by the temperature differential between the sea mass and
the land mass and is of course heavily influenced by local weather, season and geographic
latitude. The effect of tidal flushing on local currents associated with open coastal coves and
bays is widely varied ranging from strong in large narrow bodies of water such as Cook Inlet
in Alaska and the Norwegian fiords to weak in open bays such as Kawaihae Bay on the
Island of Hawaii.

Detailed information obtained during the course of this study on geographic.
meteorologic. hydrographic and resource features is given in Appendix A.

Because the potential routing of United States Naval vessels worldwide is virtually
infinite, climatological data will not be prescnted for specific routes. Figure Nos. A-I
through A-8 (Appendix A) are reprin ted from the U. S. Navy Marine Climatic Atlas of the
World, Volume VIII. The data is presented for sea, swell, and wind velocity for each of the
four seasons of the year. In the presentation of frequency of occurrence of sea heights. the
term "sea" refers to those waves generated by local winds while "'swell" is that portion of
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the wave spectrum far removed from its source region. For winds, the percent frequency of
occurrence is presented for Beaufort Force Eight and above and Beaufort Force Three and
below.

Table 3 summarizes pertinent environmental und resource data for reference regions of
open waters. These are the reference areas for the determination of parameters in
connection with the effectiveness studies, and for the assessment of resources vulnerable to
damage by petroleum product spillage. These reference areas were selected as those typical
of open waters frequented by U. S. Naval oilers and gasoline tankers.

OIL POLLUTION REGULATIONS AND ENFORCEMENT

There has been a great deal of effort at both the state and federal level to provide more
clearly defined and more stringent regulations relative to water pollution in U. S. waters.
The most significant of the new legislation is public law 91-224 which is titled the "Water
Quality Improvement Act of 1970." This new measure authorizes the Federal Government
to move immediately to clean tip harbors or beaches devastated by an oil spill using funds
from a new 35 million dollar revolving fund. The act further fixes the liability of the owners
of offshore facilities or vessels responsible for a spill at tip to S8,000,000 for an offshore
facility and S 100 per gross registered ton or S14,000,000 whichever is the lesser amount for
a vessel except where an owner or operator can prove that the spill was caused solely by an
act of God. and act of war, a third party or negligence on the part of the United States
Government. Additionally any person in charge of the vessel or facility shall be fined not
more than 510,000 or imprisonment for not more than one year or both for failure to
immediately notify the appropriate federal agency. A civil penalty of $10,000 fo; each
offense may also be imposed on any owner or operator of any vessel, offshore facility or
onshore facility who knowingly discharges oil into or upon the navigable water of the
United States, adjoining shorelines or contiguous zone.

Great Britain and eight other countries signed the North Sea Pact in March 1969. As a
result of this pact. the Board of Trade has been charged with the responsibility of dealing
with oil on the seas in excess of one mile from United Kingdom coasts.

The continuing efforts of the council of the Intergovernmental Maritime Consultive
Organization (I.M.C.O.) are providing more impetus toward imposing additional
international regulation that would minimize the potential for marine oil disasters. Some of
their recommendations include the compulsory carriage of radar, echo sounders, radio
position plotting e(Luipment and VHF radio communications equipment. Some other
committee considerations are training courses, ship design and compensation for loss or
damage arising from an oil spill. In November 1969. I.M.C.O. sponsored an International
Legal Conference on Marine Pollution Damage in Brussels where it adopted two
conventions. The first convention, which applies only to incidents occurring outside the
territorial limit, would allow coastal states to intervene in oil spill casualties if their
shorelines are threatened by the incident. The second convention imposes strict liability on
owners and operators with certain exceptions including acts of God, war, and negligence of
the coastal state. Limits of liability are set at SI 34 per gross registered ton or S14 million.
whichever is the lesser, ('oipulsory financial responsibility would be required with issuance
of certificates to this effect. Tile conventions do not apply to warships or other state-owned
ships, except when they are on commercial business. These conventions must first be
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ratified by each I.M.C.O. member. When ratified, they become binding internationally. The
coastal states' intervention becomes binding when 15 member governments ratify the
convention, and the civil liability convention becomes binding after eight I.M.C.O. member
states ratify the convention but five of the eight must have more than one million tanker
tonnage each. There are 68 member governments involved in I.M.C.O. ( 19 )

C. OIL SPILL TREATMENT AND RECOVERY EQUIPMENT AND TECHNIQUES

Countermeasures against oil spilled on the open sea can be classified as:
" Mechanical: skimmers, pumps, spreaders, collectors, booms and weirs.
" Chemical: emulsifiers or detergents, combustion promoters and biological

degradation agents.

" Chemomechanical: sinking, sorption, agglomeration, chemical booms and others,
all, with the exception of sinking, being accompanied by a mechanical recovery
technique.

Mechanical treatment of oil spillage is defined as treatment which operates by purely
physical means, thus not requiring consumption of materials. Chemical treatment depends
upon chemical properties of agents: oil and agent interact to remove an o:'l slick from the
surface. Chemomechanical treatment will logically be the hybrid combination of the
classifications. Consumables as well as mechanical equipment may be utilized in the removal
operation.

Three distinct operational areas can be identified which would use chemical,
chemomechanical or mechanical methods. They are:

* Containment
* Physical/Chemical Elimination of the Slick
* Disposal of Recovered Products

Techniques applicable to each area are described below.

Containment

Deployment of any type of barrier controls the direction and limits the spreading of an
oil slick. Booms may be passive or dynamic. Containment booms are passive. Dynamic
techniques are used for moving slicks from one area to another or from an area to a
collection device.

The advantages of containment include:
" Preventing an oil slick from contacting items of economic or aesthetic value.
* Reduction of the water surface area subsequently processed by some removal

technique.
" Preventing the spread of oil, thereby making some removal techniques, which

perform best on thick slicks, more feasible.
Containment is not without disadvantages. Solid barriers prevent crossing by

equipment o,- vessels. The confinement of oil slicks containing large quantities of highly
volatile niateria;s may create a fire hazard.

The sources of most accidental oil spills will approximate a point source, either moving
or stationary. The spreading pattern emanating from a point source may be an expanding
circular disc. an elliptical shape or an expanding triangular shape, depending on surface



currents and winds. A circular slick is formed by an unrestrained source in an area of no
significant surface currents and wind. An elliptical slick will occur when a surface current
is present but of a smaller magnitude than the spreading velocity of the oil slick itself.
Triangular shapes occur under high current situations where the current dominates tile
spreading of the slick. The triangle will widen as the slick distance from the source increases.
For all cases, wave action is expected to perturb these shapes, eventually forming windrows
or ropes of oil.

The containment boom can be used to advantage in confining the oil released in each
of the cases described. For the circular or elliptical shaped slick, the boom must maintain a
continuous circular barrier. The triangular shaped slick can be constrained by a lineal boom
positioned in a catenary shape directly opposifig and down current of the moving oil slick.
This is the most difficult condition for recovery purposes because of the relatively high
current which must be opposed-a much shorter boom is required, however.

The general areas of application for oil booms are for oil recovery operations and for
emergency containment. Oil recovery operations can employ booms for dragging or
sweeping operations as well as reducing the confinement area by gradually decreasing the
perimeter. The effectiveness of such sweeping operations is questionable and is discussed
later in this section.

Development of seaworthy and more effective booms for open sea applications, such as
around oil drilling platforms, is being attempted. Contributions are being made by
manufacturers in trying to capitalize on demand for open sea booms. The Coast Guard is
also supporting several projects to develop open sea, easily deployable booms. The American
Petroleum Institute and the Federal Water Quality Administration are also supporting boom
development for open sea application.

Containment barriers are classified as:
" Floating booms
* Pneumatic barriers (underwater air barriers)
* Chemical barriers
* Powered booms

Floating booms are much more extensively employed than the other types.

Floating Booms

Floating booms are commercially available in a wide variety of sizes and configurations
or can be fabricated from any number of available materials such as wooden timbers, used
55 gallon barrels, fire hoses, etc. A list of commercial booms is included in Appendix C.

An effective floating boom must provide a vertical barrier at the water surface,
extending above and below the water surface. The barrier is commonly formed by
combining a bouyant section with a rigid or weighted skirt extending downward into the
water. The buoyant portion consists typically of either an inflatable bladder or buoyant
material such as plastic foam, cork or wood timbfs. Skirts typically consist of metal, plastic
sheet or rubberized fabric with lead weights or steel chain providing ballast at the bottom
edge.

Makeshift booms such as wooden timbers or inflated fire hoses generally lack skirts
and, therefore, effective usage is restricted to waters that have little or no surface currents or
waves and to spill situations in which the contained oil does not reach an appreciable
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thickness. Skirts of extended draft are necessary in the presence of surface currents to
impede the oil from being swept tinder the boom as it accumulates. An oil slick floating
against a barrier behaves much like an iceberg in that about 90% is below the mean elevation
of the surrounding water, depending onl the density of the petroleum product. In the
presence of currents, a thick wave of oil forms at the upstream edge of the oil layer which
leads to the forniation of oil droplets when the water flows faster than a certain critical
speed. These droplets may then be swept tinder the barrier. Experiments observing this
phenomenon found oil swept tinder 6 to 12 inch skirts at 0.85 ft/sec and above. The speed
required for oil carryunder varies with the oil properties, barrier dimensions, and amount of
oil being retained (2 0 ) .

Oil can also go tinder a boom by a draining action. Water flowing tinder the barrier
causes a pressure reduction which could pull the oil under it. Wick ( 2 0 ) has calculated the
minimum skirt depths to prevent draining for.several conditions. This depth can be as great
as 94 inches for an oil with a specific gravity of 0.97 and a viscosity of 9,215 centipoises
being collected at 5 barrels per foot of boom in a current of 2.25 ft/sec.

The constraint of sweeping speed upon booms has been investigated by J. Wardley
Smith!'2 I). Field tests show that oil carryunder occurred at a sweeping speed of about 2
knots (large boom with 18" diameter buoyant section with a 3' attached skirt). Model scale
tests at the Hydraulics Research Station found just over one knot was enough to lose oil.
Smith \s( 21) conclusions were that anything above one to two knots current and waves
higher than abott 6 inches will remove oil from a boom of this type.

Theoretical considerations indicate that the holding capacity of a boom increases by
the cubic power of the bomn depth ( 2 2 ). An example evaluation of a hypothetical situation
was made by llotlt 22 ). It indicates the shortcomings and limitations of a generalized boom
for an analytical approach. The situation is a 100.000 gallon spill in an estuary, a boom 200
feet long with a three foot holding capacity being deployed. It was found that oil would be
carried under if the wind velocity exceeds 12 knots normal to the boom with no waves
present, or if the water surface current normal to tile boom exceeds 1/3 knot. The effect of
waves would further redLice these threshold valtes.

Flexibility and structural strength arc other requisites of an effective containment
boom. Flexibility permits the boom to follow the profile of the water surface. Satisfactory
flexibility can normally be obtained either by employing flexible materials, such as foamed
plastics. for the btoyant section or short sections (not more than a few feet long) of
relatively rigid materials connected with flexible joints. Boom tension may inhibit the wave
following capability of flexible booms, however.

inergency containment booms require a relatively great structural strength, especially
if they are to be towed to the scene. Permanent booms can be moored in place to minimize
environmentally induced forces. Emergency containment booms often must be positioned
and lield with ships which can, in combination with the environment, induce significant
forces.

)eployment considerations re(lUire that an emergency containment boom be either
capable of being towed at speeds up to about 10 knots or deployable from the deck of a

assel at the site of the incident. Floating boonis with sufficicnt flexibility can be stored on
drt111 I'rroi which they can be lnrecled for deployment. Many commercial booms can be
Ilildcd oi a pallet, like an accordion. for storage.

I~h~ating bootms employing air-filled chambers for buoyancy, although less expensive
than othcr types. are not recommended for emergency situations because of susceptibility
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to puncturing and subsequent sinking. This type of boom in harbors can, however, be
satisfactorily employed as a permanent boom such as around ships or other areas susceptible
to spills.

Experience at the recent Gulf Coast spill indicates tha t the Navy type booms madc of
plywood sheets covered with canvas were the most effective means of coping with a large oil
spill. Chevron improved upon the original U.S. Navy design somewhat ising 4' x 8' sheet of
3/4-inch marine plywood with two 55 gallon drums attached to each side of the sheet.
Canvas sheets with attached counterweights produced a boom of a total height of 7
feet. (23)(50)

Pneumatic Barriers

Pneumatic barriers (underwater air barriers) can provide a sufficient surface current to
contain oil spill in harbor waters if winds and surface currents are not excessive. The
operation entails injection of air through a perforated hose or pipe into the surrounding
water at a given depth. The bubbles formed create a buoyant air/water mixture which rises
to the surface. The vertical motion of the water produces a surface current flow in both
directions away from the line of air emergence. Surface currents up to five ft/sec can be
produced by injecting up to 90 SCFM of air per foot of length. Standard air compressors
(nominally 100 psi) are generally used to provide air. The advantages of pneumatic barriers
include:

* Unrestricted passage of ships across the barrier.
* Relative immunity to environmental forces.
* Invulnerability to fire.
* In certain instances, such as when the barrier is biased across the direction of

water flow, the oil can be guided to a single location to racilitate pickup.

Disadvantages include:

* High procurement and operational costs.
* Possible penetration of accumulated oil as ships pass across the barrier.
" Complete negation of the effectiveness in the event of power, compressor, or pipe

failure.

Pneumatic barriers must essentially be custom designed for each particular application.
They have therefore been nermnaently installcd rather than Used as portable emergency
containment devices.

Chemical Barriers

Chemical barriers can be formed with fatty acids spread at the periphery o" a spill. The
high spreading force of the fatty material will repel the nonpolar petroleum oil and displace
it into a thickened oil lense or away from the agent in the case where the spill is not
surrounded. The agents function by counteracting the spreading tendency of the spilled oil.
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(;arrett 24 ) and Canevari 11) suggest that it is the surface active constituents of the
spilled oil which cause an otherwise nonspreading hydrocarbon to spread. Special
monolayers have been identified by Garrett ( 24 ) which have quite high spreading pressures.
They have been fo1nd to be able to spread against the wind in some cases and to support oil
lenses or spill materi:,l on the order of 0.5 to 1.0 cm in depth. The lense thickness which can
be maintained depends on the oil dens;ty and the difference in spreading pressure between
the spilled oil and the monolayer. Monolayer water-insoluble films would probably find
greatest use against relatively minor spills along coasts or in rivers and harbors( 24 ).

Chemical gelling agents, if spread around the periphery of an oil slick, could also
impede the spreading of the slick due primarily to a viscosity increase of the oil/gelling agent
combination.

It is likely that chemical barriers would be effective only in reducing the initial
spreading of oil slicks and not as a long term containment technique. Chemical barriers may
have an application in support of other possible systems.

Powered Booms

At the present time, no available containment booms operating on the open sea use a
self-contained power source. Advance concepts employ air or water as a motive force to
move surface oil slicks. Water surface currents are -treated which counter those induced
naturally by wind or waves. The Federal Water Quality Administration (FWQA) is
sponsoring a boom concept with Battelle-Northwest which employs a water spray technique
for sweeping.

III IYSICAL/CI IFIMICAL IELIMINATION OF THE OIL SLICK

The treatment of aw oil slick can be accomplished by a number of methods, ranging
from purely chemical appronches. as in the use of detergcnt materials, to mechanical
methods such as skimming and suction devices. Containment. as described previously, is a
complementary function to the actual treatment of the slick. One exception is a boom
configuration as an essential part of certain basic skimmer concepts.

The elimination of the oil slick is the overriding objective of all oil spill abatement
methods. This function is an integral part of any system of spillage countermeasures.
Containment a.s well as disposal of collected residue:; are functions which are unnecessary in
some cases and subordinate to the oil slick treatment in all cases.

,lechanical Treatment

The physical recovery of oil or agglomerated mixtures of oil and various agents can be
achieved with ficChatlized equipment dc:signed for the recovery of petroleum or similar
maleria, from the sea surface. Mechanical treatment includes such techniques as:

* Ski ming with a suction device
* Rotating drums or endless belt-pickup devices
* Skiiming with a weir
* Ancillary equipment
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Suction Devices - Petroleum products can be either lifted or skimmed from the water
surface ,wilh a variety of vacuum or suction devices. The general class of devices is only
effective on relatively thick slicks with most requiring partial or total immersion of the
nozzle in the oil. A considerable amount of water may be recovered with the oil and.
therefore, the systems often employ gravity separation or decanting tanks as a secondary
operation.

Heavier oils such as Bunker C and debris tend to clog intake lines and render many
suction devices inoperable. Another operational difficulty that can be encountered.
depending on the type of pump used and whether or not the oil passes through the pump
impellor is that of emulsification of the oil. A water-in-oil emuision is easily formed by
pumping oil and water through a centrifugal pump. Once formed. this emulsion is most
difficult to break-back due to its stability and semi-solid consistency.

One type of suction4'device that recovers a high proportion of oil (assuming ideal
conditions) is an airlift system. The system utilizes the principle that a high velocity stream
of air moving over the surface of a slick and into a suction nozzle will entrain the oil from
the surface. A bell-mouth nozzle is suspended approximately one inch above the water
surl'ace, The noule or ejector employs the high now/low vucuum chunielerli h or t Conndn

Rotating Drums and Endless Belts - Numerous devices that employ some
configuration of rotating drum or endless belt are either currently available or being
developed. The oil is removed from the water surface by the natural oleophilic properties of
the advancing surface of the belt or drum. The oil that adheres to the moving surfaces may
be subsequently scraped off by a blade. Units employing hydrophobic plastic foam socks or
other sorbent materials require squeezing by rollers to recover the oil. Another type of unit
akin to an endless belt system employs long rolls of sorbent material, such as felt. which
retains the oil for subsequent disposal.

One rather unique configuration presently being developed by the Shell Oil Laboratory
(Netherlands) and Murphy Pacific Marine Salvage Company employs a very large continuous
loop of sorbent material such as polypropylene "wool.'" Recently tested at Treasure Island-
(San Francisco), this device is operated by moving this continuous absorbent belt through
an oil slick between two pulleys and squeezing the oil from the belt using wringers mounted
on a ship or at a shore facility.(26 ) (50)

One recently developed device employs two counter-rotating drums. One is rotated at a
relatively high speed in the direction of water flow. A shallow immersion depth on this
drum makes it effective for removing heavy, weathered oils. This drum may have a
polyethylene surface which comes in contact with the oil in a dry condition and thus
becomes oil-wetted. The other drum rotates slowly opposite to the water flow direction and
is immersed relatively deep. The drum has a water-wetted steel surface which is more
effective on lighter, less viscous oils.

In most cases, the rotating dnims and vertically oriented endless belt devices are
ineffective in wave heights exceeding about six inches because the oil must come in contact
with oil-wetted surfaces for effective removal. Waves often disturb the sUrfaces before
contact with the oil is made. The proportion of oil to water recovered generally exceeds
90'7 whii water surface conditions arc not excessive. These units are most effective when
advancing at very low speeds. Present units are generally not highly mancutverable and arc
incapable of' recovering large quantities ol oil. ( 27)
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(;ravity Skiminrs 1-iploying Weirs - Several Naval facilities currently use skimming
devices based on the concept of an advancing weir. The facilities include the Puget Sound.
Long Beach. Norfolk. and Pe:rl Ilarbor Naval shipyards and the Newport. Rhode Island
Naval Station.

The Puget Sound and Newport units are converted LCMs with an adjustable lip or weir
at the forward end. The Pearl I larbor LCM is not an integral unit: auxiliary skimming rafts
are towed alongside. Storage/decanting tanks permit separation of the oil from the
recovered mixture. A three-man crew is required on the Puget Sound Naval Shipyard unit;
the constant attention of one of these members is required to adjust the height of the weir.
The Norfolk and Long Beach skimmers are similar to the converted LCMs but considerably
similler. The Norl'olk unit is not self-propelled. Storage capacity of the skimmers ranges
fron 0.000 to 10,000 gal. Recovery rate of the Norfolk skimmer is reportedly 600 gal/hr
under optinum conditions.

Another gravity skimmer that employs an advancing weir is the WATERWISSER.
developed by Shell Chemicals in Holland. Extendable booms on each side of the craft
increase the scope during each traverse of an oil slick. The unit can operate at forward
speeds up to about two knots. The recovered mixture enters a sump through a vertical slot
extending approximately one foot below the water surface. The mixture is subsequently
decanted and the water pumlpcd overboard. Oil storage capacity is 20 tons.

Gravity flow or advancing weir deviecs aIre generally senisitive to envlronilental ractors.
particularly waves. One disadvantage of large self-propelled units is that routine maintenance
or breakdowns can remove the unit from service possibly during a crisis situation. The Puget
Sound Naval Shipyard unit was reportedly out of service for two months while repairs were
being made.

I)evelopment work in the area of mechanical skimming is being supported by the
American Petroleum Institute. the Federal Water Quality Administration, and the Coast
Guard.

The "'Sea Dragon" concept is under development by tile Garrett Corporation, under
support by the American Petroleum Institute. The basic concept is a coalescing box to%-!d
by a boom and cable arrangement attached to each of the two front corners. The booms are
on the order of 500 feet long making it possible to sweep a 200 to 300 foot swath. The
open front collection box will receive the oil. A series of baffles is used to still the water
within the box and :lso allow the oil to be collected. An adjustable lip allows oil to be
gathered and pulped to the Garrett Airesearch ultracentrifuge for separation. The
prototype is expected to be tested in August 1970 off tile California coast.

Skimmer barges were used with sonic success at the recent Gulf Coast spill by Chevron.
They reported they worktdl well in up to 6-ft waves. The most effective operation involved
the ttsc of two tugboats at each end of a large barge. The tugs pushed the barge broadside
against the oil. Severil pumps aboard the barge sucked in oil and water. This effort
produced an oil/water pickup rate oif 27.7 bbl/min. more than twice tile rate of any other
skinmimier. (23)

Autxiliary -quipn,:mit - %lost oil slick recovery techniques employ auxiliary equipment
whi,.h dir..,ctlv or indirectly influencces overall system efficiency. Principal examples are: (I)
mechanical spreaders. (2) hydraulic spray systems. (3) oil/agent recovery and retrieval
Cquilvnclit, ,4) oil-water separators. and (5) oil/agent retention equipment.
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(I) Mechanical spreaders include converted agricultural equipment in the forin of bale
shredders, straw spreaders and fertilizer or seed distributors. These and other
mechanisms are used to take a solid material-sorbent or sinkant-break it up into
the appropraite particle sizes and shapes (if necessary). and distribute this material
on the slick. Straw and other sorbcnts are shredded and then distributed using
converted haying equipment. Sinkants in the form of treated sand and other
particulates are spread by mechanical broadcasters.

The use of air blowers may also be appropriate in distributing sorbent or
sinkant materials although the dust which may be produced could irritate the
respiratory systems and eyes of operational personnel.

(2) Hydraulic application of materials is appropriate to several types of operations.
Chemical treating agents in a petroleum solvent base can be applied directly or as
an emulsion in water. This emulsion is produced by flow through centrifugal
pumps which provide intimate mixing of water and agent. Chemicals miscible in
water can be sprayed directly using commercial sprayers. or they may he diluted
using an cductor. Canevari ( I 1 ) notes that application of water base dispersant in a
water stream is effective. whereas application of a petroleum base dispersant in a
water stream is not. This is because a dispersion of the petroleum solvent-in-water
is formed, and it is difficult for the surfactant to transfer from its location at the
petroleum solvent-water interface to the oil spill-sea water interface. Canevari
concludes that neat application of a petroleum base dispersant directly to an oil
slick is a more effective application method. Eductors can also be used to
distribute materials underwater. i.e.. certain sorbent materials. Sinking and
burning agents may also be applied in a water strean.

(3) Oil and/or agent harvesting is a method by which sorbents, gellants or other
materials along with oil are retrieved. By far. the most common technique is
manual labor using implements such as pitch forks and rakes. This method is.
however, impractical in large .,pills in the open sea environment. Environme ntal
conditions permitting, kelp harvesting machines may be used for the retrieval of
agglomerates of oil and various agents.

(4) Oil-water separators have been used for ni,,y years to remove oil from oily ballast
water aboard tankers. These, as well ;is separators suited for use in oil spillage
recovery, are described below:

0 Gravity or Centrifuge Separation

As the density between the water and the oil apiproachcs zero. so will the
effectiveness of' gravity dependent devices. A pump for oil recovery recently
mlnnolinced by the Reytnolds Metals Comlnpanv uscs a combination of gravity and
centrifugal force generated by the vortex axial flow path within the punip. A tube
inserted in the center (forming an annulus) will draw olT the oil while the sea
water passes outside the tube. An 8-inch diameter pumlp will reportedly take in
2500 ualltn in. Therefore. oil in i 10'j' nixture of oil to water. would hC recovered
at a rate of 250 ial/Imin.
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0 Sonic and Ultrasonic Energy

Ultrasonic energy may be employed to emulsify or demulsify oil and
water.( 2 8) This method may be used in conjunction with other separators for A
breakdown of water-in-oil emulsions. Sonics International. Inc. has performed a
study for the FWQA which evaluates the possibility of emulsifying oil for
transportation by tanker and then demulsifying upon offloading at a port.( ' 8 )

* Dialysis

Semipermeable membranes which pass oil but not water have very small
pores and would be quickly fouled by solids. Separation of the oil by this method
at a practical rate is impossible at ambient conditions.( 2 9 )

* Solvent Extraction or Dilution

Dilution can be used to reduce the viscosity and density of oil, possibly
making it more easily processed by other separators. Solvents could also be used
in extraction equipment to treat oily water. This method may be hampered by
the difficulty in attaining intimate contact between the extraction fluid and the
oily water, especially if emulsions are present.

* Dissolved Air Flotation

This method has been found to be effective but requires a significantly long
retention time and large space requirements. This is one method by which oil is
separated from refinery wastes. The Permutit "Favair" flotation system of oil
separation uses this method. ( 30 )

0 Sorption

Surfaces treated to be oleophilic (attracted to oil) or :.ydrophilic (attractive
to water) can be used to concentrate oil. Rotary drums or m(,ing belts with
provision for continuous oil removal by scraping. flushing or steaming is an
extension of this method. This method is being used successfully in skimmers for
harbor use. See Appendix C.

* Filtration

Many different materials have been used to remove relatively small amounts
of oil from water, most of which rely on oleophilic properties to retain the oil as
an absorbed film. The filter media could either be dumped or stripped for reuse.
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• Coalescing Media

Agglomeration of oil behind or between screens can be accomplished using a
suitable coalescing media. lowcver. this method becomes ineffective when used
on dirty or highly viscous oils. ( 29 )

(5) Oil/agent retention equipment comprises tanks, barges, etc.. which are used to
contain oil, water and treating mulerial once they tre retrieved rro11 the surrace.
A device specially developed ror this task is the dracone barge produced by
Uniroyal, Inc. -- a 149 by 30 ft. mylar reinforced oval bag. It is collapsible for
compact stowage ol an air-drop pallet. Once on the sea, it is filled with up to
1,000 tons of oil. It can then be towed to disposal sites at five knots. This device
and others of similar design are essentially flexible and portable coalescing tanks.

Another system in t lie oil-agent retention category is an air delivered
anti-pollution transfer system (ADAPS) for debunkering stranded or incapacitated
vessels. The system, developed by Ocean Science and Engineering, Inc. for the
Coast Guard, is completely air deployable using HVI-3 and C-150 aircraft. It uses
500 ton capacity nylon and rubber pillow tanks and utilizes a diesel or gasoline
driven, hydraulically powered pump. The pumping rate is 250 tons per hour
( ',, 70,000 gph). Crews put the system together for offloading from tankers or
barges. The pillow tanks are filled and towed to shore facilities for subsequent
disposal. The system is designed for towing at speeds up to 5 knots and can be
employed in multiples where greater storage capacity is required.

At the successful completion of the air drop testing phase. operational
development will be undertaken. The system is not considered available as yet.
though it passed a public test 14 May 1970. The Coast Guard expects to train a
special crew in the operation of this system. A limit of 300 miles of the shoreline
is imnosed on the system - -the operational limits of the helicopter.

This concept has other functions worthly of mention: It can lighten a
stranded vessel, making it possible to pull free. It can be used as a fire-fighting
system on ships which have lost power. It could be a salvage tool to keep a
crippled ship afloat. ( 3 I)

Chemical Treatment

Chemical treatment methods involve one of the following:

" Dispersion with emulsifiers-an oil slick is transformed into an oil-in-water
emulsion which diffuses three dimensionally into the water environment.

* Burning a flanmable mass is formed by the addition of fire enhancing agents.
The oil is burned and reaction products go to the atmosphere.

* Biodegradation-select microorganisms are applied to an oil slick. These organisms
biologically oxidize the oil.
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IVe Si~l onWit h ~ in iCIfs - 01i d iSpluil ith eftetiif~ imisl dfit k 111111011iof
Methiod (it treating oil spills5.

I hni ii rds of commercial dispersantfs are available for oil spill cleanuip: a representative
comilationl appears in Appendix C. The tlu nction of these agents is to disperse the oil into a
stable oil-i n-waler em ukI[ion Which will eventually degrade naturally in thec body of water.

The majority ol' d ispersan ts contain three constituents: surtactants, solvents and
stabilizers. A typical d ispersant is aboult 70-80%/r Solvent. 10-15% surfactant. and 10-15%
stabilizer. Compositions of' sonme of thle dispersants presently inl use aire listed below as
representative but not inclusive of thle possible combinations of constitulents.03 2 )

D~etergent No. I Soaps 30 -50%: aromatic solvents 48-65%:. inhibitors 2-5%,r.
Detergent No. 2 Polyglycols - -0%/:- aliphatic solvent -- 80%.
lDetergent No. 3 Polyethanoxy compound approx. 10% isopropanol diluent

approx. 907%.
Detergent No. 4. Alkyl-aryl sulphionate 50r. aromatic solvent diluent 50%/o

no stabilizer.
Detergent No. 5 Polyglycols -9%. polyethanol - 18% aromatic hydro-

carbons -3 no stabilizer.

The surf'actants may be ionic or no -inc compounds suich as polyethanoxys or
polyglycols. The surfactants used for oil dispersion. unlike those employed inl household
detergents. are "hard". that is, they are not readily destroyed by m-icroorgainiss.( 33 ) The
surfactanlts eff'ectively alter the surface tension and cohlesive properties of the oil such that
thle oil tends to spread and form a colloidal suspension or emnulsionl.

Stabilizers lire employed to preserve thle emulsion and thus inhibit recoalescence.
Solvents allow the surf-actanlt to penetrate thle slick and mix with thle oil. Two general classes
of solvents are employed: petroleumi base and water base. Kerosene is a common solvent.

Tile d ispersion of an oil slick by emiulsification or comnplexing tends to promote a more
rapidl degradation because thle surf~ace area is greatly increased. However, this may or may
not be true, depenlding Onl thle constituenlts Of the particular dispersant; some may inhibit
nat ural biodegradation. Observations concerning the stabilitity of emulsions vary greatly.
depending onl the nature of' the experiment. Oil tends to recoalesce onl the surface in the
absence of continued aizitation or tidal hlushing,.

The amiount oI* oil emulsified with a given amiount of dispersant varies widely among
p~roducts. Manufalcturers' claims generally report from 5 to 100 parts of' oil per part of

dira nt. The .imount dlisp~ersed va~ries with the type of'oil treated, method of application.
%lick thickness. temiperaiture. and environmental f'actors. H owvever. a reasonable assumption
f'or typical spills is that about one part dlisp~ersant is required to disperse five parts ol' oil.

Work dome by the Naval Civil Enginevring, Labora toryt 3 ). the Ontario WVater
Resource% Comm ission , . and others. indicates considerable variation inl the elfectivenless
.111d to\ ici tv of' the: various producets tested. Further testing of' additional properties oh' a
grc:atcr n niliber of" produtc ts is clearly needed.

MNI oa ti i Ile commiiercialI products have been tested f'or toxicity to d if'ent species andi
unilier dt I'frcnt cond it ions of' water qunality and specimen preparation. Results show acti te

t~ \ I' sof f'roiui a few Ipm to 1 0.000 ppim f~or the least toxic aL'ents and most resistant



Chemical dispersants have a high biochemical oxygen demand. Fach gallon of'
emulsifier has the same adverse effect on the oxygen balance of water as about 2500 gallons
of crude sewagc. ( 3 6)

The choice in the usc of an emulsifier may be between high cost. less toxic and less
effective agents and lower cost, highly toxic and more effective agents. The determining
factors in making the practical choice of an emulsifier within these extremes are: (I) oil
type and thickness, (2) cost, (3) the amount (concentration) of emulsifier which is necessary
to do an effective job on the oil slick, and (4) the expected immediate and long terni toxic
effects of the emulsifier and oil upon the bioenvironment of the spill location.

Burning - Combustion promoters may have any or all of the following
constituents: igniting substances, substances which maintain combustion, and substances
which assist combustion. Burning effectiveness is influenced by the spill environment-oil
type and thickness, wave and wind conditions and temperature of air and water.

Significant amounts of water emulsified in the oil will greatly influence the ability of
an oil slick to maintain combustion. The retained water must be released from the oil or
vaporized with the combustion products. The latter requires heat from the combLustion. thus
impeding the oil burning.

Volatile constituents necessary for the combustion processes may be diluted due to
winds. Spray generated by wind or propulsion wakes may also impede burning.

Experience during the TORREY CANYON spill showed burning agents available at the
time to be of questionable value in other than ideal conditions. The A RROW spill of Nova
Scotia (1970) related that the product, "Seabead" (a cellated glass bead product), will
permit oil to be burned on the shoreline as well as on the open sea but that it is desirable to
accomplish this burning promptly and prior to extensive emulsification. ( 3 7 ) These
conclusions were based upon small slicks (35 ft dia) in 350 F air temperature and ]-1/2 ft
waves. Containment devices were not used for these tests on Bunker C of unknown
composition and weathering.

Recent sea trials (May 1970) off the Atlantic Coast for the 1st Naval District employed
"Seabead" and a silicon dioxide powder ("Cab-o-Sil"). Both products functioned to burn an
estimated 10.000 gallons of a 15,000 gallon created spill of Bunker C. The amount each
burned is undetermined: however the silicon dioxide powder burned for about 16 minutes
and the cellated glass bead for 4 minutes in swells of 8 to 10 feet and seawater temperature
of 440F. Some difficulties were experienced from wind action in applying the powder
materials. The material is entrained in a water stream, but is unwetted and can separate and
be blown about by wind action. The destroyer's prop wash tended to extinguish the fire.
This was corrected by backing away after oil ignition. The test was also verified that Bunker
C cannot be ignited without the use of burning agents.! 3 8

Biodegradation - Agents of this type have been used in the treatment of refinery
effluent and other waste streams, but not for large scale open sea situations. Biodcgradant
organisms are present in all facets of nature and represent the major mechanism in the
eventual reduction of oil from the persistent viscous glut to useful metabolizable
constituents.( 3 9 ) Organisms have been developed which concentrate specifically on the
biological breakdown of certain chemical groupings. chemical bonds or petroleum types. A
particular organism would be expected to be more effective m some petroleum components
and relatively ineffective on others.
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'he rate at which microorganisms oxidize hydrocarbons is influenced largely by tile
dispersion and solubility of the hydrocarbon and by the water temperature. (40)

"lased upon rat.es at which marine bacteria have been observed to oxidize various
kinds of mineral oils under laboratory conditions and upon information on the abundance
of bacteria in the sea. it is estimated that oi! might be oxidized in the sea at rates as high as
100 to 90 mg"in day or 36 to 350 g/m3 year"( 12)

Cheinomechanical Treatment

Those methods which employ both mechanical and chemical mechanism are:

" Sinking--A dense material is used to agglomerate or sorb the oil into a mass which
sinks.

0 Sorption-Materials which absorb or adsorb the oil are spread upon an oil slick.
thus lorming a mass which can be mechanically harvested and subsequently
disposed of.

" Gellation-Chemical materials applied to an oil slick produce a semi-solid residue
which is mechanically harvested and subsequently disposed of.

Sinking - Several materials have been employed to sink oil slicks from water surfaces.
Carbonized sand has been employed extensively by the Navy for this purpose. Carbonized
sand is manufactured by mixii- beach sand and creosote and subsequently heating the
coated sand to approximately 800'F in a furnacc from which air has been excluded. (4 1) It
can also be madc by another method recommended by Midland Silicone Ltd. (England). A
silicone product. DriSil 37, is applied directly to sand or pulverized fly asli. (4 2 ) Tile
resultant product has an affinity for oil and repels water.

Sinking aetits can be elficiently employed on thick or weathered oil slicks: it is
doubtful that sinkants are effective on thin films and light crudes. (4 3 ) There are three
principal disadvantages to the employment of sinking agents: (a) turbulence caused by
storm conditions or ships passing shallow areas tends to release sunken oil. (b) benthic
,,rganisms in the forn of fish, shellfish and plant life could be covered and destroyed, and
(c) transporting and proper application of tile sinking agent are difficult. The advantage of
tisiig sand as a sinking agent is that it is readily available at coastal locations by sea dredging
and could be treated at or near the site of oil spills by shipborne or portable equipment.
l'Fhi would significantly reduce the necessity of' transportation and storage of" large

quantities of material. Sinkin, agents, which have been employed. include:
Sand Vermiculite
Brick dust ('rushed stone
Fly ash Slaked lime
China clay "'Stucco"
"( )liVi'' liy ('oal dust

Vol:a hi,." ash Chalk
Sili,,.' e Ittn \t Lres
!',Ic applicttiol of sinking atgents in harbor and tiear shore areas is not recommended

Iile, t, prevention of an intmediate 'ir': hazard is required and other more satisfactory

lilh.il,, ,ll nlol a\ailaible. :WQA recommtilenda tIiol, on the use of sinking agents are contained
ll \p',,r 'td;\. l",
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Tests in April of 1970 were made by Royal )utch Shell using the sand-sink process of
sinking open sea oil slicks. A mixture of treated sand and sea water is applied to the slick by
a specially designed seagoing dredger. Sonic 10,000 to 15,000 tons of oil per day may be
sunk at a low unit cost. The method is primarily applicable to massive cohesive slicks which
are I to 2 mm thick. Laboratory tests have indicated that some oil rcturns to the surface in
the first few minutes, the remainder stays down at least for a period of months. Toxic
effects on benthic organisms and biodegradation rate information have not been
determined. Laboratory development as of 1968 indicates a preliminary estimate of overall
cost of the method of around S5/ton of oil sunk. The Working Party of the I.P.
Coordinating Committee is studying oil sinking methods. (4 4 )

Sorption - Floating sorbent materials include natural and synthetic materials which
have an affinity for petroleum products and do not have an affinity for water. Sorbents are
normally employed as part of a recovery system to prevent the spreading of oil slicks and to
facilitate recovery.

The straw from wheat stalks has been the most extensively used sorbent for harbor
spills because of its low cost and almost universal availability. The amount of oil sorbed
varies with the type of petroleum product but is reportedly 4-5 times its own weight for
typical crude oils.( 15 ) Another source reports that straw will sorb between 8 and 30 times
its weight of oil.( 4 5 ) Straw would be the most effective on Navy Special and Distillate Fuel
and least effective on Bunker C and JP-5. A list of commercial sorbents and other materials
used for oil spill treatment is included in Appendix C.

One type of sorbent which holds great potential promise is high molecular weight
polymers such as polyurethane, polyethylene, polystyrene, and polypropylene. These
materials would normally be applied as a soft foam from which the petroleum product
could be recovered by squeezing. Polyurethane can theoretically absorb 90% of its own
volume and 100 times its own weight of oil. although difficulties have been experienced
with absorbing heavy and weathered oils. Small scale comparative tests of several soft foams
of high molecular weight polymers indicated that polyurethane was superior, followed by
polypropylene and nylon.( 3 3 ) Chemical treatment with additives such as silicone could
enhance the oil absorbing characteristics of these polymers. If means can be developed to
effectively recover and dispose of agglomerated mixtures of oil and sorbents. this method
may become a significant countermeasure against open sea oil spillage.

Most floating sorbents require mixing or agitation with the oil on the water surface for
maximum effectiveness. Little or no toxicity to marine life results from tile employment of
most sorbent materials.

Gellation - Gelling agents are used to congeal oil slicks by spraying the product
directly on the oil. The method is relatively expensive with presently utilized products
because the application ratio is, at best. one to one. The congealed mixture also can
complicate recovery with many present mechanical devices because the oil is thickened
considerably and is thus less amenable to pumping and gravity separation from the sc;i
water. More advanced harvesting methods must be developed in order for this mechanism to
be used successfully for large open sea oil spills.

One gelling concept which may be pertinent in this context is a technique being
developed by Sonics International. Inc. The technique employed here is a preventative
approach and not a removal concept. per se. Several oil types have been found to be readily
emulsified by the use of ultrasonic energy in the presence of small quantities of detergents.
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Sonics Interna tionAd, through an FWQA research grant, has tested the concept of
eniulsiication (glling) of oil. su bsequent transportation and then breakback of this
cmulkionl once il the delivery port. The emulsion of oil in water. approximately 98% oil. 1%
water and I",' detergent. has a high viscosity and is found to be quickly eroded in an open
sea spill situation, relieving the necessity of treating a surface spill. ( - 8 )

)isposal of Recovered Material

The disposal of recovered petroleum products, particularly if mixed with sorbents or
debris, can be extremely expensive if nearby facilities are not available. Most recovered oil
mixtures can be constned as fuel in industrial or ship power plants that have special
provisions for this source of fuel. Most Naval shipyards and other Naval facilities recover
petroleum products from other operations such as tank cleaning and. therefore, have limited
disposal facilities available.

Recovery of products in areas where normal disposal facilities are not available or from
m.issit: spills where facilities are inadequate, necessitates disposal at inland sites.

Sorbent or gellant mixtures with oil cannot be pumped and, thus, require loading into
containers or dunptrucks for ultimate disposal by burning or at landfill sites.

Such sites must be carefully selected to insure that contamination of groundwater does
not occur and environmental factors such as heavy rains or storm runoff do not pollute the
area outside the disposal site. During handling, transfer, or storage of agglomerated
mixtures, it is often advisable to cover the area of operation with plastic sheets to prevent
contamination of shoreside areas.

Another alternative is burning. but the smoke generated is very objectionable unless
high temperature furnaces are used. Agglomerated mixtures of sorbents or gellants with oil
cannot normally be burned without a considerable drying period due to the water present in
the material.

"Clean'' oil obtained from mechanical skimmer or suction devices is generally of a
sufticient quality for resale to refineries or tank cl,:aning establishments. This oil can be
handled by vacuum tanks such as those used for septic tank cleaning.

Swift 1l ,)(1)( 151 related experience of disposal at the Santa Barbara Channel spill. Oil.
sor' ent and conltaminated beach sand were disposed of by all three methods described
previously. The total cost of landflill disposal was estimated at S4/cu. yd. Some in-place
burning was accomplished but was abandoned in the later phases of the cleanup, possibly
utle to voiced comp li nts of the smoke and odor. Small quantities of clean, skimmed oil

were trucked to local et rolv'n company f'acilities. The skimmed oil was blended with oil
ficld *tocks in the normal process feed stream. Some problems in equipnent fouling were
presetced by the heay, thick crude.

II kls I b luild I im th lh.ll ,1111,'lleht'L I hli l IM l te l 4I ,l %%I ,h d lhld.10l ,lnld
rclitively expensive opera tion that requtirCd considerable p!ann ing.

Also. 'The Icsson to bc learned here is that. in the event of another major oil spillage
ilnit ., the p roh'lenl tof d i, (,,al oIf waste oil and associa ted material can be a significant

prl im. Ihis call e of even increased ciocern in areas where water supplies are dependcnt
upon grtou ndwater sources. " (' 5
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D. EFFECTIVENESS ANALYSIS

Analysis of the effecliveness of systems for removal of petroleum product spills from
open sea water surfaces requires assessment of operational aspects under a range of
conditions. These conditions are parameters whose extremes are the boundaries for the
assessment.

"'Effectiveness" is not quantifiable unless specific characteristics which contribute to or
detract from the overall effectiveness are considered. The identification of such
characteristics, criteria for judging them, and a rational plan for combining them into overall
effectiveness follow.

EFFECTIVENESS PARAMETERS

Effectiveness analysis involves assessment of each candidate system with respect to all
effectiveness criteria over a range of conditions. These conditions may properly be called
-parameters". They are the expected characteristics of spill incidents, the geographic and
physical characteristics of spi!l sites, and the environmental conditions at spill sites. Records
of spill sizes, frequencies, locations and environmental considerations were not available for
this study. The parameters developed here are hypothetical and it is believed that they
represent a realistic open sea situation for which the Navy remains responsible.
Representative ranges for these aspects were derived from available historical information
and descriptive materials. The parameters selected for this study. and the rationale for their
development. are given in the following paragraphs.

Size of Spills

The size of spills from Navy AO and AOG ships can range from minor fuel handling
incidents involving a few hundred gallons to a major incident where several compartments or
a complete vessel is involved.

In tile open sea. the major incident would be of most concern, the smailer spills being
dispersed naturally in a few hours.

For purposes of this study, incidents were classified into three representative size
ranges: 2700 gallons (10 tons). 270.000 gallons (I.000 tons), and 6.750.000 gallons
(25,000 toils). These spills sizes represent: either (I) minor damage or personnel error. (2)
the rupture of a large tank or several small tanks of an AO or AOG Naval vessel, or (3) tile
catastrophic loss of the total oil capacity of an AOR I Naval vessel.

Location of Spills

Tile proximity of a maritime casualty to valuable shore and near-si. r,, resources can
have considerable significance. The spreading anld influence of wind and waves Can put the
oil onto a beach in a short time if the incident is close to land. The time available for spill
cleanup is a direct Function of the spill location and local hydrographic and mueteorologic
en-ironment. Most spillage of signil'ican t size is a result of collision. groundings or adverse
weather. Tile probability of each of these cases is enhanced the closer tile vessel is to land.
Two locations were chosen for use in this analysis: three miles from shore and twelve miles
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from ,shore. (;ircn cte three sizes and two locations of spills, the following combinations are
possible: ( I 2700 gallon spill 3 miles from shore, (2) 270,000 gallon spill 3 miles from
shore. (3) 0,750,000 gallon spill 3 miles from shore. (4) 2700 gallon spill 12 miles from
diore, (5) 270,000 gallon spill 12 miles from shore, and (6) 6,750.000 gallon spill 12 miles
trom shore. Midocean spills were not chosen for study cases because the spreading and
dispersal of oil spills by wind and waves takes place so rapidly that by the time clean-up
equipment would arrive at a mid-ocean spill, it would be impractical if not impossible to 4

locate and treat the widely spread oil slicks. f

Frequency of Spillages

The frequency of spillage is important because of the effect of frequency upon system
properties. i.e., maintenance, maneuverability and fixed versus variable costs. Clean-up costs
per gallon of spillage will be quite high if a very few spills are encountered.

Spill frequencies of the incidents described previously can only be implied. The
maritime casualty record of U.S. registered vessels worldwide and foreign vessels in U.S.
waters will be used. The 1966 and 1967 reports are summarized below: ( 4 6 )

Table 4. Casualty Records

FY 1966 FY 1967

Number of casualtics, all types 2,408 2,353

Vessels over 1,000 tons* 1,310 1,347

Tank ships and tank barges* 470 499

Locations:

U. S. water 1,685 1,569

Elsewhere 723 784

Types of casualties:

Collision 922 1.090

Fxplos.ans 175 168

(;rounding with damages 302 282

Floundering, capsizings. and floodings 315 230

*Note that for the total number of vessels (1.846 in FY 1967) there were 2.353
S38ic,
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These data suggest that an order of magnitude of one casualty per vessel per year is
experienced. If these were all oil carrying vessels, this would mean one spill per year.
Considering the vessels involved, AO and AOG Naval vessels. and the spill sizes identified as

important, 2700 gallons. 270,000 gallons. and 6,750,000 gallons, 25 percent of spills would
be 270,000 gallons or greater (as from collisions) and 2.5 percent of spills would be
6.750.000 gallons or greater (as from groundings). Thus, with approximately forty AO and
AOG vessels worldwide, tell 270,000 gallon spills and one 6.750,000 gallon spill might be
expected per year, exclusive of war-tinie casualties. These estimates are based upon the
types of casualties, their relative probability of occurring and upon the expectations of
damage from these particulhr cases. It was assumed that the performance of U.S. Navy ships
will be similar to commercial shipping. This is debatable because of superior Naval
equipment, training and procedures in comparison to those typical of commercial shipping.
Nevertheless, a frequency of spillage was required to assess costs and in tile absence of
specific Navy casualty data, that assumption was made. The number of minor, or 2700
gallon spills, is not estimated, there being no data on which to base an estimate. However,
the frequency of the small spills has been considered in the cost analysis by varying the
frequency to determine the effect.

Petroleum Products Spilled

This study is concerned with the petroleum products in use by the Navy:

JP-5 Turbine Fuel
Navy Special Fuel Oil
Bunker C Fuel Oil
Distillate Fuel

Specifications and characteristics of these materials are given elsewhere in this report.

EFFECTIVENESS CRITERIA

The criteria for the effectiveness measurement should minimize the subjective
judgment which must be employed. Rather than attempt to finely rank each system with
respect to the criteria, which would inject undesirable subjective judgment into the analysis.
we have chosen to establish the individual criteria in terms of minimal performance
requirements. Each system is then given a numerical index which reflects whether it
excecds, meets, or fails to meet each of the criteria. The sum of these indices, for all
combinations of parameters, then reflects the overall relative effectiveness of a particular
system.

Tile effectiveness criteria employed in this study are listcd in Table 5. The rationale for
their development follows:
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Table 5. -ffectiveness Criteria

Operation;l Aspect Criteria

(ompleteness of Removal Essentially comple-- removal in -Gnsideration of
environmental, geographic, and hydrographic
parameters.

Rate of Removal Recovery at a rate such that removal from surface
waters is complete before a slick contacts valued sh. re
resources. Includes deployability and mobility
considerations.

Does Not Increase Must not produce a situation having a h.gher
Pollution or Hazard pollution hazard or lower safety potential than the

contaminating petroleum product alone. Primarily
app!ieable to chemical or chemomechanical method-.

Applicability to Must be capable of operation adjacent to ship salvage!
Limi!ed Access Areas and shallow water areas which may limit jccess.

Judgment based on maneuver:wbility and size.

Sensitivity to Natural Must be capable of operating under the anticipated
Phenomena or Floating sea. wind and current conditions pruvailing at spill
Debris scenes 90%/r. of the time. Must not be rendered

inoperable by minor floating debris or, where
applicable, by water-in-oil emulsio .s.

Toxicity to Marine Life Will not contaminate fisheries nd other commercially
or recreationally significant marine life to ( use
mortality, condemnation of fish products, or flavor
degradation.

Availability Will be available for application at least 95% of the
time in consideration of reliability, repairability, and
level of skill required of candioate systems.

Sensitivity to Temperature Must be capable of operating at temperatures of
400F, i.e.. must not be rendered inoperable by
temperatures in the 40-50°F range.
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Completeness of Oil Removal

One of the important p~erformance cliaracteris~ics of a pectroleumn product Spill reml~ovall
systemi is the degree to which it canl approach comiplete remloval of [lie peiroILtun pro Juct
frori thle water surface. Systems which are less than; perf-ci may he adecquate i. the fraction
removed is sufficient to effectively mitigate: the effects of the %pill-properly damnage.
destruction of marine life. and damage to recreational resources. '[his would he tile case it'

v thle residual maaterial remaining on the surface is harmlesisly rmitoved by nlatural iechanisins.
Also, it requires that chemically dispersed or sunk inateriais do ihot i: ..upear at thle Suirface
in sufficient quantities to become objectionable.

In reality. any system worthy of consideration Must be theoretica.ty capable of at least
9(YA complete removal of thme spiilled product froin the wz--- % -ace. Sonic systcns.
especially mechanical ones, cannot be exp)ected to do this under adverse combinations of
environmental, geographic, or hydrographic parameters considered in this stuldy.

Each system was evaluated for the combinations of raramecters involved in this stu~dy,
by considering its design features which detract from or contribute to thle comnpleteness of
petroleum product reniovil. Those which are capable of providing 9W'X or greater removal
were given anl index of (+2) amid those which h~ave severe limitations in this regard fless than
50%,,) were given anl index of (0). Those which appear theoretically capable o 90(Y'- removal

* performance, but are undemonstrL'.ed for thle particular combination of parameters
involved, were given an index of- (+1)

* Rate of Removal

A measure Of thle effectiveness Of an Oil Spill Countermeasure is its ability to contain cr
remove the spilled material before it damages vulnerable property or marinle life. Removal
must be effected before a slick becomes so thin that it is untreatable or umrecov.':able.

Where the wind conditionis are calmt and currents are not significamnt. the rate of
movement of thle edge of' a slick will be controlled by the spreading rate. No directly
applicable quantitative data onl spreading rates for thle traterials of concern (JP-5. Navy

* Special. Bunker C. and Distillate Fuel) have been found. However, the previously cited work
of Blokkcr and Berridie, et al,( 2 '3 ) provides sonic basis for estimation of rates of oil slick
spreading. Calculated slick characteristics based onl these works are shown inl Table T.*1he
Blokker equation can be stated as.

where D = slick diameter. meters
dw~. d= density of water and oil. respectively

V0 = volume of oil, cubic meters

t = timec after spillage. minutes

Do= slick diameter at t =0

K = a constant depending on thle oil.
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In these calculations, the diensity of sea water was assumed to be 1.02 g/cm3 and the
petr-eum product density was taken from Table 1. The driving force for spreading is
proportiLAal to the difference in density between t.e water and oil and the instantaneous
slick thicl.ness. The density of Bunker C can be ireat.' than that of sea water: therefore.
Bunker ( will have little tendency to spread. In addition, the pour point of Bunker C" will
usually be above the temperature ,'f the sea water. This will further inhibit spreading.

Values of K for the p._drccun products of' inierest ii this study have not been
dctcrmined. [lowever. BlokKcr has detcrmincd this constant for sevcral rcfined products,

* some of Yhich resemble JP-5, Navy Special, and Distillate Fuel. The JP-5 and Distillate Fuel
* have similar densities and viscosities and closely correspond to Blokker's gas oil (.Sp. Gr. =

0.83, p = 4.3 cP at 20°('). Navy Special is similar to the lubricating -il tested in (Sp. Cr. =
0.90,iA = 490 cP at 20*C). The values of K. for these materials, were 15,000 min I and
9,800 min" 1, respectively, and were used herein.

Spreading occurs in two phases. Blokker found that the first phas- occurred rapidly
until the slick thickness had reduced to about 2 cm and required about one minute for a
100 m3 (26.400 gal.) spill. After the oil slick had reduced to this thickness, the Blokker
spreading relationship would apply and the rate of spreading for JP-5. Distillate Fuel, or
Navy Special can be estimated from the Blokkcr equati':,i. Bunker C will not be expected to
spread to less than 2 cra thickness.

According to Berridge, the thickness of a slick, after the lapse of a fully day, tends to
approach the same value (0 0008 to 0.0012 ini. in their reported tests) for a group of oils
covering a wide range of properties. t is probable that the JP-5, Distillate Fuel, and Navy
Special would all exhibit this characteristic.

At some point in time, the effects which compete with the spreading force will become
contiolling. These are evaporation with attendant density and viscosity changes. and the
formation of water-in-oil emulsions. Evaporation. particularly, can become a very important
factor for products having high vapor pressure constituents. Blokker found that ap to 80'/,
of a gasoline slick evaporated in three hours under moderate wind conditions. In the cases of
interest ill this study, evaporation is less important-but still causes tile theoretical slick
dimensions to be conservatively large.

The required recovery rate. within the previous context, revolves about the ability of a
system to treat a given water surface area within a specified time span. Effectiveness
criterion is best expressed for rapidly spreading materials as area treated per unit time. For
slowly spreading materials such as Bunker C. the required recovery rate is best expressed as
volume treated per unit time.

The material requiring most rapid treatment, on the basis of spread rates, is JP-5.
followed by Distillate Fuel. Navy Special. and Bunker C, in that order. For Bunker C. where
little or no spread tendency exists, the required treatment rate would be governed by other
factors such as the need for operation during daylight hours or the need for recov:ry before
winds or currents carry the material to shore.

For all treatment methods. deployment speed becomes an important consideration for
rapidly spreading oil slicks.

For spills on the open sea, effective treatment could only be und:rtaken during
daylight hours. For such cases, it is arbitrarily assumed that at least eight hours of daylight
would be available for countermeasure activities in the vast majority of cases.
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Ilor somc pislulatt-d spill ca.es, nonshore currents and winds may be,:ome controlling.

It Iollowi I rom tli above discus.Lion that different quantitative recovery rates are
re-quired for c:ach combiwition of parameters For purposes of this study, and on the- basis of

[he above reasoning. criteria were .%ected for varittus cGiabinations of parameters. These are
shown in I'able 7.

It should be recognied that these detailed criteria apply to systemls which do not
ntilitc booms or other containment devices to prevent free wind-driven or spreading

niovenet of the offending material.
For purposes of' comparing various systems, the following indices were utilized in the

total ellectiveness:

Rate of Removal !ndex

System exceeds criteria +2
System Iects criteria +1

Systc'. fails to meet criteria by I order of magnitude 0

System fails to meet criteria by 2 or more orders of magnitude - I

'h, purpose of the (-I) rating is to assist in identifying systems which may score well on
other items but which, because of inability to effect cleanup within the required time span,
could not be considered as practical systems.

lffect of Method on Pollu lion and Ilazard

Generally. nechanical methods c, spill treatment do nt cause adverse fiects. An

exception to this would b,: mechanical systems whica involve containmeni i=y booms or

corrals when employed on spills of JP-5. Prevention of spreading of this Pfammable material.
by gathering it in such %ontainnent, might be undesirable because of the associated fire
hazard. Fire hazards may be minimized by the application of dispersants.

Chemical methods nust be carefully considered because of the possibility that the

chemical may be hazaidous to personnel. Certain types of sorbents may create visibility
hazards or ingestion hazards to personnel from dusty conditions. The possibility of

dispersed or sunk materials reappearing at a later time must also be considered.
The indices applied were as follows:

Effect Index

Reduces Pollution or Ilazard +1
No l-flect on Pollution or liazard 0.5

Incrcases Pollution or Hazard 0

Applicability to Areas Ilaving Limited Access

Many cases of oil spillage may result from the prounding of a vessel on a reef or

protuberance. In these cases, rescue and recovery operations as well as oil spillage abatement

procedures may be impaired. Shallow water areas may also influence the operation of

ccrtain mechanical devices. In the open sea environment, this effect will not be as
pronour :cd as whe.i near reef and shoaling areas. The Maritime Casualty Record reflects

that manv casualfcs arc due to groundings. This was the case with the GENERAL
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{'OLI.OIRO)NIS. lthe T'ORKiFY CANYON. the OCE-AN EAGLE. and tihe Tanker R.C.
S'I'(NI-XR I'hc P,.('. STONIR groundled nlear lte harbor entrance to Wake Island. Sept,.mtbertifi. 106)7.

bConsidration of this aspect if the effectiveness analysis, consistn of evaluating each
charola tit ofall htylothelical and actual systems iii fornws of:

M Aeetccss requirements in ten|0 of- water surface area and depth of planes
pSrpendicular to water surface neded for elotctive mobility.

SManecuvrability of system in terpis o turning radius and reversibility.
Stability if loatig or ixed objects are struck during movement.

p achen yte wate individally evaluated for the parametric situations involving the
characteristics mentioned above. Indices were asigned for each system a. follows: m n

Applicability to Limited Access Areas Index

Exceeds Needs b m 1.0
Meets Needs +0.5
Does Not Meet Needs 0 

Sensitivity to Natural Phenomena or Floating Debris

Many rchanical systems are susceptible to stalling frot pluggage or blockage by
floating debris. It is Lsual for variable amounts of debris such as wood, paper, etc., to be

prernt on the water surface after a major casualty. Those systems involving suction pumps,
wiirs, and close tolerance itpellors are examples of systems which f r ay be adversely
affected by such materials. Design features such as screens, strainer, and baffles may enable
u system to effectively handle such floating debrisoa

Systems employing rotating drums or endless belts of sorptivc material are vulnerabl
to damage and stalling if rigid debris of irregular shape is picked up at the water surface.
This characteristic may be contrary to some oanufacturers' claims, but it has been observed
during field application.

The snsitiviy of a hypothetical or actual system to water wave and w ind conditions is
a significant performance factor. While it is unlikely that spillage cleanup would be of
priority concern dur;ng severe storm conditions effective systems must be usable during
con|ditions more severe than "'calm.'" It seems appropriate for purposes of this report to

select conditions which would prevail during the vast majority of e te ime-apphcable for as
much as 90%, of the time.

The section on referen)ce environment and geography contains summary data on Vic
geography and prevailing weather for selected areas frequented by U.S. Naval oilers and
gasoline tankers. Appendix A includes wind distribution lata. These data, along with
calculated short period wave heights based o lthe method of Bretschnidcr(4 7 ), are given in
Tabl,: A-4. Appendix A.

As can be seen from this table, the significant wave height for 9011r . probability varies
ft-oi 1.0 to 13.0 ft. For tihe purpose of this study the significant wave height. world wide.
durinzg spill coteintermeasure operations will be taken as an average of these samplings which
6.- 5.0 ft. By similar reasoning. the significant wind speed will-be taken as 20 mph.
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Tile indices arplied to this aspect of countern.:asur efl'fectivencss are as follows:

E:ffec, Index

Not affect,'d by 5.0 ft waves, 20 mph winds, or debris +2
Slightly afl:kcted by S.0 ft. waves. 20 mph winds, or debris 1.0
Rendered inoperable by 5.0 ft. waves, 20 mph winds, or debris 0

Toxicity to Marine Life

Most chemical dispersants are toxic to marine life. Toxicity thresholds range from
approximately 5 ppm to 10.000 ppm for presently used commercial imaterials. (4 8 ) The
actual effect of using a specific dispersant in a given situation is dependent on the marine
lire present, the diffusion characteristics at the spill locale, the effectivcncs of tidal flushing,
the application rate, and the physical characteristics of the spill material. Standards
regulating the use of dispersants range from "unlimited" to "none permitted.' FWQA rules
employed during the Santa Barbara incident pennitted chemical dispersants to be used At >
I mile off shore at concentrations equivalent to 5 ppm in the top three feet o1 water.15)

See Appendix F for FWQA recommendations for use of dispersants.
The FWQA rule of 5 ptpim in the top three feet of water, although somewhat arbitrary.

does have some logical basis. It assumes typical diffusion rates, is safely below the toxicity
leve' for most dispersants, and assumes the dispersant is effectively mixed with the oil to
provide some vertical distribution of the resulting oil-in-water emulsion. Use of this rule
would permit chemical dispersant application at a rate of 9.5 x 10 -4 lb/ft 2 of sur'ace area
or 5 gallons per acre per 24 hours.

The amounts of chemicals required for emulsification is generally two to three times
the manufacturer's recommendation-mostly due to the variance between field application
and laboratory testing. A typical chemical dispersant must be used ii. the ratio 1:5 for
effective use. This would correspond to effective treatments of oil slicks on the order of 5 x
10 1 in. (or less) in thickness. Bunker C. because of its high density, would never be
expected to spread this thinly. Navy Special as well as JP-5 and distillate fuel would not
reduce to this thickness until a much later time than that ne:essary for removal
(approximately 3 hours for a spill 3 miles from shore and 14 hours for a spill 12 miles from
shore). It is concluded that chemical dispersants. within the above framework, cannot be
effectively used within I mile of shore without exceeding most toxicity limits. In dccp
water. dispersants could be used more freely without known or measured adverse effects on
marine life.

The indices appl-ed to this criterion for system effectiveness evaluation were basically
derived from the above reasoning. The applicability of chemical methods will depend on the
circumstances of the specific spill situation and is exemplified as follows:

Toxicity Index
Systems ailowing no toxic residuals +2
Systems or spill situations allowing residuals but not in excess of
5 ppm in top 3 ft. (when I mile or less from shore) or residuals
5 ppm in top 3 ft. but greater than I mile from shore +I
Systems or spill situations allowing residuals > 5 ppm in top 3 ft.
(5L I mile from shoreI or affecting benthic organisms adversely 0
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AnI 1l 'clilve systemi for icnumal of oil i'ollutaits I'roi tile surfaces of open waers
i1hu0. 0l nccC.,ity, be available for use when needed. Several factors influence the
-1;, lilabilily oi" slecil'ic -,yshenls:

" Rcliamhility-dlvuhncrability to failure due to malfunction or damage by external

forces ( uch as waves. curren ts. and collisions). I
* Maiainability-la"k of dependence on special facilities or skills, case of

disjsenmbly/assembly, and ready availability of replacement components.
0 Purtability-ability to quickly deploy to spill scene.

Man, of the systems to be studied have been extensively used and corresponding
Ilistorical 'ata are available. Otim- systems have not been used enough to provide a sound
basis for judging these aspects. In the latter instances, the systems were analyzed on the
basis of the experience with components involved, or similar components, to derive
estimates or availability probability.

Availability Index

Systems available > 95% of the time +2

Systems available 50 95'/ of the time +1

Systems available < 50% f(r " the time 0

Sensitivity to Temperature

Systems for usc in open sea conditions should be effective over the range of
temperatures encounlcred in diverse geographic locations. Systems employing sorbents or
suction devices may be expected to be adversely affected on thicker oils such as Navy
Special and Bunker C v' t low temperatures. The action of chemical dispersants is also slowed
by low temperatures. The mean sea surface temperature (Figure A-9, Appendix A) in most
areas of potential spillage is between 40'F and 80*F, whereas tile lowest mean sea
temperature ini the selected reference environments and geography is about 500°F. It is
appropriate that the systems should be expected to function in temperatures down to at
least 40'F. The indices applied for this criterion were derived from the above reasoning and
are:

Sensitivity to Temperature Index

Not affected hy temperatures of 40 501: +1
Slighltly affected by temperatures o1 40 50F 0.5

Rendered inoperable by temperatures of 40 50'F 0

'OI-N]'IAL OIL IR-iATM-NT AND/OR RECOVERY SYSTEM COMBINATONS

lhe complexity of a recovery system varies greatly over (he range of potentiji
cquipnlent. material and techniques. Three classifikations of systems exist:

C Chemical

S(lieionechanical
* Mechanical
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C'hemnical IiiethodKS incilude those wich treat thie slick with~ chemilical agents or iiiaieriak~
and do not require subsequent mechanical recovery. Included within this climsiiicatliol :ire
methods employing chem~ical dispersoits. burning ill Situ, .11nd enhlantCd (legradal~tioli
(biological or chemical).

(iiemomneclianical methods include Wlowc which employ both chemiical and mech~anical
nicans ol' removal. Included within this Classification are processes ill Which thie oil is sorbed
or gelled and subscqsacntly retrieved by mechanical mecans. anid !-imikiig.

Mechanical recovery methods are those Which emiploy onlly ieh; Ii'llmeanl to
recover the product, such as skimmers, suction devices. and rotary drums or endless belts.

The delineation of total systems includes combinations of the general types ol'available
equipmlent and materials within each classification. The potential sy-slems idenlilied withinl
each classification wvere examinedl both with and withouLt Oil con~tainmen~lt devicS.

C'hemnical Systems

a. Chemical disrpersailts applied directly to thle sliclk will, sufi'icient auxiliary
agitation available.

b. System (a) + containment boomi.
C. C'hemical burning agents applied directly to [lhe slick.
d. System 1c0 + containment boom.
C. Fliamtced degradation (exclusive of' chemical dispersants) by tile addition -.I'

ricroorganismns. etc.

('hcnlomlechlalical Systems

a. Sorbent/sumetion pump.
b. System 4a) + con tain tiemitt boom.
C. Sorbents/conveyor.
d. System (c) + containmemnt boomtn.
C. Geilants/conveyor.
1*. System Me + coilta inme nt boom.
g. Sinking agents applied directly to file slick.
h. System (g) + containmnt boom.

Mechaniical System

* a. R~otating drums.
b. System (a) + containimnt boom.
C. Endless belt.
d. Sysicem (c) + containment.
C. Suction devices.
f. System (C) + containment.
g. Advancing gravity skimmer or weinr.
11. System (g) + Coiltiia.enit booilu.
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1I 1-1 1iA l MI SS I \AI.UIAIIOiN

I lie pierI.iroitice crii:rii ;lilt' parameters whiichi define (lie rai'ge of' spill situations
oilnsitict'M ocILill Cil 111i" %I Lidy l1.1%e OCC C0wen comb it) fo lrm a mia trix. Figumre 3. to enable a
ctnI ~I It va I' I% eci 111;11i~my%,:% tit' potenil! systemls. 1Faci wvorkslheet (shown inl
A:111cwiui I- )refes to (,ne ptistuilated system;t (lie sulm of* the index points for that systern
ien is ai coniparaifive measure of' tile ability of' thatj systlH to Ineel ill of ile criteria.

Iti nimt lie 1tmied ou~r Olafl these sy'sterns art: syiitlesiznd using slte-of-llC-rt
eifIipiniii arid are evaltiamted onl known present cariability.

1Ilie comparismis of all systems indicate that thirteen systerns are superior (ovet 90
p01111%). (K fihes. (lilt I iological degradatiori) is juidied impractical becauseW or inability to
ineeI meueli-ems for rate oflrenioval by several or-ILrs ol magnitude. liTe potenitial systems
inl dc-ernldirg order 'I effect ic s are:

I. Chemical dispcrsants applied directly it) the spill (229)
2. ChiemiicalI dispersants plus contaminment f 15 1
3. Advanicirig graviy skiiier or weir ( 133)
4. Gellinitskomnveyor tsll02oele (I.

5. 1melan sh'nssyor pils contaitinemil 11I24)I
C.heimnical burnting agents applied directly it) tte spill ( 120)

07. 1inbariced deagradation (addition ol bacteria. emizynies. etc.) (120)
8. Vlinieal but ifing agenits 1)111% comlii unut 11:4)

). Advant jug gravity skimmer or wveir plus conlainnuLnt (109)
I1). Sorbins/coiivcyor i stifl-propelled ) ( 107)

lidlessN bell oni wa~ter suirface (portable) 1100)
112. Sirbieiis/mucf ion device plus containment (93)
13. Sorlwnt~i/onveyu'r plums c'ontainmllent (91!)
14. Inlk v el on water suirface plus containment (87)
15. Suctimn detvice.. portable) (871
1I(. Sorhen: s.'ptirIlible suction dvvices (83)
1 7. Sinking ag%:mil applied directly it, slick (82)
1I4. Sinking agents plus contaimiet 17m)

01I'). Rotmiig druaim (self'-propelled) (66)
21). 14o1.ting drums lilu% eoiituiniiiueit (66)

-1 . ' i. iqnde i ptiiable I plus colainicrt (6i3

Soiitaimei generamlly doeRs not improve tile cfb'ecl iveess of* these systemus. This is

hi-eallse - ~* . asailablle hotimis arc not reiable or effective: for open water Use.

I )epm it''nlcc tin a itioii tenlds ito imake tile Systeml less ef'fective. i.e.. oil cewaries ..11d
cc~n i'nu.'"t it) Ireal oil outside tlime boom is nti) available or planned fr. The principal
de'lemc) of imiost meebciaiiicail %yst~l'ms is iinabilityv to function effectively inl 5400ot waIVes

C'rlami coiammolling 1*.mccors which can ex ist I'r individual spill incidents include: state
tit Il),- l polbitie imn tontrol reptila iumn. port or htarbor authtlay plolicy. tile proximly ofl
%.11l1m1111 liveIlishm or fiilfin areas, or recr alion beache". Any ol* Ilhese factors canl eiaaiiiatle

talm%:rliers i 'voc ive sysem from conlit,.ion.
Ill %e %% %tv 'mil% l azve I12, titamm1411C tiegalive points.4 -lk tob ine rate ol rL'iioval IetliieiL'iis by 2 orders of nagaitude)
miwmy m m. wiosmabii I- ivailablI mi u': vi mm ill iciliods iti nce I rate oft rcinti/al requiremnts. They ure judged
1111111.i01C.1I,) i.'I iander am tile ' 'am little



Figure 3. Effectiveness Analysis Work Sheet

SYSTEM:
Parameters

Criteria

Size Products Location

127001i A.JP-5 1. 3Miles
1I 270.000 B. Distillate From Shore /R.,

gal C. Navy Special 4/

III 6,750,000 D.BunkerC 2. 12 Miles / ..

Pl From Shore

A I

2

2

-° - - ------ -C I
2

L D2

B
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It %h,,uld ;,I,, 1,: recognized that in sonic cases the critria can vary with the

paraictcrs. or paramleters and criteria can be dependent on each other. An example of the
'aliatiol with cuialigilig p..ramtcers is that imuch more relative speed is required for a large
%pill ' *,hor Ihan for a sm-ll spill under similar conditions.

Fle paralicters c:an also have diflerent t.rl anings depending on the type of systell
being considered. For a chenmical system, wave action aids ii dispersing to a point that the

'piled material will not reappear and catlse further pollution, while in a mechanical system
the wave ..etiun is a hindrance.

Other notes of this type. developed during the effectiveness compi'ation. are given in
the lollowing paragraphs.

(.'opn!leteness of Rcmo I

(Cqemicai Systems - Implies that the oil is essentia:ly completely dispersed from the
water surface and does not reappear at a later time. This means that where water-in-oil
emulsions may furn as with Bunker C. or wave agitation is insufficient chemicals do not
necessarily do a complete job, as they may r-appear

('heniomechanical and Mechanical Systems - Implies that the system removes the oil
from the water surface before it spieads or drifts out of range. Therefore, these systems
must operate more rapidly on spills of lighter products. Also, the system must be capable of
removing the oil accumulated arounU obstructions or booms. This is not the same as
operating in !imited access areas. For example, rotating drums have little or no ability to
draw heavy or very light oils frorm the surrounding area and, therefore will not do an
esscatially complete job. More importantly, the system must be capable of operating under
the environmental conditions. Rotating drums and suction devices, for example, will be
severely hampered by wave action in open sea conditions and the completeness of removal
would he expected to be very low.

Rate of Removal

Speed often is an essential factor in completeness. i.e., the slick will siread too thin if
it can't be recovered in time. A system which fails to function b1 -cause the lii thickness is
too thin (as for burning where the film must be 0.03 inches thick or more) ,r which cc¢!.'.
not remove a slick before it reached the shore (as for enhanced biodegradation) would be

severely penalized.

Hazard and Pollution

Includes water surface pollution to waterfowl, facilities and private boats (i.e. dazaage
to recreation such as swimming), fire danger, air pollution, navigational danger and n_;ssible
equin w!Ft damage from dusty conditions.

If a chemical dispersant reappears some time after treatment the pollution can be great.
Sinking agents which release the oil at a later time are similarly ineffective.
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System Use in Limited Access

Ability to maneuver. cha.e windrows of oil and work close to a ship. Also ability to
pick up accumulated oil behind a containmcnt boom and operability in shallow water for
mechanical systems.

Sensitivity to Environmental Factors

Is the system itself sensitive to waves, etc., or does its capability [or retrieval decrease'
For this evaluation, it was considered that systems using containment booms available today
would be penalized because tnc booms thcmsch'cs would be subject to frequent
overtoppings in 5 foot waves or could be expected to come apart or tip over. This has been
the case to date with virtually every boom which has been subjected to open sea conditions.
Model tests by Hydronautics lnc.(4 9 ) provide further evidence to support the
ineffectiveness of booms in open sea conditions. The tests indicated that in sp.a state 5.
which encompasses an average wave height of 5 to 7.9 ft. conventional booms would be
overtopped frequently.

Toxicity

Applies only to chemicals. Excludes water fowl. The conclusions drawn in the leport,
* the TORREY CANYON (Appendix B, Ref. 2) and others (Appendix B, Refs. - and 9), that

the offshore spraying of detergents in deep water has no significant toxic or other
deleterious effect on offshore or inshore fishing where applied to spills up to 270.000 gallons.
However, for the 6,750,000 gallon spill, large amounts of dispersants would be required,
much of which would likely be close to shore. For this case, the chances of exceeding 5 ppm
near shore would be great.

Availability

Any self-propelled system mu*t be penalized in this respect because the propulsion unit
is bound to break down or require periodic maintenance. Portable gear is superior because it
can use available vessels.

E. COST ANALYSIS

ASSUMPTIONS AND BASIC COSTS

The life cycle costs of the twelve systems which scored most effective over the ful,
range of parameters were derived for the purpose of generating comparative cost
effectiveness indices.

Systems that had severe limitations in accomplishing the oil removal or dispersal were
not evaluated. Thus biological degrading was not evaluated because a spill would reach shore
before any appreciable removal could be effected.

Several systems have common cost data, such as hourly labor charges. The hourly
charge rates were derived fr'mn either, onimercial rental rates or the cost of new equipment
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deprciatcd o L'r il% c'pecled lif'. Some equipme.'nt charges such as booms were prorated per
%pill rather than tn aM hourly rale. ba.ed on procurement costs depreciated over the
expected life. %laintelu.c costs were calculated on accepted chemical industry rates for
elquipelIt iii moderate it) vere corrosive environment (1 07, of acquisition cost/year for
mechanlical eqtluipmnent. 5'; ol cilumition cost/year for boovis).

Asulled ecquipnvi i ,, labor ard material costs conunon to several or all systems
iicludc:

I. Personnel ll urly Rate S I 0/wan hour
This is a conservative estimAct of the cost per man-hour based on an eight hour

day and including overhead and fringe benefits.
2. Contailnleat Booms S20/ft or $O,OO0Osystem

Based oil a length of 3000 f,:et. considered likely the maximum length which can
be deployed and maneuvered ',r encircling a ship or spill. The boon must be capable
of being deployed rapidly from a workboat to enable placement in 30 minutes after
arrival on the scene. Deployment costs per incident, including set up, positioning.
recovery and cleanup are estimated at 16 manhours plus four hours of intermediate
boat time and S40 of miscellaneous materials for cleanup, etc. The total cost per
incident is then $320. A useful boom life of two years was used.
3. Disposal .0.50/gal

The 0.50/gallon represents the cost of transporting, transferring and cleanup of
transfer vessels for disposal. eithe: .t a storage location, processing for use as a fuel for
power plants. or landfill.

4. Auxiliary Surface Craft Intermediate $30/Hr (with crew)
Large S40/Hr (with crew)

Two sizes of surface craft were selected for the different systems. The large size
craft (40-80 ft) are suitable for application of dispersants and have the capability for
carrying decanting or separa!ion tanks for recovered oil-water mixtures or towing
barges for storage of recovered sorbent and oil. etc. The cost of this type of craft is
assumed to be S40hr. including crew. The intermediate craft, up to 30 ft. arc suitable
for mixer applications on dispersants and sorbents and can also be used for deployment
and positioning of booms. The cost of this type of craft is assumed to be $30/hr.,
including crew.
5. Burning Agents Glass beads - See below

Silicon dioxide SO.0 16/gal.
Two type of burning agent! have been demonstrated in sea trials to be able to

burn Bunker C. They are a cellated glass beads and a silicon doxide powder. Burning
agents will function only on fairly thick slicks and in general must be confined to
contained s!icks or uncontained Bunker C which does not spread to below the critical
thickncss,.s. For glass beads the minimum film thickness is .03" and the slick can be
completely burned under the proper conditions. The application required is .10
lbs/ft - regardless of film thickness and the cost is SO.90/lb. Costs for various spill
,%izes using glass beads are:
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2.700 gallon spill - Navy Special $4.32/Gal.
Not contained

270,000 gallon spill - Navy Special S432/Gal.
Not contained

All sizes Bunker C- Not contained SO. I S/Ga!.
(0.79- thick)

All sizes Bunker C and Navy S.04X/(al.
Special/contained. 3- thick

These costs were applied to the individual situations. considering only Bunker " for
uncontained splls and only Navy Special and Bunker C for contained spills. The 2.700
gallon Navy Special spill requires application of glass beads within 10 minute- -fter 'he
spill before it reaches the critical thickness (.03". The -.!t .000 gallon Navy Special
spill requires 1,170,000 lbs. of the beads at its critical thickness reached about two
hours after the spill. The silicon dixide powder is applied at I/I0/i of the weight of oil
on slicks .06" or thicker. The cost per pound is $1.95. The cost per gallon of oil
burned is then SO.0 16. This cost was applied the same as stated above for glass beads.
6. Sorbents Commercial bulk materials (non foamt) 0.30 Gal.

Polymer foams 0. 1 0/Gal.
Straw 0.03/Gal.

Three general types of sorbents are considered: (I) commercial bulk material
such as perlite. vermiculite, talc, shredded bark: (2) polymer foams such as
polyurethane, polypropylene and polyethylene: and (3) ,traw. Commercial sorbents
typically cost $100 to $250/ton and will absorb 3 or more times their weight in oil.
cost per gallon treated would be SO.30. Soft polymer foams have potential if efficient
spreading and recovery systems become available. Oil can be recovered from some of
these products. Polyurethane foam costs approximately S0.50/lb. and one pound will
absorb about 5 gallons under field conditions: thus, the cost is about SO. 10/gallon.
Straw is almost universally available (reportedly not available in Hawaii) and will
absorb about five times its weight in oil. The cost of straw is about S30/ton making the
cost per gallon about SO.03.
7. Gelling Agents S3.00/Gal.

At least one gelling agent is commercially available CSpill-Away" manufactured
:y Amerace-ESNA Corp.). It can be sprayed, is relatively non-toxic to marine life and
custs approximately S3.00/gal. The application rate ranges from about 1:3 to 1: 1. A
conservative value of 1: 1 was assumed for all products. making the cost S3.00/gallon of
gelled oil.
8. Chemical Dispersants S0.60/Gal.

There are many dispersant products which may be used to treat oil spills, ranging
in price from about S 1.80 to S5.00/galban. Application ratios vary and are dependent
on several factors, but effective application rates are generally about I part dispersant
to 5 parts oil. Assuming an average of S3/gal. and 5 parts of oil disperscd per gallon,
the cost of oil dispersed is about S0.60/gal. Other costs, such as labor, pumps and spr. y
equipment are added in the individual incidents as they arc with other systems.
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II ic NvI %uati, pri ioainy d,-,iribesd are de igiated as Situation i 2100 gallont
%IjII h. Si'tlatioll II ' 270.000 gallon spill), aid Situation 1II (0.750.000 gallon spill). The
I res qticmiy oi Situation I wa- varied I'Or I U. 50 and 100 i Jclnts pcr year to determine
Ille." .III (lic cost. Sittiatio: II wacdteriniald lor lOincidc:ts per year and Situjtion
III co)I.iderel one %pill pe'i yvar. The purpose of varying Situation I was to assist in
determination of the most el' ective systemfn or different frequencies of small spilli
since this frequency is unknown.

I
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COST COMPILATION

I. Chemical l)isperq.mits Applied l)irectly to the Spill

Situation I: 2.700 gil Spill

Variable Costs:

Chemical dispersants:

(2,700 gal) (SO 60/gal) S 1.620

Labor: (8 man-4r) 80

Surface craft:
One large craft 4 hr 61 S40/hr 160
Two intermediate 8 hr (a S30/hr 240

S 2100

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr (pumps and spray equip)
S8,600/5 yr 1.720

Maintenance costs/yr 860
Storage costs/yr 550

S 2.130

Cost/incident for 50 incidents - S2,142

Cost/gal. for
10 incidents S0.86
50 incidents 50.80

100 incident. SO.79

Situation II. 270,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Chemical Dispersants:
(270.000 gal) (SO.60/gal) 162.000

Labor: (32 inan-hr) 320

Surface craft:
Four large craft 16 hr(a S40/hr 640
Eight intermediate 32 hr 6, S30/hr 960

S 163.920
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1I i~td ( 4b%1%

(.,it.d ct%r Iliump and -pray equip)
"OH)<Ies el's .% S 6,880

.%lawlcialice" IoY> ,/yF 3 .440
Sforww t~V r 1.600

S 11.970

Culin. idc at for 10 incidents - $105.1 17
(ostigal foi 10 incidents -SO.61

Sittiatiot IlI: 6.750.OOC gal Spill

Variable ( osts:

Chemical Dis rsants:
(6.75 x It ga) ($0.60/gal) 4,050,000

Labor: (1.200 man-hr) 12,000

Surface craft:
Four large craft 400 hr (a S40/hr 16,000
Eight intermediate 800 hr (a S30/hr 24,000

S4,102,000

Fix ed Costs:

Capital costs/hr (pumps and spray equip)
S8.600/vessel/5 yr 6,880

Maintenance costs;/yr 3,440
Storage z'ostslyr 1,650

$ 11,970

Cost/incident $4,113.970
Cost/gallon - one incident - SO.61

2. Chemical )ispersants Plus Containment Boom

Situation I: 2.700 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

As ,.stimated for dispersants alone 2,100
Place and clean boom 320

$ 2,420
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Fixed Costs:

As estimated for dispersants alonc $ 2,130
Capital costs/yr, boom, S60.000/2 yr 30.000
Maintenance costs/yr. boom 3.000

S 35.130

Cost/incident for 50 incidents - S3.1 25
Cost/gal for

10 incidents S2.19
50 incidents $1.16

100 incidents $1.02

Situation i1: 270,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

As estimated for dispersants alone 163,920
Place and clean boom 320

$ 164,240

Fixed Costs:

As estimated for dispersants alone 11,970
Capital costs/yr, boom, $60,000/2 yr 30,000
Maintenance costsiyr, boom 3,000

$ 44 ,970

Cost/incident for 10 incidents -$168,737
Cost/gal for 10 incidents -$0.62

Situation 111: 6,750,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

As estimated for dispersants alone 4,102,000
Place and clean boom 320

T4,102,320

Fixed Costs:

As estimated for dispersants alone 11.970
Capital costs/yr, boom, $60,000/2 yr 30.000
Maintenance costs/yr, boom 3,000

$ 44,970

Cost/incident -S4,147,290
Cost/gallon - one i,,cident - $0.61
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3. Advanluitg Skiimncr

The cost ol 'an advancing skimmer similar to that used by Union Oil Company at
Santa Barbara is estimated at $50.000 for the skimmers (one each side of a large craft).
pumps and on-board storage/decanting tanks. The capacity is taken at 2,000 gal/day per
craft.

Situation I: 2,700 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Labor: (15 man-hr) $ 150

Surface craft:
One large craft 5 hr (a $40/hr 200

Disposal: (2,700 gal) ($0.50/gal) 1,350

Fixed Costs;

Capital costs/yr. skimmer. pumps, tanks,
S50.000/4 yrs 12,500

Maintenance costs/yr 5,000
Storage costs/yr 550

Cost/incident for 50 incidents- S2,061
Cost/gal for

10 incidents $1.30
50 incid'ents $0.77

100 incidents $0.70

Situation II: 270,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Labor: (700 man-hr) 7.000

Surface Craft:
Four large craft 280 hr ( $40/hr 11,200

Disposal: (270.000 gal) (0.50 gal) 135.000
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Fixed 'osts:

Capital costs/yr, $00.000/4 yrs $ 50,000
Maintenance costs/yr 20.000
Storage costs/yr ?.000

$ 72,000

Cost/incident for 10 incidents - S160,400
Cost/gnl for 10 incidents - $0.60

Situation III: 6,750,000 gul Spill

Variable Costs:

Labor (14,000 man-hr) 140,000

Su.: .ce craft;
Four large craft 6240 hr 249,600

Disposal: (6.75 x 106 gal (0.S0/gal) 3.375,000

Fixed Costs:

Same as Situation II S 72,000

Cost/incident - S3,836.000
Cost/Sol - one incident - $0.57

4. Gellants/('onveyor

Situation I: 2,700 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Gellants:
(2.700 Sol) ($3.001l) H, 109

Labor: (25 moal-hr) 250

Surlface craft:
U,-ic large craft 4 hr 6. $40/hr Il)

-- i~ispowlh I2,'/(X) Itd) (5(.5')/1a1) -150

$ ').14)0
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IFix,"d {Cosi:

c'apital costl/yr. mecchanical recovery

etilimet. S50010/4 yr s 12.500
Mainlcuaice cost/yr 5,000
Storag cssiyr 550

S 18.050

('ot/incidenl for 50 incdCns - $10.220
Cost, gal for

10 incidents - $4.30
50 incidc-Its - $3.79

100 incidents - S3.72

Situation ii: 270,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

(ellants:
(270,000 gal) (3.00/gal) 810.000

Labor: 473? man-hr) 7.320

Surface craft:
Four large craft - 16 hr Or $40/hr 640

Disposal: (270.000 gal) ($0.50 pl) 135,000
$ 952,960

Fixed ('osts:

Capital costs/yt. mechanical recovery
equipment 200.00014 yr 50,000

Maintenance costs/yr 20,000
Storage costs/yr 2,000

Cost/incident !or 1 incidents - $960,160
Cost/gal for 10 incidents - $3.56

Situation ill: 6.750,000 gal Spill

Variable ('osts:

(ellaills:
(6.75 x l0(' gal) ($3.00/gal) 20,250.000

Labor: (15.200 man-hr) 152,000
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Surface craft:
Four large craft 400 hr (a $40/hr $ 16.000

Disposal: (6.75 x 10 ' gal) ($0.50/gal) 3,375.000
S23.793.00

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr, mechanical recovery
equipment, $200,000/4 yr 50.000

Maintenance costs/yr 20.000
Stoi-age costs/yr 2,000

$ 72,000

Cost/incident - $23,865,000
Cost/gal - I incidern - $3.54

5. Gellants/Conveyor Plus Containment Boom

Situation 1: 2.700 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

As estimated for gellants/conveyor 9,860
Place and clean boom 320

$ 10,180

Fixed Costs:

As estimated for gellants/conveyor 18.050
Capital costs/yr, boom, $60,300/2 yr 30.000
Maintenance costs/yr, boom 3.000

S 51,050

Cost/incident for 50 incidents - $ I,200
Cost/gal for

10 iricidcnts -$5.65
50 incidents - $4.15

100 incidents - $3.96.

Situation 11: 270,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

As estimated for gellants/conwyor 052.9 6 0
Place and clean boom 320

5 953.280
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Fixed C'os:

As estimated for gellants/conveyor S 72.000
Capital costs,}r. boom. S60.000/2 yr 30,000
Mainteniance costsyr. boom 3.000

$ 105.000

Cost/incident for 10 incidents - 5963.780

Cost/gal for 10 incidents -$3.57

Situation !lI: 6,75C,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

As estimated for gellants/conveyor 23,793,000
Place and cican boom 320

$23,793,320

Fixed Costs:

As estimated for p.ellants/conveyor 72,000
Capital costs/yr, boom S60,000/2 yr 30,000
Maintenance costs/yr, boom 3,000

$ 105,000

Cost/incident - $23.898,320
Cost/gal - one incident - $3.55

6. Chemical Burning Agents Applied Direct!y to the Spill

Costs for two typcs of burning agents (cellated glass beads and sUicon dioxide
powder) art; considered because the cost/gallon of oil treated varies considerably
between thee agents. For the cellated glass bead type, the cost is dependent on
the area of the spill whereas for silicon dioxide, the cost is dependent on the
amount of oil. For the uncontained spill, the cost per gallon is applied only to
Bunker C sincc it is the only product which, under normal circumstances, will be
thick enough to bum when spill treating equipment arrives.

6a. Cellated Glass Bead Type

Situation I: 2.400 gal Spill Bunker C

Variable Costs:

Burning agent: (400 1bs)
(2,400 gal, (SO. 15/gal) 360
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Labor: (8 man-hr) 8 0

Surface craft:
One large craft 4 hr (a S40/hr 160

S 600

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr. spreader, S2,000/3 yr 667
*Maintenance costs/yr 200
*Storage costs/yr 13

S 880

Cost/incident for 50 incidents - S618
Cost/gal for

10 ircidents -$0.29
50 incidents - $0.26

100 incidents -$0.25

SituationliI: 240,000 gal Spill Bunker C

Variable Costs:

Burning agent: (40,000 Ibs)
(240 000 gal) ($0.1I5/gal) 36,000

Labor: (40 man-hr)40

Surface craft:
Four large craft - :6 hr@'wS40/hr- 640

S 37.040

Fixed Costs:

Capital -osts/yr 8 spreaders. S 16,000/3 yr 5,340
Maintenance costs/yr, spreaders 1 .600
Storage costs/yr 100

S 7.040

Cost/incident for 10 incidents -S$37,774

Cost/gal for 30 incidents - $0.16

Situation ill: 6.000,000 gal Spill Bunker C

V'ariable Costs:

Burning agent. (1,000.000 Ibs)
(6.0 x 106 gal) (SO I0.5,gal) 900,000
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Labor: il).600 man-hl) $ 96.000

Surface craft:
:our large craft 1.200 hr (a S40/hr 48 000

$ 1.044.000

Fixed Costs:

Same as for Situation II 7,040

Cost/incident - S 1.05 1.040
Cost/gal - One incident - $0.18

6b. Silicon Dioxide Powder Type

Situation 1: 2,400 gal Spill Bunker C

Variable Costs:

Burning agent: (20 lbs)
(2.400 gal) ($0.0 16/pal) 40

Labor: (8 man-hr) 80

Surface craft:
One large craft 4 hr @ $40/hr 160

$ 280

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr. spreader, S2,000/3 yr 667
Maintenance costs/yr 200

Storage costs/yr 13
S 880

Cost/incident for 50 incidents - $298
Cost/gal for

10 incidents -$0.15
50 incidents -$0.13

100 incidents - $0.12

Situation I!: 240,000 gal Spill Bunker C

Variable Costs:

Burning agent: (2,000 Ibs)

(240,000 gal) (S0.016/gal) 4,000
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Labor: (16 man-hr) S 160

Surface craft:
One large craft - 8 hr (4, $40/hr 320

S 4.480

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr, 2 spreaders. S4.00013 yr 1,660
Maintenance costs/yr, spreaders 400
Storage costs/yr 40

$ 2,100

Cost/incident for 10 incidents - $4,690
Cost/gal for 10 incidents -$0.02

Situation III: 6,000,000 gal Spill Bunker C

Variable Costs:

Buriving agent: (50,000 Ibs)
(6.0 x 106 gal) ($O.016/gal) 96,000

Labor. (96 man-hr) 960

Surface craft:
Four large craft 40 hr @ $40/hr 1.600

$ 98,560

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr, 8 spreaders, S 16,000/3 yr 5.340
Maintenance costs/yr. spreaders 1,600
Storage costs/yr 100

$ 7,040

Cost/incident - $105,600
Cost/gal - One incident - $0.02

7. Chemical Burning Agents wi:h Containment Boom

As in the previous cost compilation, two burning agents are considered. The cost
of a fireproof boom is estimated at $25/ft or $75,000 for a 3.000 foot boom.
Contained Navy Special and Bunker C are considered and a nominal thickness of
3 inches is assumed for these products.
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7a. (cllatd (;lass lad Type:

Situation I: 2.700 gal Spill (Navy Special or Bunker C)

Variahe Cost-;-

Burning agent: (150 Ibs)
(2.700 gal) (S.048/gat) $ 130

Labor: (8 man-hr) 80

Surface craft.
One large craft 4 hr (a S40/hr 160

Place and clean boom 320
S 690

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr:
Spreader, S2.000/3 yr 667
Fireproof boom, 75.000/3 yi 37,500

Maintenance costs/yr 3.800
Storage costs/yr 33

S 42,000

Cost/incident for 50 incidents - $1,530
Cost/gal for:

10 incidents -SI,80
50 incidents - $0.57

100 incidents - SO.41

Situation I: 270,000 gal Spill (Navy Special or Bunker C)

Variable Costs;

Burning agent: ( 14,400 Ibs)
(270.000 gal) (S.048/gal) 13,000

Labor: (40 man-hr) 400

Surface craft:
two large craft - 8 hr (W $40/hr 320

Place and clean boom 320
S 14,040
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Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr:
Two spreaders, S4,000/3 yr S 1,667

Fireproof boom. S75,000/2 yrs 37.500
Maintenance costs/yr 4.150
Storage costs/yr 33

S 43,350

Cost/incident for 10 incidents - $18,375

r Cost/gal for 10 incidents - $0.07

Situation i1: 6,750,000 gal Spill (Navy Special or Bunker C)

Variable Costs'

Burning agent: (360,000 Ibs)

(6.75 x 106 gal) ($0.048/gal) 324,000

Labor: (9,600 man-hr) 96.000

Surface craft:
Four large craft 1,200 hr (a' S40/hr 48,000

i'lace and clean boom (5 times) 1,600
S 469.600

Fixed Costs:

Capital ct.'ts/yr:
8 spre..ders, $16,000/3 yr 5.340
Fireproof boom. $75,000/2 yr 37.500

Maintenance costs/yr 4,600
Storage costs/yr 100

S 47,540

Cost/incident - $517,140
Cost/gal - one incident - $0.08

7b. Silicon Dioxide Powder Type

Situation i: 2,700 gal Spill (Navy Special or Bunker C)

* Variable Costs:

Burning agent: (20 Ibs)
(2,700 gal) ($0.0 16/gal) 40
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Labor: (8 rnan-hr) $ 80

Surface craft:
One largc craft 4 hr 61 S40/hr 160

Place and clean boom 320
s 600

Fixed Costs:

Same as cellated glass bead type 42,000

Cost/incident for 50 incidents - $ 1,440
Cost/gal for

10 incidents - S1.78
50 incidents - $0.53

100 incidents - $0.38

Situation IL1 270,000 gal Spill (Navy Special or Bunker C)

Variable Costs:

Burning agent (2,000 lbs)
(270,000 gal) ($0.01 6/gal) 4,000

Labor: (16 man-hr) 160

Surface craft:
One large crift - 8 nr (@ $40/hr 320

Place and clean boom 320
$ 4,800

Fixed Costs:

Same as cellated glass beads type 43,350

Cost/incident for 10 incidents - $9,135
Cost/gal for 10 incidents - $0.04

Situation ili: 6.750,000 gal Spill (Navy Special or Bunker C)

Variable Costs:

Burning agent: (50,000 Ibs)
(6.75 x 106 gal) ($0.016/gal) S 108.000
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Labor: (96 man-hr) $ 9o

Surface craft:
Four large craft 40 hr 0' $40/hr 1,600

Place and clean boom (5 times) 1,600
112,160

Fixed Costs:

Same as cellated glass beads type S 47,540

Cost/incident -$ 159,700
Cost/gal - one incident - $0.03

8. Advancing Skimmer with Containment Boom

The same assumptions made for the advancing skimmer equipment without
containment (Item 4) are used here.

Situation 1: 2,700 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Labor: (10 man-hlr) 100

Surface craft:
One large craft 3 hr (a' $40/hr 120

Disposal (2,700 gal) ($0.50/gal) 1.350

S 1.570

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr:
Skimmer. $50.000/4 yr 12.500
Boom. $60,000/2 yr 30.000

Maintenance costs/yr. skimmer. boom X.000
Storage costs/yr 550

S 51.050

Cost/incident for 50 incidents - $2,590
Cost/gal for

10 incidents - $2.48
50 incidents - $0.96

100 incidents -$0.77
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Situiation~ 11: 270.0(M) gail Spill

Variable Cosis:

SurfkIce cratt:

Four large~ crarL - 100 hr 61' S40/br 6.400

IDispomil I]7O00 gal) 10.50 gal) 135.000

P~lace and ean N'e'iil 320
S 145.720

Capital costs/yr:
Fouar sk innwrei. $200.000/4 yr 50,000
Booni. $00.000/2 yr 30,000

Maintenance costs/yr 23.000
Storope Costs/yr 2,000

(ust/incident fur 10 incidents - $156,220

Cost/Mat for 10 icidents -SO5

Siltuwtion III: fi,750,MX) gut Spill

Voirlable Costs:

Labor: MGM00 iitim-hr) mo(,000

Fouar tiirge crul't .1.4X) hr (,' $4i/n 13,000

lDispnmul: m.75 S I U(' pul i ( 0. 50/pd) 31.3 73.C)0

Plance and Ckill hom 310
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~. Sorbents/Convcvor

A mechaica.~l ct-oi v.r speifil tly ilvsigiwd for rectowiry ol m ig glonmer;1et
ixturc of* oil and ,,irbvnil' or gded petrolcum producILt% E' not presenutly .x'-ilihkl.

Decvice.s int.',dcu for mpta:tic wvicet or kch do IIrveinI ctaild lie adsopIeId for , teobery
of Vims mnixtures. The cosI t IIIL, fimnitN ,iIld as-mciagtqd sprea is es~itiad to lie
$50.000 and thicetslima~tcd iiwtI lKe is Imir years

Sitution 1: 2.700 gal Spill

* Variable C'osts:

Stiritits (Assumeii SO. 10 pual &is .verattv ofr worlins)
(2,700 pul) (SO. I10/gaI) S 270

Labor: (35 mun-r 350

Otte large craf't 4 hir w' S4Olir I160

tpowl (2.700 Wilh ($0. O/puI) 1.3 S

equlliment andl spreader. 150.00014 yr 12.500
muaintcnunLiv cotton/yr S.000
Stoap. cetst/yr 550

Cust/hineluut rur 50 hwldtkit - 12.491
Coat/gal Fr

10 llivolis - $1.46
30 hwlidenth - SON'3

1010 Iiwiilvils - $01X6

1Slii 11 I: 270.0() MIIl Spill

Vurlahhe Ctift

Ilor: (11(11 mitnihr MX)

Four 1111 we %Ii It - I6 Ill. 1.0 $40/I11 010(

7.1



l)i.posaI: (270.0(K),al)(0.S0/gal) $ 135,000
$ 170,040

lFixed Costs :

Capital costs/yr
Sprcadcrs and mecianical recovery equipmet,

S200.000/4 yr 50,000
Maintenance costs/yr 20,000
Siorage costs/yr 2,000

(o.t/incident for 10 incidents - $ 177,840
('ost/gal lor tO incidv'ltls - $0.66

Situation III: 6,750.000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Sirbcots:
(6.75 x I0 ( ga) (SO. i/gal) 675.000

L.ahor: 17,00( mun-lir) 170,000

Sturl'ace crft:
Four large cral' 4X) lir fa $40/hr 16,000

)isposal: (6.75 x 10 gal) ($O.50/8l) 3.375.000$4.236.00o

Fixed 'otms:

Same as Situatioii II 72,000

('osl/ilidnt - $4.308.000
('sli/al - otie ilcidetit - SO.I4

10. I-ndless Bell oin Wtler Suitc:

Nunlertuls b . It type skimtuers tire available most ol which are suitable only
Ior harbu.- rise. ()ILe tlc ice ((lie "Olevalor") is available which Is said to remove
40 Ilinl oflmhiker C, crude till, diesl till mtid ulbricuthrl oil in a two foot swell
.1otillioi. and h! witlltlald 5 foot waves id a 20 liiph wind. The un't can be barge
ltittllted. 'hliv cost of the.- mlltS Is $7.5(X) each Ulnd the cost o" bar es Is agssuimed

It) be $20/h7.
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Situation 1: 2,700 gal Spill

Variablc Costs:

Labor: (16 man-hr) $ 160

Surface craft:
One large craft 4 hr @j $40/hr 160
One barge 4 hr @ $20/hr 80

Disposal: (2,700 gal) ($0.50/g;i) 1,350

$ 1,750

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr, mechanical recovery equipment,
$7,500/3 yr 2,500

Maintenance costs/yr 750
Storage costs/yr 600

$ 3,850

Cost/incident for 50 incidents - $ 1,827
Cost/gal for

10 incidents - $0.79
50 incidents - $0.68

100 incidents - $0.66

Situation II: 270,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Labor: (300 man-hr) 3,000

Surface craft:
Four large craft - 120 hr @ $40/hr 4,800
Four barges 120 hr Oll $20/hr 2,400

Dlsposal: (270,000 gal) ($0.50 gal) 135,000

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr. mechanical recovery equipment,
S30.000/3 yr 10,000

Maintenance costs/yr 3,000
Storage costs/yr 2,000

5 15,000
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Cost/icidenl for 10 incidents - S146,)00
Cost/gal for 10 incidents - $0.54

Situation II1: ,.750,000 pal Spill

Variable Co:sts:

Labor: (6,000 man-hr) $ 60,000

Surface craft:
Four large craft 2.900 hr (' $40/hr 116,000
Four barges 2.900 hr (W* $30/hr 58,000

Disposal: (6.75 x 106 gal) ($0.50/gal) 3,375,000
S 3,609.000

Fixed Costs:

Same as Situation II S 15,000

Cost/incident - S3,624,000
Cost/gal - one incident - $0.54

II. Sorbents/Suction Device Plus Containment Boom

A mechanical pumping device capable of recovering granulated sorbents from the
water surface can be developed if it is not already available. The cost of such a unit
is estimated to be $1 6,000 including spreader, storage and decanting tanks. The
useful life is estimated to be about four years.

Situation 1: 2,700 gal Spiil

Variable Costs:

Sorbents:
(2,700 gal) ($0. I O/gal) 270

Labor: (35 man-hr) 350

Surface craft:
One large craft 4 hr 61, $40/hr 160

Disposal: (2.700 gal) (1O.50/gal) 1,350

Place and clean boom 320
$ 2,450
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Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr:
Mechanical spreading and recovery equipment,

$16,000/4 yr $ 4.000
B(imi, $60,000/2 yr 30,000

Maintenance costs/yr 4,600
Storage costs/yr 500

S 39,100

Costlincident for 50 incidents - $3,230
Cost/gal for

10 incidents - S2.36
50 incidents - $ 1.20

100 incidents - $1.05

Situation II: 270,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Sorbents:
(270,000 gal) (SO. I O/ga!) 27,000

Labor: (800 man-hr) 8,000

Surface craft:
Four large craft - 16 hr @ $40/hr 640

Disposal: (270,000 gal) ($0.50/gal) 135,000

Place and clean boom 320
S 170,960

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr
Mechanical spreading and recovery equipment,

$64,000/4 yr 16,000

Boom, $60,000/2 yr 30,000
Maintenance costs/yr 9,400
Storage costs/yr 2,000

S 57,400

Cost/incident for 10 incidents - $176,700

Cost/gal for 10 incidents - $0.65
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Sit-jation III: h,750,000 gal Spill

Variable (o-ts:

Sorbents:
(6.75 x 106 gal) ($0. I 0/gal) $ 675,000

Labor: (17,000 man-hr) 170,000

Surface craft:
Four large craft 400 hr W- $40/hr 16.000

Disposal (6.75 x 106 gal) (SO.50/ gal) 3,375,000

Place and clean boom 320
$ 4,236,320

Fired Costs:

Same as Situation 11 $ 57,400

Cost/incident - S4,293,720
Cost/gal - One incident - $0.64

12. Sorbents/Conveyor Plus Containment Boom

Situation I: 2,700 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Sorbents:

(2.700 gal) (SO.I0/gal) 270

Labor: (35 man-hr) 350

Surface craft:
One large craft 4 hr @ $40/hr 160

Disposal: (2,700 gal) ($0.50/gal) 1,350

Place and clean boom 320
$ 2,450
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Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr
Spreader and mechanical recovery equipment.

S50,00014 yr S 12,500
Boom, $60.00012 yr 30.000

Maintenanc- costs/yr 4,250
Storage costs/yr 500

$ 51.750

Cost/incitent for 50 incidents - $3,485
Cost/gal for

10 incidents - S2.82
50 incidents - $1 .29

100 incidents - $1. 10

Situation 11: 270,000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

Sorbents:
(270,000 gal) ($0. 1 0/gal) 27,000

Labor: (800 man-hr) 8,000

Surface craft:
4 large craft - 16 hr @ $40/hr 640

Disposal: (270,000 gal) ($0.50 gal) 135,000

Place and clean boom 320
$ 170.960

Fixed Costs:

Capital costs/yr
Mechanical spreading and recovery equipment,

$200,000/4 yr 50,000
Boom, S60,000/2 yr 30,00(i

Maintenance costs/yr 23,000
Storage costs/yr 2,000

$ 105,000

Cost/incident for 10 incidents - $181,460
Cost/gal for 10 incidents - $0.67
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Situation III: 0.750.000 gal Spill

Variable Costs:

(6.75 x 104 gal) (SO. I O/gal) S 675,000

Labor: ( 17.000 man-hr) 170,000

Surface craft:
Four large craft 400 hr (a $40hr 16,000

Disposal: (6.75 x 106 gal) ($0.50/gal) 3,375,000

Place and clean boom 320
$ 4,236,320

Fixed Costs:

Same as Situation II $ 105,000

Cost/incident - $4,341,320

Cost/gal - one incident - $0.64
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IDENTIFICATION OF MOST COST EFFECTIVE SYSTEMS

The co.t analysis shows that the cost per gallon to treat oil varies with the spill size and
freqluency. The cases and parameters used are believed to represent tile most probable
situations where oil spills of 2.700. 270,000 and 6.750.000 gallon sizes would rcquirc
cleanup activity to prevent oil contamination of rcsources. Cost data wcre combined with
the effectiveness indices by dividing the cost/gallon of oil treated for each spill size and
system-by the effectiveness index for each spill size and system. These are shown in Tables
8, . 10 and I1. The system having the lowest cost/effectiveness ratio is 'fie most favorable.
For the small soills. such as caused by personnel errors, the cost effectiveness is frequency
dependent and tile choice of system then depends on the !umber of spills of the small size
which require treatment.

There are several practical matters to consider in the selection of these systems. One of
i.lese is that presently available booms have not been shown to be effective in open sea
conditions. Parting of the boom, frequent overtopping in 5 foot waves, capsizing and oil
carryunder in currents or towing conditions exceeding I to 1-1/2 knots are the principal
deficiencies.

Thus, a system using a containment boom cannot be considered practically effective if
reliance is placed on the boom. Nevertheless it was assuned that a boom designed for open.
seas could function for a limited time, though inefficiently, to slow tile spread of oil or
gather and thicken it for skimming or burning operations. Another consideration is that
burning agents could only be eva.uated for contained Navy Special or Bunker C and
uncontained Bunker C. Ihis is because the other products. JP-5. Distillate Fuel and
uncontained Navy Special spread or disperse and evaporate so rapidly that they would likely
be too thin for burning agents by the time equipment arrived. (A 270.000 gallon spill of
JP-5 or Distillate Fuel spreads to less than the critical thickness for burning agents in about
two hours: for a 2,700 gallon spill it is a little over 10 minutes.) A third consideration is that
if burning agents are applied to oil that is surrounding or escaping from a vessel, it will pose
a serious threat to tile vessel itself. Smoke pollution near population centers is also an
objectionable aspect of burning.

Thus the decision to use burning agents is dependent on location of the spill, type of
oil and safety of the ship or other valuable property. For these reasons, burning does not
represent a practical universal system even though its cost effectiveness for certain oils is
favorable.

It is recognized that a system is desired which will provide a technique tu contain oil
which has escaped from and is surrounding a ship and collect or treat the escaped oil until
salvage ships reach tile scene. A reliable system to perform this function is not known to
exist at the present time.

Based on the effectiveness analysis, the most cost effective syste.ls for relmoving or
dispersing oil from open waters are:

(I) Chemical burning agents applied to Banker C prior to emulsification or (t) Navy
Special when the slick is thick enough for burning. This method would be
restricted to areas away from tle ship and other valuable property and to areas
where the smoke would not be considered a pollution problem. Asi pointed out
previously, Inis system is not :a practical universal system becuse titf tile
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rcstricticis on oil type, thickness. emulsification. and location. This systemi would
be iniproved T( seawortlhy fireproof booms were available to contain oil in thick
layers for burning.

2) Chemnicul dispersants appliA~ directly to the slick where the spill is one muile or
tatorc front shorc. This systemi appears to W~ tile optimum choictc for a universal
systemn at the present timec. Trhe -.1Tctivcticsi of' this system-i would be imiproved if'

s eawortliy boomis were available to prevent spread of* oil.
I~ Advancing skimmners or weirs fir smnall and interinedinte spills. 2.700 to 270.000

Oallons. Such a systeni was used to collect tip to 25 barrelsfduy (ohut 1 G000
gals/duy) during tile Satnta Barbara C~hannael incident.

Large offshore wurkboat3 or similur ctaft could be equipped with octachable
skinumer boomis in eatch side with unsociated pumips to collect tip to 50
burrcla/day each. Foar niajor spill% it thle 0.730.000 laillom category. tile recovery
rutt' ii isufficient utiless large numbeirs of vcssecls are! used: e.g. ito cleanup
b.",50.000 gallons In 5 day% would require about (boo vessels recovering at 2.000
gals/day,

('onsldetinit the restraints listed previously. It is concluded thati the miomt practial
uliveruul systuem fill ticatills oil spills oil ol-en waterst Is chienial disperitants applied directly
to Ilia slick. Where feasible. a cotaimmmcmit boont designed f'or openl silS blphlictioil %hould

be deployed. Even though it may eventually full or be I amectlive. It will slow the spread of
oil lor a period of tile. Tile oil which escapes many mtilli be treated by diplersants. Where
reitulationbo prohnibit the use, ol' disperuants. bum'Ang owmere 1easible), oir tuectauical runim inI
by gkimmner devices shiould he emnploiyedl. I this regard, thle duvelopmntn ill liproved
sklnumurs, cited pgar'loululy In this report, molds nunch promilse for thke fiulme. This muehoti.
which avoids thle evei-prem-nl obljoction of addi to prollullon by smotkv oir chenfleulft, will
Ilily evoitudily ptodic a workaible system.

In view or til,. it would not appear juStifiab11le at tile prsemit tim1V 1%1 lmmvlt I .111k
hilfieat gat ~olil 0skimnm equ111ipen. For tisludseu typs filkil tins, thle use: of chemlill
dospeunts applied directly to the apilt, 01hem1icAl ilispetisaiith l~ingli 0111il'illi, iffd b1101ni11
art, thle threve mil.t Cost ellectve boyastents llCa'tly aililble,

F'. tIkILOYbMENT PLAN

'1 ho otrdteple atmieapm inl tvilkilginsnt~t aind 1114iterhl1 (air Ilia '4lvil IiitI l41111111plnmll
.AVOllihllily in n 141 ItIce I atl l'innervtty S.hIll Nalvattv Material t l3.41kl ptl'ools lowmineul
utumund the vl.me d wetui nwl aid ll dswist I lii he4111 mwnblliln 1ti1t uepilsyllnenl loll
iiitolltiloo totdstslve~ billlk A miuu.sti III Imeoililvi type lpll 1% tlavn ,,~ l14,11 ImI the ilel III1

SIA tIet' I- R*ggugK11 4 W I ON

'1111 lulow ulp 141V111111% II 1111OV1 ,11 1141,410 114 % 1 - 16,i tl 1 ,%I tl$



IiSSM Pools

I-SSM pools are located at:
NSD Newport Annex, Bayonne. New Jersey
NSD Guntaitauo Bay, Cuba
NSC Oakland, California
NS(' Pearl Ill rbor. Iawaii
Naval Industrial Reserve Shipyard, Ralhoa, C.Z.
NSD Guam, Marianas
NSD Subic Bay, Philippines
San Juan. Puerto Rico

Submarine Salvage Material Pools

Submarine salvalge ,atarlal pools are loa-ted at:
hBoston, Moss.
Charleston. Sou tII Carolina
Suit Diego, Caiforniu
Pearl Ilarbor. Iluwali

Speclal Material Pools

Special material pml)15 are loctetd at:
Sill Irai slco, Callrom~i
Port I lucneme, (C'lifornla (NCH L)
W'ashlngton. ).C.

HISiM lau

IsSM bia,,s are lwvdhm, at:
Sill Army LoldiUcal Comailmgli. Loshomln, Italy ( Llvorno)
N.NY Bobtail. MIA".
NY hisidelplu , "it,

Naval baoi Norfulk. Va.
Navy 8ttio SUn I)lu8o, 'aliflurna
NSY (hiarlimlow. N.C.
NSY ,an Ironviqweo, ('alifruria
NSY Ittioil Sounl, litrmvrlon, Wslihilgm
Nav' Nlll. Adak. AloIka
S111l1 Helll 11'A~llly, Yoko.mlkitJl.

Ileel At'll lil'q, .ig'ehe, Japal

HI'



RECOMMENDED EQUIPN"ENT, MATERIAL AND STORAGE LOCATIONS

Recommendation. for equipment and material to be available at selected locations are
listed below. The basis for the recommendations is that the method to be used for
combatting mnassive spills is chemical dispersing anid that a boom or booms will also bi-

I deployed to assist in containing tile oil and slowing its speed. The trcatment would hu
supplemented by burning for Bunker C or thick slicks of Navy Special where burning is

L feasible. The amounts of materials recommended art: not tile total amouunts requirud for
complete treatment of a massive (6,750.000 gallons) spill. This is to avoid storage of'
materials and equipment in duplication which have a low frequency of use. Also, experience
shows that it is rarely possible to locate and treat all oil involved in a spill. i.e.. evaporation.
natural dispersal and separation of the slicks canl be expected to reduce the aaiaounit of oil to
be treated. There is no way to accurately predict how much of' the oil will require
treatment.

Equipment and Materials

* It is recommended that amounts of equipment and materials be stored or be available
at each designated location as follows:

I . Stome oil hand, or be able to obtain onl four liours notice. 20.000 gallons of
* chemical dispersant.

2.Stur- on hand six dispersant spray booms complete with engines. llunls. nozzles,
and hardwaro. Four should ba rated at abut 250 spin and sitable fo'r mountfing
or. large surface cruft (40410'). Two should he rated tit about 125 Itlit and
suitable for mounting onl small vi.ift carried onl AKS voel. Us' : of tile dt~ixrsng
system assumes 4 large craft at tho scone. 2 smuall craft whivih Initially disper". and
perfornm their own mixing, N1 Internmediate nuixer cralt (. numxers, per largte
UilikatiolI c'raft) and assumles tanikage tit storage %puceCut alllruxliutely 5,1)01
gallons or imore onl gu~i larle cInaft. Replenlimemt of dipermaunti, would require:
ARS or other tanmkage onl thi: scene or return of thle dispersing crit Io shore,

I 1 Stort, on hand two eductors rof ARS fire hoses toi ow li appilying %11%persaants
which arv appliod dillited.

4. Stotr- onl hand two buomns designed for opeam Sea aItiditll il) Ito ta Ai wilvv% ItI
20 mph %einds) each 3,000 (t Ini lengti, h.c neiouldt be tlrepraihif.

4. Store on hand, or be cil to obtal IIn fn tumo hours', notice. 2,011)(1 Ilb% tf ilivoil
ioxide pmw.Jei hternng agent oar 210 t41111 of 1:0l1l010t41 gla e buin a111Pfloti

A. Store onl hland, touir silefidmil fill burnming 1a001th komg'latlhliv Willi thle t% III
burningl 1100nt aIilable.,e ah uncnnlu by tile mlaicnoiliti ug ti t thle btirnlp
agent. Spreade-rs %houhi be %tuitable for immuning on, lntemmnedwaet Ili lungle vilt t.

It~ ~ ~~~11 1s eunamnethlthe AluIV%!tgst',d nuc11vlei a ndt 'Ifm~mn Itue Ili .11.1 1%tlkll twitw



I. I.SSM Pool at Bayonne. New Jersey for spill locations oil the Atlantic Coast of
the U.S. and Canada.

2. ISSM Pool at Guantanamo Bay. Cuba for spill locations along the Florida coast.
the (;tall of Mexico, and the Caribbean Sea, which includes waters around the
(reater Antilles. Canal ZLone. and tile northern coat of South America.

3. ESSM Pool at Oakland. California for spill locations on the Pacific coast of the
U.S.. Canada and Mexico.

4. I-SSM Pool at Pearl Ilarbor. Ilawaii for spill locations around the Hawaiian and
other Pacific islands.

5. I-SSM Pool at Subic Bay, Philippines for spill locations around the Philippines,
Japan. western Pacific islands, and other coasts and islands in this area.

b. 8th Army Logistical Command Base. Leghorn Italy (Livorno) for spill locations in
the Mediterranean Sea and European and African coasts of the North Atlantic
Ocean

l"ach storage location is fitted with tile nucleus to rapidly initiate spill treatment and

the capability exists to supplement sup..lles by transfer from ESSM pools to maintain
treatment if additional materials and equipment cannot be furnished locally. Air transport is
suggested for material and cquipment transfer because the time iactor Is critical in treating
til spills, It the use t .surfuce craft, it is assumeI that commercial craft available near the
scene would be utilized., suppkmentd by Navy craft, if available.

I-.QUIrMI;Nr I:OR ARS VESSILS

it is recommended that the followin equipment and materlals be lo atd aboard ARS
vensls for um, against mussIve spills. lIt lte eveont of %pace restritions, they may be obtained
fron IjSSM Plools with tile nieed arises. Material. and equipnnt are listed in the order of

Mhteialh andi liulpment fOr l)l1persini

I. .0.000 oalluint of hi ical dlmlwrsant (it drums).

2. Two dIl~entll spray btooms complet with enilnes, lpump, ilozaes ond hardware
rut llountingt ,i the sImtill workboiul (.i Ito 31 it) located on lhe ARS. !all
honit oltn %hould be raled at approtitately i '5 spin.

3. Wo educturs for ul till ARS lire how% to enitale tas or dispersants Which requlre
diln!Itm.,

4. Ik-lvulndii on the lhvothin of th1 '.111t foul llsIi-rsanl slpray bool llou atul am
I'SSM l141lm Illay li oav'atd aboard AKS vslsbo oar Irnoltirlted to workhoals itear
till: w'em ' lly 1ile 1n11ti lk %ti'i|h as 4iriltl.

I ''mtainnient I-qlnilme

I Wks ll h 'lklilltll 111n 4ea llth1n% ful 141 Wit wave and 11) mph Wlnds
e,1 h .1.l1lK) II In lnvlln, Ilie bomln %houk l t, I llilplnol

lit)
"II
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Materiais and Equipment for Burning

I. 2,000 lbs of silicon dioxide powder burning agent or 20 tons or cellated glass bead
burning agent.

2. Four spreaders for burning agents compatible with tile type of burning agent ito
be used, as recommended by Ill.. manufacturer of' tile burning agent.

It is recommended that dispersants be stored and transported Ii 55 gallon drums to
provide longer shelf life by preventing loss of' solvent from evaporastion and to citable use on
vessels not equipped with tankage.

The above listed material and ixquipment is the same as recommended for storage at
E~SSM Pools. It provides for initiating treatment of at massive spill by AI&S vessels using
chemical dispersing, booming to slow the spread or' oil. and burning of Hunker C or thick
slicks of Nav; Special where it Is feasible. Thle on-board binall craft miay be used to first
deploy thle booms around the ship or to contain large slicks, insofar as pracicable, and then
Initiate dispersing or burning of slicks which may be threatening shorelines. The A RS. with
Its fire howes and monitors may also perform dispersin3 or burning operations, if. for
example. oil offoading or salvage oportilons cannot be done Inimudlatoly. Tre-atment of
spill Inacidents with the potential of releasing onl thle ordor of' 0,750.000 gallons will reutilre
additional workboats for dispersing or burnting operations, and additional materials. As
stated proviouisly, there Is no way to predict how inucl of tho oil will req1uire treatment anld
tle amounts of' additional materials and equipment to supplement tile operation will have to
be datarmiinad for 'oai.' case. (lhemIcal disparsing of' all of a cargo or' 6,73C,0 pallon
would reqr ie about 1.350,000 gallons of dispcrsant.

0. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESLARChI

The evaluation of' thle as'ateftl considered Ill this Study birk-ught out shoivluingsi ill
several of toe prohlosd metl'ods and viquliment fur treafing till Apillb. PotenV~tial

* lnmprovuauuion lit motiwds and e~luipinent save booni idlntfield. Themu, include syutlINi now
*at th10 dovilupielil 6ta0e which aro glot anw11isal? to AMMuAe 40111 el'fcctIViN-vmu11 iialyii. 1*11

ittrus belifeved fasible anld capable of improving elfreclivenleas anld ecoitoinlich ofi 111ill
treatment within tile ope of' ti study aro:

IMPROVEMhNTI)0 HQUIPMFNTS AND)M'' W 11)5

S ~Velopsnen 01 ill ib ill lo 11W oeIli opegin' ~rid tioit. A haitti i% nevilvid whivih
call linlitltainl IIN intgoraly ill 11iiidlely w-vro weaiwi sand il untin lt o l'ili
spillevd till In Vonldittoits provaihliagp 'J01 ill 11V 11% tlle ivpil bell%. I lie' pliltal y
benit~l of' a boomi wold Ito Ito leCoilt 1w11V hliet siliues ausd V111116411i %pill.. lt
allow troilniei he,1ro lhii.ll si'aclteu khote' lit,' I IX~ Navy poeegtly hi% s a bsioni
delsiogned by 111V Hilpervliar ofi salvil w''iigo il111-11 l ii ope willets1. 'I lic' 14ili vai
Ite Itlilrueteil of rvaihtly avojl'leqll Inatilsils. 11 i lilet elii ui t ,it psit, 41
anid in Appooivie 4' ad DY Ilie I .S. I isa I itiaid is 111611%111111 fvmul r~sil'n
doveot'o'ilivit ill' ligh1woeight 11114 lielivy duly 114165i11 lilt 41%1 sgil li' lw 111 NOW1l



manufacturers have booms under development or in production which are
claimed to be suitable for open sea conditions. These developments should be
investigated.

0 Detailed delineation of a test for booms for open sea use and sea trials to prove
out their utility, reliability, strength, "capacity and deployment under open sea
conditions.

0 Improvement of existing or development of new advancing skimmers. Some new
concepts for advancing skimmers are presently being developed under support by
the American Petroleum Institute, the Federal Water Quality Administration and
the U.S. Coast Guard. The U.S. Navy should investigate and take advantage of
these improvements.

INNOVATIONS

" Development of automated mechanical methods of collecting and removing (from
water surfaces) oil agglomerates which have been formed by the use of sorbents.
Adaptation of kelp or aquatic harvesting equipment is one approach to this
method.

* Investigation of the use of emulsified fuel oils (Bunker C and Navy Special). Work
by Sonics International, discussed previously, indicates that cargo which is
emulsified prior to loading could be expected to disperse within a few hours if it
were spilled. Their study suggests that fuel oil can be used as a ship fuel without
emulsion break-back. A study should be performed to determine the
practicability and reliability of using emulsified fuel oils for Navy ship fuel.

SPILL TECHNOLOGY

" Development of accurate methods for estimating or measuring spill volumes. Such
methods are needed to determine application rates for treatment agents.
Additional information is needed on the evaporation rates of spilled oil products.

" Investigation of the tendency of Navy Special to form water-in-oil emulsions in
exposure to open sea conditions. This data will assist in determining the type of
equipment and methods most effective on Navy Special since the treatment and
recovery of emulsions presents problems quite differert from oils not emulsified.

" Determination of the most cost effective dispersants for use in treating the oils
used by U.S. Navy ships. Many dispersants function most effectively on light oils.
Testing to determine the most effective agents for the persistent oils, Navy Special
and Bunker C, would result in economy in treating these types of oils. The same is
true for treating agents for JP-5 and Distillate Fuel. Effectiveness testing
procedures being developed under the sponsorship of the American Petroleum
Institute would be helpful in such determinations.

" Determination of the most cost effective burning agents for specific oils used by
the US. Navy. for reasons similar to those given above for dispersants. In this
case. the oils most amenable to burning are Bunker C and Navy Special because of
the influence of film thickness.
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SPILL MANAGEMENT

0 Determination aand recording of available sites for disposal of recovered oil,
including processing facilities, storage facilities, pits or landfill sites. Knowledge of
available disposal locations and facilities in areas of possible spill locations
(heavily traveled routes, hazardous navigational locations) and near Naval
installations could be expected to result in economies and improved efficiency in
disaster type situations.

" Provision for a formal training program for personnel charged with spillage
countermeasures at all Naval installations. The program should be developed for
massive spill situations, stress conservation and hazards aspects, and be presented
by recognized authorities.

* Inventory of available equipment, commercial, Navy, Port Authorities, etc. at
major U.S. ports and harbors to enable mobilization of such equipment in the
event of a disaster type spill.

* Development of a detailed response plan for coping with nominal and massive
spills for all potential petroleum products potentially involved in spillage. Fall
back positions should be included.
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APPENDIX A

DETAILED ENVIRONMENTAL AND GEOGRAPHIC DATA

This appendix contains the basic information from which the report section entitled
"Reference Environments and Geography" was derived. It includes detailed environmental
and hydrologic information of the world's oceans in the form of charts, meteorological data,
and tabulated data describing the type of resources vulnerable to damage in the reference
marine areas. Additionally presented are similar data for nearby ports and harbors
frequented by U.S. Naval Oilers and Gasoline Tankers. This material is included because of
the greater abundance of data on the environmental features. These features, although
generally modified by protective land masses were helpful in assessing the reference marine
areas.

Table A-1 lists the environmental and physical features of selected nearby ports and
harbors.

Table k,-2 lists the nearby features of selected ports, including the resources which
would be threatened by oil spillage.

Table A-3 presents data obtained from the decennial census of the United States
climate, summary of hourly observations.

Table A-4 is a summary of predicted wave dimensions expected to prevail 90% of the
time. A worldwide average was calculated from these data.

Figures A-I thru A-8 are reprinted from the U.S. Navy Marine Climatic Atlas of the
World Vol. VIII and present data on percentage trequency of sea and swell, and gales and
wind for the four seasons.

Figures A-9 and A-10 illustrate the mean sea surface temperature and the average wind
direction of the world for the month of February.

Figure A-I I illustrates the average world surface current direction.
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APIENDIX 13

CASE HISTORIES OF REPRESENTATIVE SPILLS

Oi F'ebruary 20, 1966. the Norwegian tanker ANNE MILDRED BRQVIG (24.454
(;RT) loaded with 39,000 tons of' Iranian crude oil, collided with the British MS
PEiNTLAND) (876 GRT) in the North Sea. The tanker caught fire and several explosions
Occuirred. The following day the ship drifted to 540 22.6' N. 60 50.0' E, grounded and
settled down by her stern in 1 20 ft of water. Thle floatable fore-section was cut off onl May
2, 1966. and towed to Heli.toland and then to Wilhelmshaven. A total of 21,300 tons of1 oil
was offloaded t i .Q75 tons at thie accident scene and 19,325 tons from the fore-end after
towing), leaving approximately 1 7,700 tons discharged into thie North Sea or burnt during
tile tanker lire. Only 2,200 tons could have burred, so that at least 15,500 tons were
released to the sea. In spite of the amount of' oil which escaped, Gerraan beaches did not
report mnuch oil pollution. C'hemical dispersants (emulsifiers) were used to control the spill
at sea. Drifting of thle oil was kept uinder :onstant observation by planes, vesseis, and dead
reckoning Of 11W Germanl Ilydrographic Institute. It was reported that by calculations, using
a drift of' 4.2'7, of thle wind velocity and allowing for inshore currents, tile time of oil
appearingiiear Blaavands Ilik and Fanq was predicted in advance with great precision.(l)

Chemiical 1)ispersioc

A total of' 19.400 gallons of dispersants were used at sea. Thle dispersants used
were: vloltoclar, Ascal Super 7-I1I. Slix/Navee, Gamlen, BP-1002 and Ameroid (Drew
Chemical). Generally, they were diluted with sea water to the proportion of 1:5 up to I10
and sprayed simultaneously. at tinies, by two or three shipis. The dispiersing efforts were
concentrated onl escaping oil in close proximity to the wreck or eliminating "oil streaks", of,
at tines I 100 yds. long and 5 to 30 yds. wide, starting from the wreck. This prevented thle
formiatioin of large, integrating oil slicks. Thin oil filmns more than 0.5 to 0.75 miles fromn tht;
wreck were not eliminated because of poor results achieved. Picces of compact oil sludge
several inches thick were dispersed q1uite successfully with undiluted emulsifiers. Complete
dissolution of these oil sludge pieces, however, could not be observed.

Only about 3000 to 4000 tons of the total 15,500 to 17.700 tons of escaped oil were
treated by eimulsifiers. Sinice no heavy cases of oil pollution were reported, it was teon~uded
that the remainder of* tile oil dispersedI naturally by evaporation, dispersal by enwisification
action of the, sca water, and b~iological degradation.0 )

Permanience of- the Method - The permnenice oftdispersion of thlt ANNE MILDRED
l3ROVl'G oil spills was not established.

Additional lDanage by tile Treatment - No additional damagc was attributed to the
use of thle clicinica; dispcrsantL. Samples of the chemicals were tested by thle Federal
Rv-search Institute for F-ishecry in llamiburg. Thle result showed dhai the toxic limit for sea
fish probably was not reached in this case by the use of the emulsifiers in question since
these were sprLyed by file lose of line nozzles. Also, sonic of tile dispersants are absorbed by
tile oil -limd thereby mnade not harmful to fish. Finally the dispersants are distribtted over a
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large area by the undulation and currents of the sea. It was concluded that for these reasons,
emulsifiers may be applied at sea without endangering the fish resources.( I )

Operational Shortcomings and Limitations - Limitations ol'dispersants brought out in
the ANNE MILDRED BR0VIG experience were that in smooth sea canditions, the
application of dispersants mu.t be :,ccompanied by agitation by the vessels. and thai had the
oil immediately drifted to shore, dispersants could probibly not have been applied quickly
enough to control the spill. Also, some large oil sludge patches could not be completely
dispersed.

2. THE TORREY CANYON

General

The TORREY CANYON, loaded with 118,000 tons of Kuwait crude oil, ran aground
on the Seven Stones rocks off the coast of Cornwall. England on March 18. 1967. and
released approximately 95,000 tons (26.000,000 ga!lons) of Kuwait crude oil over a period
of about 12 days. The ship eventually broke into several sections and was inall4 bombed
with incendiary devices in an attempt to burn the (.i remaining in tile ship.( - ) The oil
released caused widespread contamination of the Cornish Coast of England, the Brittany
Coast of France. and the island of Guernsey. Cleanup methods employed by the BWitish and
French which inc!uded chemical dispersing, sinking, burning and physical removal are
discussed below. The British relied largely on chemical treating agents, whereas the Irench
used physical removal methods to avoid damaging shellfish and other marine life with
chemicals. ( 3 ) Cleanup costs have been unofficially estimated at $8 million to the British
Government and $2 to $7 million for the French Guoernment. 4 )

Chemicai ,ispersing

Approximately 700,000 gallons (3500 tons) of enulsifier-solvcnin mixtures were used
at sea on the TORREY CANYON spill. This was believed to have enlulsified at least 15,000
tons of the oil spilt at sea. preventing that amount from reaching the s: oresA 2)

Permanence of the Method - When spraying and subsequent agitation of tile

dispersant were correctiy carried out, the dispersion was pernha:ent. (2 ) Wlhatevur tle
method of detergent application (spraying detergent followed by high prc.urc hose stream
agitation or fire hose streams containing injected detergent) tile dispersion was nIlt)lst
effective if. after spraying du-ing "dead slow" passge through an oil slick. the vessels
returned at speed over the same course providing agitation by the shipls propellors. ( 5 ) Oil
which was completely emulsflied in this way dispersed in the sea and subsequently becante
progressively diluted; where this process was incoml)lete. however, a variety of water-in-oil
and oil-in-water emulsions were formed and in due course driven ashoret O") I lowever, it is
not necessary for detergents to be applid to oil to effect the formation of the oi t -in-water
type "chcolate mousse" eniusion. "Chocolate nouss- sinilar to that found in Cornwall
I'as been made simply by the agitation uf Kuwait crude oil and natural sea water. (5 )

Additional Damage by the Treatment - The principal damage froin the use of
dispersants was to marine life in the intertidal zones at shores where beach cleaning was
done. All of the effective dispersants used in the TORREY CANYON spill were toxic to
marine and intertidal life, especially slellfish.( )
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Although the dnlilag t) intertidal aninials and plants was extensive wherever very
hlay -.,rayiug waS dolne. there was relalively littl el'fect ol comnrcially valuable fish or
Shliih.11 / 0) Where remov:al of oil wa. done meclhanically, the marine life was virtually
tinaffcted iIn place whler, flier.: was heavy use of detergent, the kill of iarine life in
intertidal /oncs alpproached I00O. ' ) The toxic agent in the detergent appeared to be the
aromatic solvei used in tite enuilsili.r.("X The types of marine life killed were limpets
lalmost complele annihilation)( 2 ) molluscs. crustacca, rockpool fish, sea anemones,
.cawcds. bivalve-. stalfih, sea urchens. crabb.!5 ) lubsters. congcr eels. small dabs. fk,.ders
and eel clvrs.1 2 ) Some clifflop grasslands and grass h.'aths were killed mainly due to the
.spill ut deterget.

1 2)

A pert nt Lonclusion regarding the use ef chemicals and toxicity to n :trine life in
opein waters is drawn it. lte report 'lTie TORREY CANYON. ' (2 ) That is that the total
anoult of detergent used at sea during the TORRLY CANYON incident would have been
diluted to less than one part per million given that it had been dispersed over an area of
water 20 miles square down to a depth of i0 feet. At this dilution, detergent is not lethal to
mollusks (e.g. cockles) and crustaceans (e.g. lobsters) and probably not to plankton or fish.
Other literature 7 1 9 (9 draws sanilar conclusions: i.. that offshore spraying in deep water
has no significant toxic or other deleterious effect on offshore or inshore fishing.

Operational Shortcomings and Limitations - The principal shortcomings and
limitations of chemical dispersion were the umount and cost of the chemicals
lapproxiniately 700.000 gallons w,.re used at "ca( 2 ) ,.osting an estimated$940,000(I0), the
toxicity of the chemicals t) murine life in the intertdal areas, the large number of vessels
ineeded it) apply the chemicals (tip to 42 ships) aud the inability to apply chemicals fast
enough to control tie entire spill. Shortcomings of shore use were the tendency of the
cheiicals to promote sinkiig of the oil into beaches when used to clean heavily
cllitalniilated bL:llihs, and the occurrence of quicksand on beaches treated with chemicals
resulting in beach erosion from tidal and wave action. The two la.ter shortcomings, while
seriotus considerations for oil spill clenup, are not germane to the subject of treatment of
%pills on open waters.

Burning

Burning )I the TORRIEY CANYON curto was attempted after the ship had broken up.
Altni,,ts were made to light small oil slicks believed to be reasonably thick, using "oxygn
tiles- a pyrotehmnic device containing sodium chlorate to provide an oxygen-rich flame). ( - )

•' lhese attempts w.re unsuccessful probably because the highly flammable volatile
1'ractioln of the crade oil had already evaporated. Sodium chlorate devices were successful in
igniting crude oil exuding fron the ship-. 2 Bombing oif the tunker with ICOO-lb. high
explosive bom.bs produced lire in the tanker and in some surrounding patches. Aviation
kero.wnie was jettisied t) feed lite fires. Napali bombs were also used to start fires. 5 )
Approximately 20.00') tons uf" oil were estimated to have becn burned in the three days
homnbiltt. 12) Approx im ctly 1 (,O,000 lbs of high explosives, 10,000 gallons of aviation
kerot,.iw, 3()0 gallon% '" napaln and several rockets were used in the burning
thleI lii~| insit, S
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Permanence of the Metl:od - The oil which burned was permanently removed from
* the water. -4o data was obtained oil the amount of crude o rc- idue left after it was once

ignited. Experiments on flesh crude by the Ministry of Defence burned 1000 gallons of
fresh Kuwait Crude one inch deep oil a pond using a jet engine to blow air ov "r the pond at
wind force six. The oil was consumed in about twenty minuts and the residue was
approximately one gailon ( 5). However it was recognized that conditions at sea would be

: different because of loss of volatile fractions by evaporation and spreading of the oil to a
Lun layer making ignition and maintenance of combustion difficult. Burning of "'choolate

* mousse," which contains 70 to 80% water, was attempted in pools on the shore. "Oxygen
tiles", magnesium powder, flame throwers, and flame-thrower fuel were used but burning
ceased as soon as the added fuel was exhausted or the flame thrower removed.

Additional Damage by the Treatment - No damage to marin: life was reported from
burn:ng oil. The ship itself was darLged by the bombing and fires but had already broken
up and been abandoned. Damage to other ships was avoided by clearing the area.

Operational Shortcomings and Limitations - Shortcomings and limitations of the
burning methods used in the TORREY CANYON spill were the high cost of the planes,
explosives and fueis; the inability to u-urn thin slicks, weathered crude, and "'chocolate
mousse", and the loss of visibility from flame and smok-t during burning operations.

Sinking.

Little data is Pvailable on the sinking methods used on the TORREY CANYON srill.
All sinking was done by the Frt.;ch. It was reported that powdered chalk treated with
stearic acid as anti-wetting agent, was successful in absorbing and sinking oil emulsion in the
Bay of Biscay. ( 2 ) (6) Some 3,000 tons of tile material were reportedly used to sink about
20,000 tons of oil. Although good data is generally lacking as to the amount of oil actually
treated, the oils were reported sunk in 60-70 fathoms and coastal pollution % 3s minimized.
The French success was attributed to good spreading and mixing of the chalk into the oil
body and the high density of the weathered slick, thereby requiring considerably less

* absorbent as compared to fresher oils.( I I) Minesweepers and fishing boats were used to
apply the treated chalk.( 12)

Permanence of the Method - It is reported that 14 months after the incident, no sign
of oil was found over the water surface where the oil was sunk.( 1 ) The permanence of this
procedure may not be apparent for some time. (6 )

Additional Damage by the Treatment - Additional damage by sinking is not well
established by TORREY CANYON experience. The British refrained fro.iA the use of sinking
to avoid contamination of fishing grounds around the British coasts and because of the
possibility of fouling of nets and fishing gear dragged along the sea bed.(2 ) A trial by the
Warren Spring Laboratory on oil stink by treated sand resulted in the recovery of some of
the sunken oil by trawling. The fouling of the gear was sufficient to require the net to be
cleaned or changed, and the fouling of certain fish, such as the rough-skinned dog-fish was
found to be greater than had been expected. The trials demonstrated also that the sinking of
oil under open sea conditions was much less efficient than had been indicated by the
laboratory tests and, moreover, that oil which has been treated but not sunk appeared to be
much more resistant to treatment either with a further slurry or with a dispersing
chemical.(

13 )
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Olerational Siltcoinin-gs and limitation. - "lh broadcasting of a finely divided
itcrial uclh is chalk under windy conditions Ias been reported to be difficul, and is one

linitation i the sisikiiig melhod. One rcport11 41 states that the French experienced
onsidcrablk ditficItics. Other shoilconings and limitations are .,c logistics of transporting

the quantities of nat-rial ne:ded t) sink the oil 13:1 to 1:1 agent to oil by weight), inability
to sink distillate fuels. and restrictions as to location of sinking (e.g. not over commercial
fishing grounds). Little data onl the above named items are available from tie TORREY
(ANVON experienlce.

Mechanical Removal - Skimming and Absorption-f'ollection

Physical removal of oil from the water surface by the British was confined to the use of
straw in estuari-s neat booms. Their conclusions were that no mechanical equipment was
available that could be used in waves exceeding about six inches or so or had sufficient
capacity to cope with a spill of the magnitude involved. The French did try using both
sawdust and polythene foam. Collection proved impossible and the igglomerated particles
were eventua!ly deposited on the shores of Brittany( 2 ). Some success with mechanical
removal of five-week old -chocolate mousse" by the French was reported. ( ', 8 9 , 15 ) A
3000-toa coastal lankcr the PETROBOURG. was equipped with floating booms and
positioned, broadside, immediately downwind of the oil. The "mousse" collected to a depth
of 2 ft against the side of the ship and was sucked up from floating wiers into the cargo
h~olds using tl.e ship's own pumps. The arrangement had capability of removing 1500 tons of
oil or emulsion daily. Sone 1200 tons of emulsion were collected in two days in relatively
calm waters (two to four foot waves).

Permanence of the Methods - Removal of oil mechanically into ship's holds
provided permanent removal. Absorption methods would have provided permanent removal
had they incorporated equipment for harvesting at sea. However such equipment was not
available: hence the material eventually floated to shore, requiring shore cleanup.

Additional Damage by the Treatment - Mechaniical removal directly to ships holds
produced no additional damage. Absorption methods (sawdust, polythene) which later came
ashore, while not effective, were not cited as causing additional damnage.

Operational Shortcomings and Limitations - Mechanical cemoval by pumping into
ships' holds was limited to thick patches (6 inches to I foot thick) of emlilsifieLi - or
"mousse", and to %ea conditions where a ship could be positioned and operated broadsie to
the wind (admittedly, booms on the ship's bow would increase the maneuverability ard
stability of the system, but this was not done). Capacity, using one vessel, was limited to the
ship's holds capacity. requiring return to port before resuming operations. The mec.hanical
removal system used would be relatively ineffective on thin films. Absorption methods used,
where no mechanical pickup was provided, were ineffective.

Booms

While the use of booms is not a method of removing or dispersing oil, booms are often
used as a mechanical part of such processes. Twenty-three booms were in position by April
I. to protect harbors, estuaries and beaches from the TORREY CANYON oil. Some were
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improvised aind some wcre comrnmercial equipn~eit. Several booms. both improvised and

purpose-built, installed at the Porthleven ilarbor entrance failed to hold back oil and broke
up in rough seas.( 5 ) With any sea running. they either rode over the oil because of
inadequate skir: deptlh, or the sea and oil broke over tLhem because of inadequate freeboard.
A boom imported from the U.S., usLd at St. Ives and along beaches was ineffective not only
because it occasionally parted, but its six-inch freeboard was virtually uelsc.s in the face of
the open sea. ( 5 ) Experience gained in Cornwall is that existing booms cannot be considered

* - effective if exposed to currents of over 2 knots or waves of a foot or so in height. ( 5 ) A
frecboard of 4 to 6 ft. a 4 to 6 ft skirt, rugged construction and little maintenance
requiremeats were suggested as nrerequisites for a boom to have a reasonable cha.ice of
success under conditiors such as exist around Cornwall.( 5 ) Smith reported that the largest
boom general'v in use was about 18 inches in diameter with a weighted skirt hanging down
some 3 feet and that anything more than a I to 2 knot current and waves higher than about
6 inches will remove oil from a boom of this type.( 16)

A boom of polyurethane blocks each 30 ft long, 3 ft 6 in. wide and 3 feet deep,
wrapped in fishing net, joined together with hawsers and a canvas skirting four feet deep
weighted with chains was built for the purpose of encircling the wreck. ( 2 , 16 , ! 7) The boom
floated 3 feet out of the water. The vessel broke up before it could be used there and the
boom was instaled across one of the river estuaries under much less severe conditions of
wind and sea where the anchorage broke and the boom disintegrated. ( 16)

It was reported that the Warne boom (16 inch diameter floatation cylinder. 22-inch
skirt) was the most satisfactory commercial boom and that it excluded oil from Porthleven
Harbor in spite of a seven foot swell, until the boom broke. (2 )

3. THE OCEAN EAGLE

General

The 12,065 ton tanker OCEAN EAGLE, carrying 5,700.OtO gallons of Leona crude
oil, grounded at the entrance to San Juan Harbor, San Juan, Puerto Rico, on March 3, 1968.
The ship broke Lito two parts about two hours after grounding. Approximately 3 million
gallons of oil escaped from the ship: the remainder was offloaded into barges. The two parts
of the ship were removed from the harbor and sunk in early April in 600 fathoms of water
about 8 to 10 miles north-northwest off El Morro. About 2 million gallons of the spilled oil
spread throughout the harbor and the remainder drifted offshore as far as 30 miles cast and
40 miles west due to unusual weather conditions. Slicks were reported up to a distance of
10 miles offshore.I 8) Some of these offshore slicks drifted back later and recontaminated
beaches. Unofficial estimates of cleanup and salvage costs totaled $2 million. 4 )

Damage from the oil was to sea birds (primarily pelicans), holiday beachdes outside the
harbcr, harbor structures and beaches, fishing boats and equipment, and small craft. Most of
the recovery or treatment operations were in the harbor or on beaches. Some at-sea
treatment was done and this is described in the following:
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('hchuical )ispersing

Chemical dispersinwg was periormed to break slicks offshore over a period t f four days

bcfurc this procedure was discontinued (except where required to reduce the possibility of
fire. or rcdtice its inten~sity siotld one occur around piers and wharves). The reasons for its
discontinuaiee were given zs: the use of cetergents harmed marine life, coagulated the
petroleum into heavy balls which sank to the bottom in the near shore, and formed a
*luicksand condition in the beaches.( 18) Tugboats and helicopters were used to spread the
chemicals. In generial they were applied on the inshore edges of the oil slicks in an effort to
prevent spoilage of the beaches.(4 )

Oil in flats and backwaters built up to several inches thick, and due to the continuing
lc,ss of voiatiles became tarry and most resistant to emulsification. (4 1

Permanence of the Method - The pe:imanence of chemical dispersing was not
established at the OCEAN EAGLE spidl. Some field tests were conducted by the U.S. Coast
Guard but the retults were reported as inconclusive ,,Ithough each dispersant tested seemed
to work reasonb!y well.(4) Helicopter application of dispersant was reported to be quite
suc-,ssful in controlling the spread of oil from the stem section by spraying the freshly
leaked oil and agitating the emulsifier with the rotor wash. (4 )

Additional Damage by the Treatunrnt - Some mortality of marine life occurred as a
result of the OCEAN EAGLE spill but the amount attributed to the oil, the detergents, or
some other factor (sucn as fungus or bacteria) were not determined. In particular, 95% of a
100,000 fish school of frenque, sardina (Opisthontma oglinum), the prime bait fish used by
fishermen in the area, was noted to be seriously affected by lesions. Other damage noted
was the tendency of the emulsifiers to make beach sand quick. It was also noted that oil
which had been treated with emulsifiers was more difficult to remove from beaches than the
pure crude.

(4 )

Operational Shortcomings and Limitations - Toxicity of the available dispersants to
marine life at levels abovt I ppm for sea-urchins, and above 5 to 10 ppm for uishes such as
silversides. moharra, herring and sergeant major fish,( 19) was sufficient reason for the
Puerto Rican authorities to discontinue their use. Other shortcomings cited were the
promotion of quicksand in beaches, difficulty of removal of treated oil from beaches, and
the high cost. Also the use of dispersants was limited to daylight hours because of
navigational hazards and because thz heavier slicks could not be identified at night.

iechanical Removal - Skimming and Absorption-Collection

Removal of the oil from San Juan Harbor was most successfully done oy vacuum
trucks and an 8000 barrel barge equipped with vacuum pumps; these operations recovered
45,000 gallons of oil per day. (4 ' 1 8 ) Use of a catamaran type power boat with an absorbent
drum and squeeze roller was limited to the bay where a calm sea prevailed.( 1 8 ) It was
r-ported that it did not perfor, well in the debris-chocked waters of the harbor and its use

i ,. _:.atinued. (4 ) Neither of these mechanical methods was use. on open waters.
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Several absorbents were used on the offshore slicks and included sugar cane bagasse.
treated perlite (Ekoperl),treateo -'ermiculitC (puramar, and treated talc (Mi.;tron Vapor).

The bagasse was found to be ineffective. Other absorbents, of which [-koperl was the
most widely used because it was available first, were applied to offshore slicks by h,!icopter
or small power boats. The process of collection in the sea was difficult: therliore the
mixture was allowed to float to the shores where mechanical coliection was fea ibe.I ! 8)
The most effective method of application. which was reported as exceedingly expensive, was
by helicopter where the sli%;kb could be easily located and rapidly treated. The prop-wash
mixed the powder with the oil. About 50 sacks of Ekcpei- were applied in less than 20
minutes during each flight. Boat application was tedious because of difficulty of locating
slicks and rough wave action.( 1 8 ) Where small power boats applied absorbents oil slicks
alongthe coast the absorbent was allowed to float to shore and collected manually with wire
mesh baskets and ropes.( 18)

One reportedly successful application of 126 sacks (4 cu. ft. or 24 lbs per sack) of
Ekoperl was made from a boat to a slick 2.5 miles offshore. The slick was approximately 2
miles long by 300 to 500 ft wide. It was described as fairly well concentrded, very thick
and very heavy viscosity, not emulsified. Wave action (4 to 6 ft waves) spread and mixed :he
absorbent and it apparently cleaned up the area thoroughly, where applied. The light
colored dust turned dark brown as it absorbed the oil. A thin opalescent film remained. It
was reported that more absorbent, a total of 300-350 sacks would have effectively treated
the slick.( 19 ) It was not reported where the floating absorbent eventually beached, or if it
did.

Permanence of the Method - Removal of oil mechanically into tank trucks and barges
provided permanent removal. Absorption methods did not remove oil from the water
surface because collection at sea was not done. The material which floated to shore was
subsequently picked up in accessible areas. The time lapse between application and
collection sometimes permitted the heating action of the sun and wave action to separate
the crude from the absorbent before collection was possible.( 18)

Additional Damage by the Treatment - Mechanical removal of oil to tanks produced
no additional damage. Absorption by perlite and similar absorbents was not cited as causing
additional damage. Toxicity tests on the absorbents by the University of Puerto Rico,
showed no ill effects to chitons, limpets and sea urilins when absorbents were floated on
the surface, ground up and dispersed in the water and when sea urchins and limpets were
rolled in powdered absorbents and returned to the water. Tests of Ekoperl at 500 ppm
showed no mortality in 24 hours of sergeant major fish and 10% mortality at 12 hours of
moharra fish. A test of Mistron Vapor, showed 100% mortality of moharra fish after 6 hours
at 1000 ppm.( 19 ) That material was used primarily on beaches.

Operational Shortcomings and Limitations - The use of mechanical removal by
vacuum equipment was limited to the relatively calm waters of the harbor where thick
layers of oil existed. These operations were hampered by intermittent stoppages due to
accumulated debris. The drum skimmer was aLso limited to calm waters and was rendered
ineffective by debris. 4 ) For the absorption method, there were several shortcomings and
limitations as follows:

1. The material could not be collected at sea: therefore it was allowed to come
ashore for collection, sometimes the material beached on inaccessible shores.

2. Where absorbents did come ashore, heat and wave action caused them to lose the
oil unless collected soon after beaching.
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. L abo raltory tests by% the Universtty of Puerto Ki.:i, indicatcd that bultarcanc
baig..-,'. eri'iculike. and ,hclinically tr.:ated vermiculite had no absorbency,
competed with thc oil for mirface and spread it more, and leached all the oil when
expmsed to the suit and wealher for 24 hours.( 19)

.. One r:port s ated thit the Fkoperl. Mistron Vapor and Puramar proved very
uIndul of the beaches where they provided .uafficient lbody to facilitate its
physical removal but that there was little evidence to support the value of their
use on open water.(4 1

5. Application, with available equipmeint. was d fficult and dust was a problem. The
use of goggles and masks were necessary when applying Ekoperl to prevent
irritalion of eyes and throat. The powders were inhaled by helicopter radiators if
applied with the wind or in a stationary position. The powders were therefore
spread while flying into the wind. 18)

0. Dust from the absorbents obscured vision. The MRV CARITE ran hard aground
while spreading perlite due to dust obsuring vision. 2 0 )

7. A close-by base of operations was a prerequisite for effective use of a
helicupter.0

1 8)

Booms

A sniall (reported as 8-inch( 4 ) or'2-inch( 8)), plastic boom was used in an attempt to
confin,: the oil around the stern of the ship but proved ineffective due to strong wave action

and fragile constructiarA.18) Oil escaped over and under this boom.18) A wooden barrier
was used to block oil from entering Condado lagoon which connects with San Juan Harbor.

Rough wave action destroyed the barrier and it was rebuilt scveral times avid was finally
allowed to float freely on the water to offer less resistance to the waves. The barrier and
boom were reported to be effective, and floating wooden booms were subsequently used in
protected embayment such as the Caribe Hilton beach and the San Geronimo beach. These
booms were also set free by the rough wave action and had to be reconstructed.( 18

4. THE GENERAL COLOCOTRONIS

General

The GENERAL COLOCOTRONIS, carrying 18,000 tons of Bunker C fuel oil.
grounded on a coral reef about one mile off Eleuthera Island. Bahamas. on March 7, 1968,
spilling about 2.600 tons of oil. The remainder of the cargo was off-loaded to another ship.
the ESSO MARGARITA. Chemical dispersing was used to treat oil on the sea. Little damage
occured from this spill. About 3 to 4 miles of undeveloped beach and inaccessible shore
were polluted out of some 2.000 to 3,000 miles of holiday beaches which might have been
affected by a heavier spill or unfavorable winds.( 2 1

Chemical tL,-rsing

Tlhree chemical di!.persants were reported used on the oil spill; Enjay Corexit 7664,
\lagnii, Oil Spill Disperser and Ameroid Oil Spill Disperser No. I (Drew Chemical). These
clicilicali were anplied near the wreck and in the shallows by vessels such as a landing craft
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I LTI) eluippcd will, a Balainian Fire Scr ce Pump atid drum,. f dtsler.at id a raft kor
spraying operalions close to shore. S;mall atianlifies were utsd. followed hy effi 'ient mi\ing
to minimize toxic effect.i " I )

It was reported that thc l:niay aoid Xlagnus produt. worked %ery Well on !hk thin
slicks of Bunker C oil %oon after it had escaped from the tanker(21 ). Ohs-rv;atinmi ,ti the
effectivecne, of other 6ipersanls used were not reported.

To avoid the problems of toxicity. quicksand. and sinking of oil into tle sond. cleaning
of beaches with detergents was not done. Instead the oil was left to he cleaned by chilons
and limpets. bacterial action, and other natural proccsses sUch as barial or rciioval by
hurricanes.(2 I )

Some dispersants were used on oil near the heat-h, spraying them into oil whilc 'sill Qn
the water, close in shore from a small boat or using the pump on shore and spraying into Kite
breakers. using sea water.

Permanence of the Method - Indications of the permanence of the method are I ) the
report that the dispersants worked very well on the thin slicks of Bunker C oil. 21 that they
were efficiently mixed (which would materially assist in aefieving a permanent dispersion)
and 3) the fact that minimal oiling of beaches occurred from this spill.

Additional Damage by the Treatment - No additional damage was attributed to the
use of dispersants. Such small quantities were u.ed, followed by efficient mixing, that no
toxic effect could have resulted. ( 2 1 ) Very preliminary and rough toxicity tests were
conducted on Corexit 7664 (water based), the Magnus. and Drew products Isolvent based)
and on Polycomplex A-I I. another water-based dispersant. These tests showed that Corexit
7664 was non-toxic at 100 ppn and 1000 ppm to small fishes (Abudefduf saxalilis) small
gastropods (Zebra Nerites), small spider crabs and other crabs, tiny bivalves, sea urchins
and chitons. The Magnus product was reported as having a toxicity level of about 10 ppm.
with the Drew product probably somewhat more. and Polycomplex A-I I somewhat less
toxic to the series of marine animals tested.( 2 1)

Operation Shortcomings and Limitations - Minimal shortconmings were reported in the
use of dispersants on the GENERAL COLOCOTRONIS spill. The dispeisants with a solvent
(volatile kerosene) base are liable to be injurious to the skin, eyes and air passages of
personnel applying them, and under tropical conditions protective clothing was
impracticable. ( 2 1 ) The noan-injurious (water-based) types cost more per gallon than the
solvent-based types.

Booms

A boom was installed at the north end of French Leave beach stretching across to an
islet. *-he freeboard was about 6 inches and consisted of solid polystyrene cylinders strung
clos-.-ly znd to end. with a skirt of heavy plastic about 18 inches deep. Boom sections were
about 8 feet long and it was moored with steel cable. The jagged coral rock necessitated
repeated maintenance. It was reported that the boom was considered to be chielly of
psychological value as it could not have held back thick oil.!211
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- filE LSSO I-SSiN

(;nral

1li t;4,rinin tjiekr ISS) I-SS1N q48.535 dwt.). carrying Arabian heavy oil from the
l't-ri:mi (;uItt. AMraCk .a sunie:red object on April 29. 1968 about 3 milt - off the South
African 4oj,%t nea ('ape Town. It slteamed from 5 to 12 miles off the toast and then was
ordered out to sea on the same day to drift 80 miles offshore. About 15.000 tons of oil
wcrv 103 or whidi an cstiniated 3,000 to 4.000 tons were spilled off the coast. Chemical
di.persi~g was u.Ld and several miles of the coast were contaminated by oil floating to
shetc. The principal damage frotit the oil was the oiling of shores, death of sea birds and
sand hoppers.1

2 ?)

Chmctic al Dispersing

The dispersant used was Corexit, flown to Cape Town from the U.S. This material was

claimed to have been tested extensively and to have shown n,. ill effects on sensitivz
organisms such as shrimps at concentrations of 10,000 ppm. Thk -ipraying of oil on the sea
was commenced on May 3 with the aid of four light aircraft whit ilew for about 30 hours
and used 75 drums of dispersant up to May 6. The aircraft concentrated on the area
between liout Bay and a point 15 m:les south of it, spraying from the beach to three miles
offshore.(22)

Permanence of the Method - It v-is not possible to assess how fruitful the spraying of
Corexit had been. When operations ,vere started, an estimated 80 to 90 percent of the oil
had been bcached, and the remainier was highly dispersed due to wind anmd wave action. In
a laboratory test. 2 cc of Corexit. 2 cc of crude oil and 96 cc of sea water -ias shaken
vigorously for 10 seconds. Corexit frothed very markedly during mixing ard after IS minutes
there was still a thin, frothy layer at the surface with a thin layer of oil globules below it:
the water below the latter was almost completely clear. Within a few hours, the oil at the
surface seemed to have consolidated again. ( -2 )

Additional Damage by the Treatment - Although considerable numbers if dead

zooplankton were noted during plankton surveys at depths of 0 to 2 meters in znd around
the area treated with Corexit dispersant, these mortalities were attributed to natural causes,
namely a sharp temperature transition from a warm water upwelling. 1. was rerorted that
spraying with d~spersan! was not responsible for the zooplankton mo ities. ( 2 2 )

Short term toxicity testing was done with Corexit which established that it was
considerably less toxic than previously used dispersants, e.g. tne of the least toxic
compounds used in the TORREY CANYON cleanup killed rock fish (Clinidae) in less than
one hour at 500 ppm whereas they survived 24 hours in Corexit at 500 ppm. In the tests,
periwinkles .nd whelks survived 24 hours at 10,000 ppm of Corexit; starfish survived 24
hours at 500 to 1000 ppm: abalone survived 24 hours at 10 ppm with no ill effects, were
seriously affected at 500 ppm and died in 16 hours at 10,000 ppm; small rock lobsters werr.
miaffected after 24hours at 10 ppm. showed no marked effects in 24 hours at 500 ppm, and
showed I00'7Y mortality after 20 .,urs at 10,000 ppm. (2 2 )
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Underwater iurveys in the area which was most severely polluted and probably received
the heaviest dosage of dispersant showed no destruction of flora or funa. Cores taken at
various places showed little penetration of the oil into the sand.(22)

Operational Shortcomnings and Limitations - Although no particular shortcomings or
limitations for the aerial application dispersant were cited in the literature, sonic can be
deduced from the experience here and in other localions. Aerial application would require a
base of operations reasonably close by, and tolerable flying weather. Lack of physical
agitation of the dispersant could be expected to lessen its emulsifying efficiency and cause
more dispersant to be used. Application to a large spill quickly enough to prevent beaching
would require large numbers of aircraft and large quantities of dispersant on hand. For
example, treatment of 4000 tons (approx. 1.100.000 gallons) of crude oil at a dosage rate
of 1: 10 agent to oil by volume, would require 110.000 gallons of dispersant to be applied in
a matter of a day or so. (The first oil from the ESSO ESSEN grounded about one day after
the accident.) If a plane dispersed !000 gillons in 30 hours, it would require 110 planes to
spread 110,000 gallons. The cost of the dispersant, alone, F.O.B., the factory, would be
approximately $390,000 (3.55/gal. x 110,000 gallons).

6. THE SANTA BARBARA CHANNEL INCIDENT

On January 28, 1969 Union Oil Company well A-21 on Offshore drilling platform A in
the Santa Barbara Channel blew oL t and a leak of mixed gas and crude oil occurred.

The released crude, oil was driven ashore by south-easterly winds. resulting in
contamination of beaches, harbors and rocky coastline, and initiating perhaps the largest oil
clearnp operation that has occurred in the United States. Estimates of the rate of release at
any one time varied considerably and it was impossible to measure the flow rate or
cumulative volume( 2 3 ) . Allen( 24 ) estimated the cumulative total was 77.000 barrels after
100 days. This is equivalent to about 12,000 tons.

The principal damage from the oil spill was contamination of beaches and rocky
shores, piling, wharves and ships in harbors and to birds. Total known bird losses through
March 3 1 in the area affected were determined to be 3600.(23 1 Marine nammals such as sea
lions, seals, and whales were not affected adversely by the oil. Nor were there any serious
acute kills among intertidal species, as determined by general ecological surveys and
independent observations by biologists.( 23 ) Cleanup methods used or experiment .d with on
the sea in the Santa Barbara incident included chemical dispersants. absorbents, skimmers.
and booms which are discussed below.

Chemical Dispersing

Chemical dispersants were applied at sea for two purposes: ( 1) to prevent the oil slicks
from reaching the shore as they approached the beaches and (2) to reduce the hazardous
concentrations of flammable oil in the immediate vicinity of the platform. Application of
chemical dispersants was discontinued in all areas, other than the immediate vicinity of the
platform (within one mile) for safety reasons, when the FWPCA advised that the chemical
usage had exceeded the manufacturer's recommended application ratio based on the Union
Oil Company estimate of 2500 barrels of oil released 25 1. Approximately 37.500 gallons of
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diplcr%.nl wvIc .,mplied 1% 'lpra,in. froin . t~rlace vcscl s at .30-S40/hr. sup.plCmented by
mixer" %hip-, rcnig, fr 20-40/hr. Iwo fixed wing aircraft were also used for spraying

tlisper. ln% a I iill c'tina led co I of S30-$40/hr. )ispersant costs varied from about 52.50 to
$.5/iallon. 4 23 At lie pl;itlorn. a total of- 1275 gallons of dispersant was injecled
tldcrwatel niear lhL- cnmi.hn oioIh oiln the scalhor io reduce tile fire hazard of the oil as it
cmncrgcd oin the watlc -Sirlace.I 3. 1

Pcrnmianicc of tile Method - xlperienec at tie Santa Barbara incidenl did not
cstablish permmanence of chemical dispersing. When applied properly, the dispersants were
elfective in removing [he slick from the water surface. Little or no quantitative information
is available pertaining to tle long term effectiveness, based on continuous visual
tbservations of a particular arca. of the dispcrsants used in the Santa Barbara Channcl, ( - 3

A qualitative test of ('orexit 764 and Polycomplex A-I I to disperse the crude oil on
seawater was conducted February 9. 1969 near Platform A. It was concluded that the
dispersants tested were not significantly better than the mechanical energy supplied by a
boa!'s pr',pellors when attempting to break t:p an oil slick in open sea.(23) (-6)

Otl':r tests concluded that ARA Gold Crew Bilge ('leaner has the ability to disperse the
type of oil being lost at Platform A in concentrations as low as four gallons of chemical per
barrel of .il. provided tile oil is relatively nonweathered and the chemical is applied witlh a
great deal of agitation. Later tests on heavily weathered oil proved completely
ineffective.(2 3) (26)

Additional Damage by the Treatment - Chemical dispersing was not cited as causing
additional damage in the Santa Barbara incident. Precautions were taken to prevent damage.
based on experience gained in other oil spills. These precautions inclu'Jed: (I) Chemical
dispersants were not employed on beaches due to potential for driving oil deeper into the
sand and producing -quicksand" condition: (2) dispersants were generally not applied cluier
thanone and cne-half miles frot shore to minimize toxicity to nearshorc marim lire, and (3)
where possible, the rate of applicatioti of dispersants was limited so as not to exceed a
concentration ,)f 5 ppm in the top three feet of the water column. ( 2 3 ) The latter two
pr--cautions a'c recommendations of the FWQA concerning the u, of chemical dispersants
if) such situationsJt 3 | 4 27

Static bioassay tests were performed by the Union Oil ('ompany on seven dispersants
using the procedures of the Standard Methods for the Examination of Water alld
Wastewater. Twelfth Edition. ( 1965). The 96-hour TL m results oil test fish. iFun,2-.l4s

Parvipinnis were:

Sufactant 06-lIr. TLM in ppnm

Ara Bilge ( leaner 128
('orexit 7664 7.200
('rain OI)-2 Il18

11-4000 81
Polycomplex A-I I 134

Surfenul #5 350
Unico 220
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Operational Shortomings and Limitations - Reference 23 noted the lollowing
shortcominiigs and limitations i chemical dispersing:

"The elfe ctivegiless (I" cheical dispe.rsait is considered questioinable ftr use (vi l;rge
sliillq and despite their use al Santa Barbara, nil was deposited tl tile short, line. Ilhowever.
all persons contacted geicrally agreed oln the Ihllowiiig:

I. (i.cini a.l trcatinctnt ollarg" oil spills is 1erci ly co:,tly.
Thc distribution logistics ioblem is fotrmidale.

3. Natural agitation is not always ade(luate tr hill climiail C'ldivoi ess.
* 4. lfftiveness is greater on thin rather than thick fIilms.

5. Pernanencc of disptersion under field conditions is doubtful.
6. Information on toxicity to marine organisms is sketchy.

Other limitations were that .xime of the dispersants tested appeared ineflective onl heavily
weathered Santa larbara culne oil.

Mcchaniv-al Removal - Absorption-'ollection

* Straw and other co:mercial sorbents were spread over the oil slick in the vicinity of
the platl'orn and near shore. Straw. becauu, of its ready availability, low co.t. and relative
euse of pickup. was [li only sorbelt sub.iequently tied oi a largo" .cale. It was, fmnd to
repel water and absorb 4 to 5 times its weight in oilA2 "

Two types of straw were used-lierlt uda straw and the more coimmlil straw trom
wheut stalks. Berimuda straw, clo.aly resembling hay, is much finer than common straw and.
like hay. wits found less effective becauuti it absorbed a mtluch smallr volumre of oil.t 23)

Power nulchers of the type used to spread ,traw along highway bortidnr. t) prevent
erosion were tseulf io distribute the straw hth ,n n,'aches and at sea frmnt workbhats. Up to
.; tons per day were sprvad near tl1 ilatformit i latic Fblru.ary hy two slips.( x Up t) 140
tons per day were spr ad by vesels working parallel it) te blicacli a tew hundred yards
o'fshor02. )) Individual nmulchers were capable of' hratl'ating' P it I.) ton% ( f straw perhour.t -2(i)

Al-sa recovery of tile oll-straw In ture was considered hitl io illtnt ion cotild lie
found regardling mechanical metl , test tl sa to recu er the igglomeiralted litUrc floIr
tie surface and it) device Is knwit to have bent used to reciver til, mixture at sea. Manual
pickuip in shallow water und after straw washed up oill the beach w:- gencrally
practiced. 23)

Thv cost of' straw var d from $24 to $35/lon. I'stlilnvs of tottal ;.;raw used varied
froin 3000 to 700) tons.t - 3)

Other sorbent apl)liet at s a included lierlitt t I1kiierl), mi gcroni/ed tac U niled .Sirril
Talc - Mist r)n Vaal) Ulnd Ifoaml pads I.imllit I amontils 1it" I le perlltv and t alc were tried hut
their use was di ,MtAIltuIed dle to cost and difficulty In stisequuent IIkkup,t . I ilitd
field testll wa donen till iNtt hndustrial Iinl, lut the materials were not used for c .,llenu
-purposes. "iThe tsts Indicated ite part IcularI formulalui e sted did ,lot absorl enmigh till it
ble practical for 'tge till spills. Oi a second test where a slaht' fozni was toved through Ihe
.Vatvr it wi,. oliserved that the water was paismn; freely r , tlu muh 'lhe f(tlm while tle oil
remahed on the tpstream :,urtee oi' the foatml. VIile lite mell Iid appe iicd sucts".ul amia
pio411slng It wai not us. bea.use It was not a fIishecd prohldutl rvady fi- iise, -)
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l'ermant,ic o' the Mliod - "Thc use of sorbents oin the open sea did not provide
rettItv-il , oil l'ron i the w:Iter -url'a c b;t.m: collection at sea was not done. The material
required picktip on shore to ct,-l'te the removal process. Once this was accomplished, the

rcinoval was lernlient.
Additional l);igmtaj- by the Treatmaent - No additional damage was attributed to the

u.e ol" sorbents in lhe S-inta Barbara Channel it-cidcnt.
Operational Shrtcominegs and [.imitations - Sorbents such as straw applied at sea near

lhe plafrm wete of dotibtlul efl0ctiveile. its the straw-oil mixture was not easily rccovcrcd
aid tended :o chg skininers (lesigi ed for removing oil. Perlite and talc were applied in
linitcd ai. ,.i but their use wa., discontinued due to cost and difficulty in subsequent
pickup.12-3 The shore pickup of the %orbents. primarily straw, was a costly and laborious

proce.s even i-tilgh mechaical equipment, straw blowers, bull dozers. loaders, graders,
Iitr s c'... wcr." used. lstiinatest 2() indicate that the clean tip effort peaked at alnost
1,000 mtll and 125 peccs of inechanical equipment. Manual effort was re.luired on
inaccessibik hicaclles. Another shortconing was the need to locate suitable areas for disposal
and to dispose of the oil-soaked straw. Up to June I. 1969.9826 loads of oil -oaked straw
and debris had been disposed of.(2 6)

Meclanical Removal - Skimmer;

Some success with skimming devices was repurted in the Santa Barbara Channel
incident. Most persoils contacted in the review of the incident (2 3 ) agreed that mechanical

revovery was preflr-ble. If possible on the open sea.
As In other inilor spills in or near a harbor, the greatest success with mechanical

renioval was achieved in stilled harbor waters. Recovery of the majority of the accumulated

oil In Santa Barbara Harbor was accomplished by vacuum tank trucks followed by manual
spreading and nickup of strnw.( - 3 )

At sea swvcril devices were employed. Offshore workboats equipped with suction

pumps were effeclive in removing thick oil layers accumulated on the surface and behind
boong when the oil was swvcrl inches thick. The MV PIKE I was reported to have skimmed
250 barrels 0'! ait oil-water mixture (ratio unspecified) en 3 February.( 3 0 ) Later in
February, MV WINN was fitted witl a Union Oil-designed skimming device consisting of a
square box or chamber approximately seven, feet on each side. Buoyancy was provided by
empty 55 g'allon drums oil the coriers. Ai overflow weir was mounted in the center of the
box from which the oil-waler mixture was pumped through the bottom of the weir to
.torage tanks oin the shiip. A curved booli was used in conjunction with this skimmer to
collect the oil. Operational problems were epcountercd when it was advanced through the
water (too niucih water recovered). and straw reportedly plugg-d the intake. However, the
device achiCvA.'d onC success when the oil was sufficiently concentrated. Oil 28 February.
offloadii or 2 8 barrels gross. including 105 barrels of oil, front the WINN was
r rl rted .i S ' I ) I

I, early March. MV WINN was equipped with a side-boom skimmer designed by Union
Oil Conmpany. Two sell-priming, high capacity centrifugal pumps were employed to transfer
the oil through six-inch diameter lines from the skimmer to on-board storage tanks. These

pimltps were typical of those commonly used for dewatcring behind cofferdams and are
vapable of' alternately pumping either air or water containing a considerable amount of
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I.

solids. Each pump had a capacity of about 700 gpm and was equipped with a vacuum assist
system for sclf-priming. The oil recovery apparatus consisted of an adjustable trough
mounted transversely between two steel Iloatation cylinders in an open -V" configumation.
The oil-water mixture, after entering the trough over the leading edge, was pumped from the
bottom of the trough through one of two 6-inch lines. It was estimated that this device, as
designed, would recover a 19:1 water to oil mixture. Two 17.500 gallon ship tanks were
employed, one for holdup and decanting, and the other for storage of the oil-water
emulsion. The mixture was held in the decanting tank approximately 30 minutes herorv
transfer to the storage tank. ( 2 3 )

This skimming device proved relatively effective while advancing at speeds uq to five
knots. Initial tests recovered 200 barrels of mixture. including 72 barrels of oil. ( 3 - ) It was
the only skimmner used that was capable of traversing slicks and recovering the "'ropes" of oil
formed by wind and wave forces and which extended for considerable distances. It was also
successfully employed to skim the oil held up by kelp beds near shore. Auxiliary vessels
were often employed to locate and windrow the oil ahead of the skimmer. The capacity of
the skimmer under ideal conditions and working in a relatively thick slick was about 25
barrels per day. As much as 100 barrels of oil were offloaded every three to four days.( 2 3 )

Another skimming device, "Sea Sweep", was constructed for use at sea. This "Sea
Sweep" consisECO of two 800-foot sections of 20-inch diameter steel pipe joined at one end
in the form of a 'V" with an opening of between 500-800 feet. Motive power was supplied
by tugs. A recovery boat equipped with six purrping stations was to travel at the apex of the
"V" and transfer oil to storage barges nearby (capacity, 12,000 barrels). The device
encountered severe mechanical problems almost immediately, and the length of the pipe
sections was sul ,uently reduced. Because of its inability to cope with rough seas.
operations were* i. nated in mid-February after one day of operation. 3 3 )

Permanence o the Method - Removal of oil mechanically into tank trucks and barges
provided permanent removal.

Additional Damage by the Method - Mechanical removal of oil to tanks and barges
produced no additional damage.

Operational Shortcomings and Limitations - Operational problems and limitations
encountered during skimming with the side-boom skimmer on the MV WINN were: (1) the
piping between the skimming apparatus and pumps contained restrictions subject to
clogging when straw or surface debris was encountered; (2) drag forces caused the skimmer
to submerge and thus become ineffective when the speed of advance exceeded five knots:
(3) the large physical size prohibited lifting the skimmer aboard ship and, therefore,
transport to and from the scene was slow: (4) since a vessel tends to turn "on its bow", the
side mounting presented a maneuverability problem in following a narrow -rope" of oil: and
(5) splashguards were not included on the outriggers or behind the trough and therefore
some of the oil was swept over the device in rough seas.

Skimming operations were not practical in winds exceeding 15 knots. Rough seas
prevented operation on many occasions. Skimming was limited to daylight operations:
therefore, a considerable amount of time was spent skimming oil that had escaped during
the night. It is likely that the overall efficiency of this operation could have been improved
if the skimming vessel did not have to spend a significant portion of time hunting for oil
"ropes". i.e., some im,,roved system of "spotting" would have increased the effectiveness.
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lhiLC LnftiluP.,l ptUmlps tended to cIiul.iiy tihe oil during each transf,-- operation and
.. '.Cr,. lirubk-ni. olten were encountered offloadinig the oil to receiving trucks after the oil
had tncen traimfezred between tank!, at sea. A water-in-oil emulsion was formed with the
alproiniamae c;n.,istccy of light grease after two transfer operations with centrifug:a

punimp, 'Cniiqal demulsiliers were occasionally necessary to achieve transfer. (2 3 }

Operational problems of ot',er devices were similar, e.g.. straw and debris tcmided to
plut the intakes. too much water _,covered (MV WINN with square box and curved boom);
worked only on thick oil layers (offshore workboats with suction pumps); inability to cope
wit h rough .eas I"S-a Sweep").

BooIm

Use of Booms for Harbors - Booms were employed at the Santa Barbara Channel
incident prinmarily as defensive measures for harbors. Prevention of oil in-rush at harbors
using commercial booms and log booms was generally successful except at Santa Barbara
iar',or where an extremely heavy in-rush of oil presented a severe case. The booms proved
effective in relatively calm seas if the oil was continuously removed as it accumulated. An
ai,- curtain barrier later installed at Santa Barbara proved effeztive in sheltered waters,
allowin passage of traffic and capable of being turned on and off to take advantage of
natural tidal flushing.

Use of Booms on the Sea Surface - Several types of floating booms, including a rigid
"'corral". were cmp:oyed to contain the oil on the surface. Most were deployed in the
immediat,: vicinity of the platform to prevent spread of the oil until it could be recovered.
Attempts also were made with booms to prevent the slick from moving toward the beaches.
In order to contain the oil as it emerged at the surface, very long booms (up to 1,800 feet)
were required since the oil spreads rapidly and surface currents caused the boom to take on
a catenary shape.42 3 )

Booms and containment devices employed or tested at sea in the vicinity of the

platform to capture or contain the oil slick included:
* Sheets of rubberized asbestos approximately 37 inches high and one inch thick.
* Log booms.

" An inflatable boom 20 inches in diameter with a 30 inch skirt.
* A smaller commercial plastic boom with skirt.
* Rubberized fabric sheet with battens for stiffening.
• A "corral" formed from sheet metai.
• A lattice of steel cables covered with a quilted fabric material.
The log booms were fabricated from telephone poles 30-50 feet long with minimum

diameters of 12 inches. Steel cables up to one inch in diameter joined the successive sections
and canvas wrapping prevented leakage between sections. The log booms were assembled in
lengths up to 1,000 feet or more near shore and towed to the scene. This type of boom
generally proved to be ineffective in iough seas because of the inability to conform to the
sea surface, thus permitting th; oil to be carried over or under. Skirts were not used on the
lu boonis. Several were destroyed by rough seas. Approximately 5,000 feet of log boom
was positioned within 1.000 yards of the north side of the platform on February 5(34)
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Tile commercial booms employed at sea gtnerally range in price I'i 58-S 15/fool
(without mooring systems). The cost of emplacement. positioning and/or holding is
estimated to range between S20 and S50/hr. depending ot. the number of ships required.
Makeshift booms, such as those fabricated from telephone poles. are estimated to cost
S4.$8/foot.(24)

The steel "corral" was an open cylinder approximately 30-35 feet in diameter and
10-12 feet high. 1be sheet metal outer covering was braced interdially with structural
members; 55 gallon drums oat the inside provided buoyancy. It was to 1w towed th the scene
and moored on the surface over the boil with the intent that tile accumulated oil would be
pumped out as it collected. However. the "corral" stnck a leg of the platforin during
placement and was damaged beyond repair before it could be tested.(23 )

A large boom was formed from a ten inch square lattice of 1/2 inch diameter steel
cables covered by a heavy quilted fabric which was claimed to pass water while retaining the
oil. The physical dimensions were 10 feet high by 200 feet long. approximately 3-112 feet
rode out of the water. Buoyancy was provided by plastic foam-filled bags on eilh- ,Z, The
200 foot setion was towed to sea for tests in late March and tested for several days. The
short length employed did not permit evaluation of the effectiveness to contain oil.
However, the boom proved str-'.., enough to survive at least h0 days of relatively calm seas.
The cost of this boom was reportedly S 10.000 for 200 feet. 2 3 )

An inflatable boom was also emp'oyed in the vicinity of the platform. The
configuration of this boom made it difficult to tow at moderate speeds and it failed
structurally. A strengthened version was later used across the mouth of the Santa Barbara
harbor but was damaged by a ship. A third, further improved, model used plastic foam

* instead of air for flotation and reportedly worked satisfactorily a.-ross the mouth of the
Channel sands Harbor.( 2 3 )

Booming was often hampered by heavy seas and a number of severe operational
* ;problems such as structural integrity of the boom, mooring, -lignment and holding with

ships, launching from shore, inability to contain the accumulated oil. and dragging of
ground tackle. One of the commercial booms was damaged by a ship's propeller and had to
be returned to shore for repairs.03 5) The booms were often deployed with one end attached
to a buoy while a ship maintained the other end on sta;ion. The moorings often parted in
heavy seas, thus suspending operations. Positioning posed a problem because lateral forces
on the relatively long booms and excessive towing forces caused mechanical failure. Floating
debris constituted a navigational hazard and its accumulation against booms also produced
severe structural forces. Booms that had a relatively high, narrow rectangular cross section
were subject to tipping and thus loss of oil retention capability, particularly if mooring lines

* slackened. Confinement of oil by an encircling boom placed around the platform, even if it
had been possible, might have markedly increased the fire hazard and possibly closed down
attempts being made to shut in the well. Complete encirclement would also have restricted
ship traffic to and from the platfonn. ( 2 3 )
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APPENDIX C

I. (.INTAINMLNT I-LVI(CLS

1. "CORK FLOAT" BOOMS - (Commercial)

Cork float booms are constructed from a .eric s f cork discs 6-ii. in diamcter by
2 in. thick and 3 in. in diamnictur by I in. thick. bith -g altrnately on 3i in. diameter
polyvinyl coated steel or bronze cable. The cork floats arc enclosed in a polyvinyl or
canvas cover which may or may not be perforated. These booms arc available in 50-1
scctions and arc normally unskirted. The inherent flexibility of this configuration
permits the boom to follow the water profile extremely well. However. without skirts.
uaderslip of accumulated oil can impose a severe problem and. therefore, these booms
should not be employed when surface currents or moderate winds are prevalent. ( irk
float booms cost about $6 pei foot. They are durable, easily handled and cleaned. and
readily deployed, particularly when stored on reels. The boom is available from a
number of vendors. A similar makeshift boom 0ased at Norfolk) employs granular cork
bits surrounded by a 6 in. diameter neoprene fabric covering.

2. 'GALVAING" BOOM - Gamlen-Naintre & Cie. (Clichy. France)

This boom consists of rigid floats which are inserted into plastic-coated fabric aild
attached to PVC-coated flexible asbestos panels. The boom sections ( 16 to 20 ft) are
formed by adding several individual units 3 to 4 ft long providing good flexibility. For
extended lengths, connections are provided at the end of each section. Krypton signals
are available to provide a warning light up to 75 ft away at night.

The boom is available in three main types: (i) the PB type flexible emergency
barrier comes in 20 ft sections with flotation provided by polyurethane-filled floats.
Lead ballast of 1.3 lb/ft is fastened to the bottom of the 1/4 in. Navy plywood skirts.
Add;*ional ballast is also available for tidal current or towing applications. The
maximum dammed height is 8 in. with a working depth of 16 in. (2) A fire control
bu-ri r of similar construction employs fireproof floats and a skirt of asbestos cloth
with PVC and strengthened with mosquito net mesh cloth. (3) The long-skirted
unballasted barrier consists of units identical to the PB barrier with the addition of a
neoprene-treated nylon cloth skirt. A galvanized steel chain is threaded through the
lower hem of the skirt to maintain vertical stability. The skirt also contains plywood
battens with lead ballast attached.

The approximate prices of the three types are as follows:
PB type barrier SI 3.60/ft (S 16/ft with krypton signals)
Fire control barrier $16/ft (S 18.50/ft with krypton signals)
Long-skired barriers $14.80/ft (S 17.25/ft with krypton signals)

3. -SEA CURTAIN" BOOM - Kepner Plastic Fabricators. Inc.

This boom co.-sists of a cylindrical floatation section, either foan-filled or
air-inflatable with a skirt suspended below. The foam blocks are in short sections for
flexibility. Ballast is provided by a chain running through the bottom of the skirt. The
fittings at the end of each section are idintical to those of' the "Slick Bar" and.
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tIillcllrew l hoo.s may be joined together. Ile deep skirt permits utilization for
di;lginig or .wcciping operations.

Ili holtiki is available in four sizes:
AL. cavy dtly ocean crv ice loamn-filled float 20 in. in diameter with a 30 in.

kirt. Approximate price is S 10 to $1Sift.*

b. A heavy duly harbor and dhannel service w.th foam-filled float. The float is
I 2 in. in diameter with an I I in. skirt. The price is So to S9/ft.*

c. An emergency containment boom with an inflatable float. The inflated
portion is 19 in. in diameter with a 32 in. skirt. The approximate price is $4
to S6It.*

d. A light duty cenergency containment boom with inflatable float. Tie
inflatable section is i 2 in. in diameter with an I I in. skirt extending below.
Approximate price is S2 to $4/ft.*

The lengffh of the extended skirt makes these booms particulary applicable in areas
where surface currents are appreciable.

4. -SEA FENCE" BOOM -- Ocean Science & Engineering, Inc.

This barrier consists of rigid vertical barriers of aluminum sheets held together by
steel cable and provided with foamed plastic material for flotation and neoprene joints
to provide a flexible seal between panels. It is fireproof and capable of storage on reels.
This boom is produced by the Aluminum Company of America (ALCOA) and will
become available in several sizes. A prototype model was tested but itot employed at
Santa Barbara.

5. -SLICK BAR- MARK IV BOOM - Slickbar, Inc.

This boom consists of a flexible plastic skirt supported by foam plastic floats. The
floats are 9 ft long %ith a 12 in space between each to permit folding and connectors.
The boom is lightweight and easily handled. The skirt consists of 0.030-in. thick
polyethylene with small lead weights clipped to the bottom. It may be produced in any
continmuous length up to 10,000 ft.

The boom is accordion-folded for storage in 10 ft folds. Prices range from
$3.85/ft for models with a 6 in. skirt and 4 in. float to $12.25/ft for those with a 24
in. skirt and 6 in. float. Additional weights can be added for dragging or skimming
operations. The menufacturer claims the boom is effective in surging waves ("green
water") to 20 feet in height but not in plunging or spilling breakers. Currents over 1.3
knots (water or wind-driven water) will cause oil to pass under the boom. (See
Appendix I), Figur: D-I)

0. SOS BOOM - Surlace Separator Systems. Inc.
This boom i.; manufactured in Sweden and distributed in the U.S. by Sinrface

Separator Systems. Inc. It is made in two styles: A permanent boom of

*lased on 5000 ft length FOB Factory
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glass-fiber-rein forced polyester and an inflatable emergency boom. The permanent
boom is manufactured in 10 ft lengths and consists of 7 in. diameter tubes of fiber
glass fillcd with urethane foam. A nylon reinforced PVC coated skirt provides an 18 in.
draft. Chain ballast is fitted into the hen of the skirt. Couplings are provided t) flasten
sections. The price is approximately $5.50/ft.

The inflatable emergency boom is manufactured in 80 ft sections of PV( air
inflated tubing. A 14 in. skirt is provided with chain ballast aloog the itemo. The chain is
also used for towing. The 80 ft sbe'ctions have a unit weight of 0.3 lb/ft and cost
$1.40/ft. (See Appendix D. Fig. D-2)

7. "SPILLGUARD" BOOM - Johns-Manville, Inc.
This boom is constructed of asbestos rubber sheet material. Flotation is provided

by loam flotation cells attached to both sides of tie sheet. Ballast is attached at the
bottom of the sheet. The boom is furnished in 100 ft lengths (10 hinged sections 10 ft
long) and is accordion-folded for storage.

Two models are available: (I) 4 in. of barrier above the water surface and 11 in.
below, costing approximately S7.50/ft, and (2) 12 in. above the water ani 24 in.
below. costing approximately $20/ft. The larger model is suitable for dragging or
sweeping operations. The smaller version weighs approximately 3 lb/ft and tile larger
approximately 9 lb/ft. The manufacturer recommends the larger siie for open water
use such as around off-shore drilling rigs. (See Appendix D Figure 0-3)

8. "T-T" OIl BOOM - Hurum Shipping and Trading Company Ltd. (Montreal, Canada)
The -T-T" boom is manufactured by the Trygve Thune A/S of Norway and

distributed by Huruni Shipping and Trading Company Ltd.. Montreal. Canada. The
boom is constructed of a nylon skirt with PVC plastic pressed into tie cloth on both
sides. Foam plastic floats are attached to both sides of the boom and lead weights are
attached at the bottom. Aluminum battens sewn into the sheet provid. vertical
stability. The boon is stored by folding accordion-wise: the sane folding can be ,ised
to reduce the boom enclosure area.

The boom is fabricated in sections 164 ft long by 3 ft high iI foot ,fo free bo,,rd)
and has a unit weight of 1.5 lb/ft.

9. "WARNE" BOOM - William Warne and Company, Lt.. tBarking. L-ssEx, l-ngland)
Warne boom is constructed of thin fabric-reinforced synthetic rubber. It Consists

of anl air inflatable flotation tube and skirt with a chain pocket it the bottom. The
flotation tube can also be filled with short sections of syr-lhelic foam or polyelvykne
tubing sealed at 2-foot intervals and is available in either 8 or l0 in. dianters witl; a
22 in. skirt. Foam or tube filled boonis are recommended Iot pernlaneult installations.

The inllatable version call be used as a rising and sinking boom Ito permit crossing
by :;hips. This is accomplished by inflating or deflating the middl settions. The
iti' atable boom is pressurized to 40 psi. The price of the inflatable booan varies fro,,0
$17.60 to $23.40/ft. depending on siz-, and capability. The tube filled mllodels Cost
from $23.80 to $30.50/ft. The boom can be assembled f'rom inlividual 25 or 50 ft
sections. The heavy weight of this booni makes it hard it) tow or deploy rupidly. The
boom is nnanul'acturcd by William Warne and (ompany. Ltd, of lmughml and
di!,tributed by Surface Separator Systems, Inc. (S,:e Appendix I). Figntrcs I)-4, I).-5 and
D-O)
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NMiLe-sliitt hoowi, calllie F'ahrieLted by joiinig short sec tions of* wooden timbers
tot cilier and wrapping Ilie joints Witli canvas to lrevent lte oil leakage. This type ot*
hoim cmii le tatiricaled f roma any avaiat'k wooden sectiuons anld ill somei cas.es
--iti-Jtacttory booii" have been constructed frm tis;.d Mtei e pole% jolined by steld
cable. Hie %lie disadvantage is a lack ol' stilhiciciit flexibility untless very short sectimuls
are employvd. Ani obvious advwiaiage is low cost. This type of boorm could not bc
expected to -.ontain o'il on open weas Withi waves of til it) S It-et heeIust' of illudoutate
freeboardl and depth.

t.ROlDl ()RM- i RH) Fl- 1. BOOXM) -Trelleborp Rubber Co.. lte.
The -Rodc Orm" boom was developed by Friltis Ilomberit oft Gothlenburg.

Sweden and is beinig use-d iln Swedeni to control oil spillage. The device consists Of it
23-112 Ii. high boom Ilflilailj oti lte waler, two-thuirds subm~ergedl. A separate loud
relieving linle on either or both sides of lite boomt is emlployedL to reduce tensile forves
on1 the boom. It is made (it 2-ply polyvinylehloride AMi with pockets contlainingz sand
ballast and cellular plastic fltio n in mterial and comes lin (A4 tot lengthv thant call be
combined ito any desired length. The boom Is cluaimed by the manufaetturer ito t%-
inlexpensive enotughlit) be disposable or call be used merl times. C'ost of the boom Is

S.0 Tthlie manufacturer slates that 1000 tA call be hiyed lit 7 mintes usig til
anchlor system and uantralined people. A high sell wrck boom culled the "roll".
currently knder dewlopment. will be of similar construction, four At high and will cost
about $ 14/ft. (See Appendix 1). Figure ID-71,

12. -KAIN OFFSIIORIi* FILRATION lJ1MM" -Starcros O)klahotma, Inc. thieeI
International Sorvives. Inic.)

Constructed lin 100 aamd 150 At inter-locklng sectons. 8 1 1 it depth. ltme iKau
boom Is supported by 10 foamn filled uylinders. 14 In. Ini diametler evenly distributedl on
cachi side o~f the boom. A 1/2 lin. steel cable net Ineasd lit H foot ~lturvi of a specially
processed I'lirous polypropykene filtering materil. formis lte deep skirt. The freeboard
Is 1' -*1" while lte skirt Is submierged 5' -c". lit tests conducted ait Sant Illrarbu, It
witllsmood hecavy I ulling waus till euces of 14 I'tl and gale 'orvie wid, acetnilng to thse
mnmufacturer. Trhere are twit 40 fool cubleau attached for towig or anclioria purposes.
Oil colleion ilt)n retention (14ictrs by seletilve mtovenment oriwater bilt viol till thromughu
lte poirouts kirt. After use file boom imust be clegimed. wikh cmiii he occComlllliet wit h
hydraulic jet. Owe Appendix 1). Fioute I)

13. "OSCARSUIl.- SYSTEMN -The Ruth (Co. tind Morrison-Kn~udsen CO.
lTme .1 ) irsvil" %yttet is it series tif intercunevted "'catultred air'' Iloilo

CdCAigimcd fil Com~alamnentil of oill slicks on tmgw'mm seits such ais around a ditressed tinker
or off-%hore laltform. Standard Mllits ire fGabrlctmted Amu i lvel lllt In10 foot, legths.
Air is exllvtd Irtoitloe t-de tif ilhe flouat by umeank ofla textile "air skirt" on tile itnner
circle %ld' lt Iishl thke 41111 away from tile booi.l ltuc flot h1111 It1 own Ali. Supply
%ystem which .11i have t a elf-cilltimed power hupply oir remot 1141W01 Milli t slhtp or a
I ltatingt plant forming pamrt oll the sysittm. A hInged plate IN ititached it acit 1% it delith
sield al keel. mind exitwmmlonl eithms1 ay be ttahe 11111410 hti h sea111 M-11 t conthi V IR mih.
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Adjaci Illtsa*re coi: ineed by two clip Iinlknc *,Id stee caLIble is provided b'r lte lop
side as I sak'ty device. I'r service ol'the embethineii anichors and I'm towingz puarposes.
i oam tltiol is pirovided Ito keel) lte Nystem afloat withotit ;air. (See Alii."tlix 1),

*14. CONWAY RFiTAiNI.R WALL - 0il shore Satetly Systems, lite.
'Ilhv Cuonway Reainer Wail is a symurvn ot multiple haip uniis which are johiied to

tIntm a boom~ ant Is recommi~enided by lte auiutttcturcr for retardmtg spillage 1'roh %hipi
acuidents. drillig p)Iatu.il. cuastal urcea prtecloiil &aid sweepingi till SlIAk..

Ea&ch iividtiul tmit con~ssh o' six cells. Eacll cell coilta in approywlaitly 200
is-Aividutt! t-1ap, filled with cittier rubber or styrol'oaim. The unmits ;are designied I'm
ancliilt wiith Oither a !inl i orc ile) or doloe (both sidevs) vubk iysten uing 7!8'**
cable. The buttsnoi ulte boo-ii normully rests abouat 18~ itices below tile surtace. It is
claimed thaI it ':mi be assembled iquickly, and lit unl emergency. in situ cemical
founit mtay' be used it) produce the boom. Eticl unlt Is 7 1t x 5 1 x 30 inchies high.
The myot.n lis equinpped with till retainer finis between units. and it rough %eas
underwater skirt h savalable,

The tnanut'ucturi'r clainis tilt boomi will withistand 10 foot %wells anud 30 111111
winds. Coat of each aim-unit cell is nbout $40)0 (about $37/1 11 1 Set: Appendix 1). igumre

IS. "1.i V ROOM" -Metrultuni~i Petroleum I Petrochemiicalst Co.. Inli.
The "M11 Bom" lis iude olr fexible low densitly flotaitiont material aind im designed

for easy liandipj land sttoruge. It is supplied in1 I00U1) lOgIcith. Telt1' buyanti sect in Is
I inchecs lin dianwter anti tius a 12 ich skirt. A %I.\- IA't heelson Is used ii vat. It set tioni
Its keeslte bix'eu skirt down. A 100 lout lengt~h cim lie siored lin at space 7 1*1 x 3 f't x 3
Itl, A strms cable, rated atl 20(K) lbs.. lit located at ilt he ae ofi tskirt its enable towig
und corrallng olterfutis. Tho Ile Is 17.83 per linval tout witi discounts available tip
to C.(W /1111 r large oaren (F va Appenudix V~, Figure 1)-I I I

lb. AVY iLA'~ lU i OILl't'LIYION 'O~~lNM ON III - Lonig lieli Nuval
Shipyard ( Murphy Pacific Marine Salvagc ('i.)

iThis bownl cowtsst essentiall1y orl \ 8 1- Mie hetito esterior pradt, plywoodl with
emly 33 phlitt dimtt atachvd lt e11:h %fill? lor tlotiatl. Ilustlicime civas Is lieti ait
lite ualiiit betweenl sections Willi towing loads being taken by 11211 wire ropte

xtress wires, lualwl atl I11w outshide vdite ' l te 35 aldlon drumst. The b~oomt systelt
conmst., tt duvid weigis% al buoy% I'r phtiini ait uipproiiiity 1 1) Im ll%

wheni uned as aI harbor protetion btoom betweeni breAwters, M~e Ap11midix 1). Iliti.re
1) 1l)

I7. ".1 C% ON" I-TOAliN( OIl. 11.1 AINI- RS - entii Spray Cori.
The -.J11oll 1411 boin ivull'ible Will th a loit she riige ol iroi 3 'm 6i Inch diamneter

by i11i1v heel long sealled II ill yltvouled nylin skliris oftiup Ito 24 iIciac. e ten Ifoo
svectios t tile bini ure jolil by at is inch fivrial seni. I .tipur kintti liit j'sited at
Is Inhit overhiipphIg, coeieehis imts 111iih pruii'iiit authl ItiIl- h ithtiit file
cotmiteetloit. Keel weih alk, 4 inchl bY 3/11 inch dituinetr gtualivd hteel bars sew vii
lilt11t11 s lit in I siui. 0inselolai plastic I'1)11 h11 6 i'umni" Is % lid the lii ittiol i
eiitinhet. See Applwmdlis I). higuirv I Il .11
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1,4 ".%IJI.I-IIX" I11111 SIAS Oil. SPILL (ONIAINM-Nr BOOM - Muehicison
Mlila Iti. lurI IIg ("olillillly

A five t tit by 100 tool Iclih booi, is produced using "'lthafoani" floats and a
'iivl-iln li ill'rlil %kirt with Iwti "et alcove and three fee( 'Ielow the sutrface. It is
aliil to i he itlisi'led .1i1d adlqLuately halli cd to provid: an effective barrier and

skirt shield for tile containii ntt ()1 oil sp'ills on high seas. The top edge is reinforced

with PVC pile and rope hemli with rope it sert aid the bottom skirt leading edge is
weighed to maintain tli,, boun upright. iVaci I00 f'oot section folds on 3' 4" ccntcs
Ior storage and weighs 500 lbs. The bottom leading edge has a rope hem and rope

insert with gronlluttl Ior fasiciling t col!illotS clain., The function of the chain is to
relieve stress oil tili booni during pulling and installation. Price - S 15.00 per lineal foot,
l"OH San )iego. Calif. (See Appendix D, :iglure D-14)

19. "BRISTOL FLOATING BOOM- - Rolls Royce (Composite Materials; Limited (Bristol,

ingland)
)esigned for protectii of harbors and coastal waters, the -Bristol" boom is

nlade in 20 fool leiliths with luick assembly by ialls of Plechanical couplings.

Lengths o1 10 inch dianimet ri gis reinforced plastic -ip, sealed at each end provide
huoya ,ce. A 1) inch ribbed fin and a I inich deep i eimo skirt arc Inude of laminated

rlywold. Ialaice wcigllts attached by iueans of .teel ngle iron. irovide tle counter
nvgeluent tio itle and currett loads oil lie boon. These also stabilize tite boom tor

liowing. A 20 flool ecl'ion weighs 170 lbs. without bulanc weights. Tile boom floats

tichlthat there is apllroxinately l Inches above and below the stIll Water Ilie. (See
Appe dix. I). Figure )-IS)

20. TlIr "OIL IARRIER" iWONCI'PI'. iLuene U. (reetnwood. Sr.

I liilled %icl plaittes with uttached flouat sections forti the boom contour. The
boom crosswsectloti Is huel that tile 4-6 foot depth Is anglel toward the oiled area. The
tipper 2.4 toot .ectlion 1 then curved to fonii a splash plate effect. Th boom Is
atuch d througlh buoy Ito a button de d weight for placement. Arranged circularly
about a drilling phlflorn it is claimed ito bi able Io contain releaMe of 500 bbl. day
fOr a five day period Ishoukl stoit prevent ptpiit [lie oil front tlie barrier).

21. FLOATINC HKFAKWATII, B(X)M i(CONCEPT) Peter Oruco (Wdlnbursh, UIngllind)
"I'lre brakwale. coisists of a flexible cylindrical shell moored horizontally, to that

its upper surface is allilroximaitely at the Mtill water level, and contained in a notllin
envelope Ito dlcribute imoorini forces evently. It is filled on location with too water and
a .%ill voluimle of lres.urlied air hulTic elit to provklc ioyance and mtaintalin thl
Aite it" tile cylinler. ihl .11 arrrilteni-t gtv vu the cylinder an Ilflrii natural period
of o)%llllt ln ill oll alid loll perlods In plich and heave. Its Iir e diieter, closen to
exceed ite i ak.-lo-troul!t junplitud: olf lite lurgst waves expected. gIves It additional
stability so that It rlillis lubstaitull t ly tlationury even Il the hevlist loka.

Ior prtleciit drilling llutlorms, lite lirg (if cyllinders has ': much longai iatural
periowd thi, tie idividiul ectloni mi It is itore efftellve i t longer wuvelengtlhs.
Aaldliaii protection con be i rovlided by iloori exltr cyll dart Inside the wlndwuanl
lilirt olf tIh le iting l.

"lIte Co.t fll th lgaiatrii depliends ol the deprme of calm desired. the ampltude of
Ih, Iiiesl waves maid lhe area of Ite ltaon. For exiple, waves 10 nitrvs hilth aid
Iu lil trc bang can be reduced to lIttle mire thun one nire lgl il Ite center of a

(-,tr



lagoon 120 metres in diameter at an estimated half to one third of tile cost of a
sciii-submersible drilling platform.

22. ROUGH WATIER OIL CONTAINMENT SYSTEM (CONCEPT UNDER
DEVE LOPMENT) - Dtepsca Ventures, inc.
This boom system features a tension member separate from tile containment boo,:, to
take the structural loads and enable the boom to contour the ocean suriace. (See
Appendix D, Figure D-16). Floats may be spacc( along the tension line it required, oi
if used in connection with oil removal services, the tension line may have negative
buoyance to rid' below the surface. The skirt of the boom may have two point support
to as.ist in holding the skirt in a vertical plane. For rough water service, a horizontal
member may be attached on the oil retaining sidt to assist in preventing oil carryunder
fron vertical heaving and turbulence. The boom is intended to be used in connection
with an oil recovery system using a device such as an oil suction hose connected to the
booni skirt (See Appendix D, Figure D-17). The construction of the oil removal dcv:ce
would be designed to enable a stationary vessel to contain the equipment for pumping
the air and oil film. Patents have been applied for on the separate tension member and
oil collector system. The systemn is said to be designed for use in seas up to 20 to 40
feet with winds of 40 knots.
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IV. MECHANICAL TREATING EQUIPMENT

SKIMMING WITH SUCTION DEVICES

I RHEINWERFT OIL - REMOVAL UNITS - C. A. Bekhor, Ltd. (London)
Basically the device comprises three circular pontoons triangularly strutted

together. Inside, a floating basin is located, where the water level is lowered by
means of a pump. Floating oil flows into this artificial well where a second pump
provides a means to draw off the surface oil from the well. It is claimed that 100
percent oil is recovered. The device is operable on thick or thin slicks, provided
they are "pumpable". Units are manufactured in a number of sizes ranging from
500 to 3,000 mm. well-diameter with delivery capacities of from I to 20 cubic
meters per hour. Large models are made to order. Most units are suitable for
inland lakes, seaports and inland ports. However, the 3,000 mm. is claimed to be
able to operate in 50 cm. (20 inch) waves. Self-propelled vessel types are available.
(See Appendix D, Fig. D-18).

2. VORTEX ASSISTED SUCTION DEVICE - Elf Petroleum Company and Bertin
Industrial Research Laboratories (France) (Concept)

A prototype unit has been tested with full scale equipment manufacture
being planned. The concept is developed for recovery of spilled materials in
harbor or relatively smooth bodies of water. A rapidly rotating propeller, turning
in the plane of the water surface and a few feet below it, has been found to
produce a cone-shaped pocket. Oil is induced to flow to this pocket where it is
then sucked out and processed. The more dense the oil, the deeper is the pocket
of oil formed in the vortex. A one-meter diameter propeller is reportedly capable
of extracting 7,500 liters of crude oil (25 mm, thick) from a 300 square meter
area in 1-1/2 hours (99% removal). For oil thicknesses of 5 to 10 mm. recovery
can proceed at 4 cu. meters per hour, the manufacturer states.

3. ESSO RECOVERY - Esso
The diesel-driven Esso Recovery is a converted LCM with a length of 45 ft.

and a beam of 14 ft. It is equipped with a Victor oily water separator and four
suction skimmers, The suction skimmers are simply open-ended pipes with a
dish-shaped tray arrangement placed such that oily water is collected and then
transmitted to the 30 ton per hour separator.

4. AIRLIFT OIL RECOVERY DEVICE - Battelle-Northwest (Concept)
This device is in the concept development and testing phase under the

sponsorship of the FWQA. The work will accomplish testing of an airlift suction
device and how the operation of this device may be enhanced by wave
suppression equipment and a vortex producing pump.

5. MPCC BUDA I - Marine Pollution Control Corp.
The BUDA 1, a 40' x 10-1/2' vessel with a displacement of 24,000 lb., is said

to be easily transported to the site of a spill. Two 25' suction hoses feed a
four-tank separator system of 5,600 gallon capacity. The vessel is powered by a
72 lip diesel engine and cruises at 8 mph. A debris catcher is mounted at the bow
and the system can be operated by a two-man crew. (See Appendix D, Fig. D-19).
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6. SL!"KSKIM OIL RECOVERY SYSTEM - Slickbar, Inc.
The Slickskim system comprises a skimmer head, suction hose, hose bridge,

pump and discharge hose. The suction head can be made of either aluminum or
rubber which floats with the correct orientation reportedly in "rough" water. The
hose bridge allows the suction head and the pump to be on opposite sides of a
boom, facilitating suction of oil from a boom-contained slick. Model
specifications are:

* Model 60 - up to 86 barrels per hour nominal capacity. Complete
package including 70' suction and 50' discharge hose (3" I.D.) $3,750.

* Model 160 - up to 254 barrels per hour nominal capacity. Complete
package including 70' suction and 50' discharge hose (4" I.D.) $7,450.
(See Appendix D, Fig. D-20).

ROTATING DRUMS OR ENDLESS BELT PICKUP DEVICES

1. FLOATING DISC TYPE OIL SKIMMER -Centri-Spray Corp.
This multiple disc unit is capable of 350 gph of 500 ssu oil at 70* F. or 600

gph of 2500 ssu oil. Scrapers remove the oil from the discs for deposit in oil
storage tanks (See Appendix D, Fig. D-2 1).

2. FLOATING OIL SKIMMER - Surface Separator Systems, Inc.
A rotating cylindrical reinforced plastic surface with a doctor blade removes

up to 95% oil from the sea surface. The speed of rotation is quite critical and
must be carefully and constantly controlled. The use of multiple cylinders
reportedly reduces the sensitivity of control required. Rotation is accomplished
by direct drive orbital or planetary geared hydraulic motors. Gasoline, diesel,
electric or air prime movers are used as desired. Eleven models are available from
150 gph to 600 gph ranging in price from $3,130 to $9,750 (See Appendix D,
Figure D-22).

3. M/V PORT SERVICE - Port of Baltimore
The PORT SERVICE is a vessel equipped with three partially immersed,

rotating, retrieval cylinders mounted in the bow of the barge. Retrived oil has less
than 5% included water content. The oil wiped from these cylinders by a doctor
blade is then transferred by a fourth cylinder to an internal 3,000 gal. holding
tank in the body of the barge. During the past few years, this vessel has recovered:
diesel fuel, lubricating oils, vegetable oil, and crudes. Recovery rates vary from
200 to 500 gph. This vessel is somewhat sensitive to water roughness. It does,
however, provide a solution to spills in harbor or other protected areas where
wave heights do not exceed I foot. The present cost of a device similar to this
barge is approximately $105,000. The charge out rate for the use of this barge in
Baltimore Harbor is $ 1 00/hr.

4. MOP-CAT - Studebaker - Worthington, Inc.
The mop-cat is a 29 foot long, 12 foot wide catamaran. It can sweep a 15

foot swath and recover oil at 1.2 and 3 knots. It has a 10 knot forward, 4-5 knot
reverse and a side thrust capability of 2 knots or more. Power is by two 20 hp
vertical propulsion drive modules and 1-10 hp horizontal oil-drum/pump drive.
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Propulsion is by water-jet thrusts, designed for shallow water operation. The
method of operation is a 12-inch diameter revolving drum of hydrophobically
treated polyurethane foam, which sorbs oil. The drum is squeezed free of oil by a
metal strip and the oil fails into a catch basin for pumping into a container.
Presently a prototype is designed to recover 50 bbl. of oil per hour. It is said to
operate on two-foot waves, but the company plans to develop a larger version to
operate in six-foot waves. These units will cost about $42,000.

5. RECLAM-ATOR OIL-RECOVERY SYSTEM - Welles Products Corp.

A rotary skimming device is used in conJunc tion with a small entrunce boom,
The surface of the roller Is covered with a foamed hydrophobic material. As the
oil- and water-soaked roller comes around, a secondary roller removes water from
the large drum and a small high-pressure roller then removes the oil. Average grade
Bunker C can be recovered at rates up to 50 barrels per hour. Pickup capacity
increases dramatically with light oils. Wells Products Corporation produces the
"Reclam-Ator" skinmer: some models cost less than $11 ,000. The absorbent
surface of the roller can be rendered inoperable by surface debris. (See Appendix

D, Fig. D-23 and D-24).
6. OILELVATOR - Bennett International Services, Inc.

A continuous belt of material is circulated from a free-wheeling pivot
extended ahead of the bow of a barge to an elevated roller/scraper and back. The
belt is a 3 foot width of polypropylene fibre material driven by soft rubber
covered steel rolls. The front pivot is maintained in position by flotation and
counterweights and as such is responsive to significant wave action. Note the
specifications below:

Dimensions - 4'6" height, 4'0" width belt length 12'0" or 2'0"
Drive - 6 hp Kohler gas engine
Weight - 1200 lb.
Capacity - In a l'0" swell condition

gpm % oil
Bunker C 42 98
Santa Barbara Crude 39 96
Diesel Oil 38 95
Lub. Oils 40 97

A five foot wave, 20 mph wind can be withstood. Belt life of 80-100 hr. One
operator can handle the system. (See Appendix D, Fig. D-25).

7. "CENTRI-CLERE" OIL RECOVERY UNIT - Centri Spray Corporation
This unit, installed in an area of tranquil oil accumulation, will remove up to

120 gph of surface oil under continuous operation. Waste oil is removed in a
condition that permits resale or reclamation for further industrial application. It
has a long vertical orientation and uses a continuous belt and doctor blade (See
Appendix D, Fig. D-26).

8. OIL RECOVERY BELT SYSTEM - Shell Oil Laboratory, Netherlands and
Murphy Pacific Marine Salvage Company

The "oil scrubber" system uses a sorptive polypropylene continuous hose
which continuously travels between two points. Oil is sorbed to the hose as it is
moved through the water and squeezed out at the end pulley locations. It is
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recommended as a device to control spillage in a canal or waterway. It can be
angled to tile flow in such a waterway to further increase the booming action of
the device. It will contain a storage capability of 1,000 gal. and skimmer pumping
capacity of 300 gpm.

Tests September 1969 at Treasure Island (San Francisco Bay) were
conducted using 4,000 ssu oil at 500 F and the following belt materials: (1) 5" x
I" polypropylene covered with nylon webbing, (2) 6" x 1/4" polypropylcne and
(3) 4" x 3/4" polypropylene felt covered with nylon webbing. The system is in
the developmental stages (See Appendix D, Fig. D-27).

9. SEA SWEEPER -Wasserbau GmbH (Hamburg, Germany)
In this vessel, designed by Rudolf Harmstorf, a row of belts arc mounted on

a frame, one end of which extends into the water at an angle. Oil adheres to the
belts, is carried aboard and then scraped off and pumped to storage tanks. A 22
hp diesel engine drives the hydraulic system which operates the belts and pumps.
The vessel can pick up oil at a maximum rate of 2,100 gph. This device operates
effectively only in still waters such as estuaries or harbors.

10. SURFACE SWEEPING SHIP - Mitsubishi Jukogyo Kabushike (Tokyo, Japan)
This patented design uses a flow-through arrangement whereby an inclined

conveyor belt sweeps oil and debris aft to a screen collection arrangement for the
debris and a doctor blade scraper for the oil. The conveyor helps draw oil into the
skimmer and promotes forward motion of the barge. A Vee-boom arrangemem', is
used to contain and condense the slick.

11. MARINE SCAVENGER - Aquatic Control Corp.
The model 258-Il kelp harvester has a high capacity for harvesting surface or

rooted aquatic plants. Though not designed or even used specifically for oiled
sorbent or gellant wastes, this system can load up to 2,000 lb. per minute. wholly
operated by one man. Twenty acres per day can be cleared. Units are available
with holding capacities of from 2 to 30 tons. For unloading, the conveyor system
is raised, the conveyor reversed and unloading occurs at double the harvesting
speed. This equipment is not described as an ocean tried system and its
seaworthiness is unknown (See Appendix D, Fig. D-28).

12. SURFACE OIL PICKUP (SOP) - Ocean Design Engineering Corp. (Concept)
Ocean Design plans to develop a method of slick retrieval by means of

soaking up the surface oil with chips of urethane. The chips are sprayed in front
of the 30-foot catamaran. Booms on each side funnel the chips to a conveyor belt,
which takes them to a compression unit. There the oil is squeezed out to be
stored in the twin hulls, and the chips are recirculated through the U shaped tube
and discharged from the underside slot. Ocean Design states it is designed to
operate in waves of five feet and winds of 20 mph. The booms and conveyor belt
are hinged to retract so that the (SOP) device can pilot to the slick at 10 mph.
The craft's capacity is 30,000 gallons and it will be-able to sweep an area 80 feet
wide and recover 60,000 gph. Larger booms and belts may be attached to the
sides of tugs or tankers, the firm states (See Appendix D, Fig. D-29).
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13. OIL RECOVERY VESSEL- Oswald Hardie (Manchester, England)
Mr. I lard ie, Chief Engineer of the Port of Manchester, has designed a sorbent

pickup device which can handle 2 tons of oil per hour. Long rolls of Mutton cloth
or paper are passed through the water surface and recovered on rollers. The cloth
or paper contacts the oil at the water line and absorbs as much as 5 times its
weight in oil. The oil-contaminated rolls are stored and subsequently disposed of
by landfill or burning. The oil recovery vessel in 40 feet long and would cost about
$48,000 (U.S.) (See Appendix D, Fig. D-30).

SKIMMING WITH A WEIR
I NORFOLK SKIMMER - Norfolk Naval Shipyard

The Norfolk skimmer barge is 12 feet wide, 25 feet long, 3 feet 2 inches
deep and has large holes in the bottom for free passage of water. The top portion
of the barge contains air flotation cells, which support the skimmer with
approximately 18 inches of freeboard. The tank section of the barge extends 5
feet 4 inches below the flotation cells and has a capacity of 10,000 gallons. Under
the air cells, there is a small diffusion box with numerous holes, into which the

3urface oil and water is drawn. Here, the oil and water separate by gravity, the
water passing out the bottom, the oil remaining in the barge. A metal sump, fitted
at one end of the barge, is used to draw the surface oil and water to the skimmer.
The lip is adjusted to just below the water level. The bottom is fitted with a 6
inch connection pipe leading to a 65,000 gph centrifugal pump. The lip or dam
and the draw down effect combine to facilitate the oil drawing action of the
skimmer. This method is so successful, that this skimmer is permanently located
drawing oil from nearby harbor facilities and from relatively inaccessible
locations. Fire hoses and work boat propellers induce movement of slicks from
greater distances. Skimming with this device can be accomplished at 600 gph (oil)
at a cost of from I to 5 cents per gallon of oil. The skimmer cost approximately
$10,000. It is not expected that this skimmer would operate efficiently in open
sea conditions.

2. SPILLED OIL. SKIMMING VESSEL - The French Technocean Company
(Concept)

Experimental efforts with ship models is being undertaken by Technocean.
The ship is to have a normal, rather blunt bow but will split into a catamaran-like,
twin-hull formation from amidships to the stern. The space between these two
hulls is expected to form an area of much attenuated wave characteristics. For the
operational mode the vessel will move slowly in the reverse direction, skimming
oil through a 33 foot intake valve at the point of the V of the twin hulls. The
intake valve will adjust automatically to the level of the surface. The main and
secondary screws will be operated to allow good manuverability. The ship is
designed to treat 13.000 cu. yards of water per hour and to store an equal volume
of oil waste. Draconi barges are also carried, each capable of 1,300 cu. yards of
filtered oil. The system can be deployed to the scene of a spill at 15 knots and
may be used for oceanographic research functions when not in use for oil spillage
control (See Appendix D, Fig. D-31).
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3. T-T RECOVERY UNIT - Trygve Thune A/S (Oslo, Norway)
This recovery unit is basically a paddle wheel supported on pontoons with

trimming device, separating chamber and oil receiver attached. The wheel reaches
10 cm. into the water and guides the liquid into the separating chamber. The
chamber has a perforated bottom which allows the water to escape while the oil
rises and overflows into an oil receiver. T-T oil booms are attached to the bow of
this device to increase the effective surface area skimmed and to facilitate tile
movement of an enclosed oil slick to the skimmer.

4. SPILL FIGHTER - Trelleborg Rubber Co., Inc. (Concept)
"Spill Fighter" is to be built to user's requirements with oil carrying

capacities from 2 tons, or more. The smallest unit, C-2, will have an oil skimming
capacity of 1.6 cu. meters per hour (10 bbl per hour), water treating capacity of
100 cu. meters per hour, and will be able to operate in two foot swells. Spill
Fighter is designed as a surface traversing unit with fixed rigid vee booms, also
suited for attachment of additional oil booms. Water and oil will flow over the
front weir into a coalescing area where the surface oil is skimmed to a settling
tank. Water settling from this oil is then released back to the coalescing chamber.
Water is released from the area by an underflow inverted weir. then past an
overflow weir. A sump at this point produces the impetus for the water outflow.
It is brought about by appropriate placement of the outboard engine such that it
draws down the water level in this sump. Prices are from S 18.000.

5. "SLICKSLED" - Water Pollution Controls, Inc.
The "Slicksled" is comprised of a simple, inverted column of water open to

the sea at the bottom, supported by pontoons. The entrance to the raised column
is an inclined, horizontal funnel, which permits the craft to skim the undisturbed
surface of the oil. The oil raises to the top of the inverted column, displacing
water at the open bottom. After sufficient oil has accumulated, it is pumped to a
support barge or storage receptacle. It is estimated that a 14 foot prototype can
collect 1,000 gph at a speed of 5 knots from an oil of 1 / 16 inch.

6. WATERWISSER - Shell Oil Company
This 47 foot self-propelled barge has attached Vee booms in front making an

effective 65 foot sweep. The barge moves at less than 2 mph. Oil is sucked from
the water surface through a vertical slot extending below the surface. The
recovered oil is decanted with the water pumped overboard. It has a storage
capacity of 20 tons and a water return pumping capacity of 100 tons per hour.

7. SIDE BOOM SKIMMER - Union Oil Company
The Union Oil Company used a side boom skimmer of their own design

during the Santa Barbara Channel Incident (See Appendix D, Figure D-32). This
device was installed on the MV WINN. Two self-priming, high capacity centrifugal
pumps were employed to transfer the oil through six-inch diameter lines from the
skimmer to on-board storage tanks. These pumps were capable of alternately
pumping either air or water containing a considerable amount of solids. Each
pump had a capacity of about 700 gpm and was equipped with a vacuum assist
s ,'tem for self-priming. The oil recovery apparatus consisted of an adjustable
trough mounted transversely between two steel flotation cylinders in an open
"V" configuration. The cylinders were approximately 26 inches in diameter and
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20 feet long. The opening of the -V" was approximately 20 feet. The trough, ten
feet long and 8 inches wide, was in the form of a "J" with the lower lip facing the
direction of advance. The oil-water mixture, after entering the trough over the
leading edge, was pumped from tile bottom of the trough through one of two
6-inch lines. It was estimated that this device, as designed, would recover a 19:1
water to oil mixture. Two 17,500 gallon ship tanks were employed- one for
holdup and decanting, and the other for storage of the oil-water emulsion. The
mixture was held in the decanting tank approximately 20 minutes before transfer
to the storage tank.

This skimming device proved relatively effective while advancing at speeds
up to five knots. It was the only skimmer used that was capable of traversing
slicks and recovering the "ropes" of oil formed by wind and wave forces and
which extended for considerable distances. It was also successfully employed to
skim the oil held up by kelp beds near shore. The capacity of the skimmer under
ideal conditions and working in a relatively thick slick was about 25 barrels per

day.
Skimming operations were not pratical in winds exceeding 15 knots. Rough

seas prevented operation on many occasions. The centrifugal pumps tended to
emulsify the oil during each transfer operation and severe problems often were
encountered offloading the oil to receiving trucks after the oil had been
transferred between tanks at sea. A water-in-oil emulsion was formed with the
approximate consistency of light grease after two transfer operations with
centrifugal pumps. Chemical demulsifiers were occasionally necessary to achieve

transfer.

AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
1. COALESCENT OIL-WATER SEPARATOR - Aqua. Chem.

This separator is capable of separating oil from water and insuring that the
water discharged contains less than 100 ppm oil at any inlet concentration level
up to I 001 oil. The Coalescent oil-water separator is designed to separate oil with

specific gravities less than 0.985. The pressure drop is relatively low and is
operated f: om 30 psig at the inlet to 20 psig at the discharge. Standard sizes rangc
from 50 gpm to 1,000 gpm with higher capacity separators furnished by special
order. The coalescing element life is found from testing with various oils and
concentrations to be in excess of 250,000 gallons per element (6 elements). It is
also designed to function effectively on mechanically produced emulsions such as
those produced by pumping. (See Appendix D, Fig. D-33).

2. VORAXIAL OIL SEPARATION SYSTEM - Reynolds Submarine Services Corp.
(Concept)

The device, which will use a combination of gravity and acceleration, partial

pressure and vortex axial flow, is in the prototype stage of development. It is
planned that oil and water rapidly rotating in a pipe will concentrate oil at the
center aad water in the outside annulus. A concentric tube to collect the oil is
located within this pipe. Flow rates of water and oil phases are controlled in order
to optimize system performance. A single 8 inch diameter pump will take in
2,500 gpm. A 100 hp diesel-engine hydraulic drive system is specified. Assuming

an oil delivery rate of 10%, ihis pump would be able to separate 250 gpm of
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salvageable crude oil. Light-weight versions for air deployment may be developed
according to the manufacturer. A cost of $111 ,200 and a 6 month delivery period
is estimated for the VORAXIAL separator system which would include two
weeks of demonstration/performance qualification testing.

3. UNIVAC PUMPS - Henry Sykes, Ltd. (London, England)
The characteristics of Univac pumps are said to be particularly suitable for

suction skimming. They can operate with branched suction hoses intermittently
exposed to air and of lengths up to 400 yd. They also have the ability to pass
solids up to 4 inches in diameter and thick sludges of high viscosity. Univac
pumps can be mounted on small coastal type tankers. A tanker of this sort
carrying 6 Univac UVC6 pumps (50,000 gph) would be able to handle 75,000 gph
of oil/water mixture, allowing 25% efficiency for air entrainment. If 10% oil were
present, 7,500 gph could be collected. These pumps with appropriate skimming
intakes and other equipment would function in a contained spill pickup or in a
suction skimmer mode.

4. OIL/WATER SEPARATOR SYSTEM - Garrett AiResearch Manufacturing
Company

The Garrett separator system was developed under contract to the FWQA
and is presently being used in the prototype unit under test by the American
Petroleum Institutes' project, "'Seadragon".

The system operates on a centrifugal system which has the following
operational characteristics: (1) operates in open waters during Sea State 7 and at
temperatures between 28 * and 900 F., (2) processes oil having an API gravity
range of i 0 to 60 ciegrees, (3) is available to workboats or similar devices (75
square feet), (4) air transportable (weighs 2 tons), (5) processes 30,000 gal/hr. of
gross liquid, (6) separates oil and water regardless of dispersion or emulsion type,
(7) processes water to less than 100 ppm and (8) salvages oil-water mixtures to
less than 5% seawater content.
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APPENDIX D

PHOTOGRAPHS AND DRAWINGS OF

TYPICAL SYSTEMS AND EQUIPMENT
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Figure D-3 Spilguard boonm
produced by Johins-Manvi!Ie
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16" DIAMETER
TUBE

WATERTIGHT
2' LONG FOAM SECTIONS
SEALED WITH NEOPRENE
SYNTHETIC RUBBER

"" " " " 20" SKIRT

RUBBER TUBE & SKIRT |

REINFORCED WITH
SYNTHETIC FABRIC

CHAIN POCKET

Figure D-4 Warne foam-filled boom
produced by William Warne & Co., Ltd.



16" DIAMETER
TUBE

POLYTHENE TUBES
SEALED AT 2' INTERVALS

RUBBER TUBE &SKIRT
REINFORCED WITH
SYNTHETIC FABRIC

Figure 03.5 Warne tibe-f illed boom produced by

William Warne & Co., Ltd.
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Figure 0.6 Warne inflatabku boom in

upcratiofl produced by William Warne & Co. Ltd.
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Figure D-9 Oscarseal system prr~cluced by

The Rath Company
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Fiqure 0-1 0 Conway retainer wall produced by

Offshore Safety Systems Inc.
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ClIip fasteners (oni the other end) for -dd itona I lengths

Grommets for a variety of uses Toe plate (on one end)/

Buoyant flotation Sausage

t b'tzn0o

7

Figure D-I I MVP boom produced by

Metropltanf Petroleum Petrochemicals Company, Intc.
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Flotation Pocket

Keel Weight Pockets

561 ootENJ.ARGED VIEW

2"1 Nylon Stitching

Flotation Pocket Contains l4"x 9' Dov Ethafosa Cylinder.

Keel Weights are 3/8"x 4" Hot Dipped Galvanized Rods.

Figure D-13 Maon floatin oil retainer
produced by Centri Spray Corp.
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Figmu D-14 Mubtax boom produm~d
by Musikis Mamufactsarln Company
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Bouyancy Above water portion
cortio- Wind and current7

Float

Skirt Tes~ ebr wave surface

Tethers - Wire rope
Tension member - Wire rope
Floats - Plastic foam
oil containment portion -Flexible plastic

Cres Tet ers

Tension ofrde baeoomac

Floiat tollngt

V ipre -16 oug waer cntancunrrenmt

under dernwpft by Desi Ventures, Inc.
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Air suction home to seal
the foot and gather the slick

Flexible foot (plastic foam)
supported by oil slick

0.oAir f low Oil slick

high volumtric capacity pumping
unit capable of handling oil,
water, and air

WBoom skirt

Figure D-17 Rough wter oil containment syte
under deeoproant by Doepsam Ventures, Inc.
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Figure D- 19 M PCC BUDA I

produced by Marine Pollution Control Corporation
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Figure D-20 Floating suction head
produced by Slickbar. Inc.
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Figure 0-25 Ofwator Produced by

Bennett I nternatiauaI. Inc.
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Figure D-26 Centri-spray unit recovery

produced by Centri-spray Corp.
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Figure D-31 Spilled oil skimming vessel

a concept of the French Technoreafl Company
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COALESCENT OIL-WATER separator ready for Instaliaton.

Figure D-33 Coalescent oil-water separator
produced by Aqua-C hem
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APPENDIX E

EFFECTIVENESS ANAf Y SIS WORKSHEETS



EFF1(TIVENLSS ANALYSIS WORKSIII+HI

SYSTEM. 1. C'hemical Disivr,~ints Applicd D~irectly to Spill
Paramreters

Cmeria

Size Products Location

I 27 0 0 VJ A. JP.S 1. 3iles

11 270.000 B. Distillate From Shore A 0 '

gal r. Navy Special .5 - . '

III 6.7500D. Bunker C 2. 12 Miles '4 .c' . * ; V
gal From Shore .o *. X

A1 +2 +2 1+.5 + 1 +2 +1 +- 1 2 11.5

2i

- -I L7

B

C 1 . 0.5 11
2 11.

D 1

A. 0 +1 -- 9.5
I2 1 10.5

B 1 0 9.5

2'~-qlElS ANAYI WORSII5

2 --- - 10.5

L D u LoL9.5

A +1 0 8.5

C0 7.5

D 1 - 6.5
L 7

TO AL22



I:FI'CTIVENE3;s ANALYSIS WORKSIIEE'

SYSTF , 2. ('l.ii':tl l ispe-r.safts Pus Containment Boom

Paraniee (cn'rieia

Site Pioducts Locatim t

1 27 00gal A. 'P-5 1. 3 Miles
II 270.000 B. Distillate Front Shore -V

pt C Navy Spcrida c 0
III b.750.000 D. Bunkc C 2. 12 Mdls Mile

p1  Fom Shor

A 1 +21+2 +1 +.5 0 +1 +1 +1 8.5r

27.

2 7.5

B 2 1 7

2 75

2 6.52
-I- - -- -. - .----

-- - -r- I

A1 2 0 10 5.
-2 5

B 1
2 ---

1..3 4.5If, __1
-o E -4- I

TOTAL 151

E-2
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EFFECTIVENESS ANAIYSIS WORKSHlEET

SYSTEM: 3. Chemical Burning Agents Applied Airectiy to Spill
Parameters

Critr ic a

Size Products Location

I2700al A. JP-5 I. 3 Miles
II 270,000 D. Distilate From Shore 4,

-"i C. Navy Specal 4/

III 6,750.O D. BunkerC 2. 12 Miles
gal From Shore

A 1 0 -1 0 +50 +1 +1 1+2 1:3.
- ,

B 2

D +1~ +1 1 __ -.5
2

A 't.-- -- -. - -

2

-B-IB 2

C 
I

D 1 +1 +1 G 5 (

A

2

2
B I - - - - - -

2

D 
I

TOTAL 120
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1- FFECTIVEN ESS ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

SYSIFM . Chemit-l Blurning Agents Plus Containment Boom (Away from Ship)
Parameters

Criteria

Sae Products Location

12700l A. JP-5 I. 3 Miles /

II 270.000 B. Distillate From Shore 0e
al (. Navy Speckal

1 6%50.000 D. Bunker C 2. 12 M .-s

gal From Shore 0

A 0 -1 0 .5 0 1 1 1 2.5
2

2

2

AI
2

2
c|I
C .

12

2

D
Ill -- - - - -- - - - -

-2 U:I , 44

TOTAL 114

E-4
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EFFECTIVENESS ANAIYS!S WORKSIIEET

SYSTEM: 5. Biological Degrading (exclusive of chemical disperswits) b.-
Addition (if Microorganisms

Paraneteis

Size Products Location

I 27001p A.JP-5 . 3 Mi!es 0
II 270,(W B. Distillate From Shore 4Z,

S3C. Navy Sj-.ial -A
III 6,750A00 D. Bunker C 2. 12 Miles

gal From Shore

A ------ 0 1-1 1-.5 +.51 10 -
- 2

A 12 ..- 7-..

B 2

C 2

2

A
2

L2

--A EI

2

TOTAL 120
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F:F E IF:CTIVEN E'SS ANALYSIS WOIRK8IIEET

SYSTEM: 6;. S"o,'hLntsSu.t in Pump
Parameters

Criteria

SiO, Products Location

I 2700gal A. JP-5 1. 3 Miles

II 270.000 B. Distillate From Shore 4 4

-al C. N-wy Spectal Q1 "

111 6.750 D. BLker C 2. 12 Miles 04 b N

gal WrwnShore /

A 0 +1 0 0 0 +1- 1+2 +1 15

A

2

2

~2F

.--- 3

D 1 1 -I0 ~ ~

A 1 3

2+

BI L

2

2

TOTAL, 83E-63



EFFECTTEA'ESS ANALYSIS WORKSHEET

* SYSTEM: 7. Soi'bents/Suction P3uni plIus Containmnent Boom
Paramelers

Criteria

*Size Products location

1 2700gal A. JP-S 1. 3 Miles
* il 270.000 B. Distillate From Shore0 . *

111 6.750.000 D. Bunker C 2. 12 Miles 0-~ ~ ' .'*
PIFrom Shor 0 ~

A+1 4-2 0 0 0 +1 +2 0 6

B

D 0 10 3

e2
2

LD 0 0

22

02 5

TOTA L 93



1-IT I-C'I'V I*NI.4', ANALYSIS WOIKSIIEI-'

SYSTEM: ,(. Stwlhnts/Conveyor
Parameters ('riktri;., gl

Sue Prtxlucti Location

I 2700p1 A.JP-5 I. 3 Miles
11 270.000 B. Distillate From Shore '

gal C. Navy Special 1%- f *~,

III 6.750,000 D. unle, C 2. 12 Miles

12 t '

'4. n

A m

" {- - ±~ -3.

1"----- 1.---- -

[ -i
C.nf,- I -, - a-

1 20 *f

--- :'e - - - --

A- - -------------------- L.

"[".
lit ....... ---. -_

- l)TOT.2 . II

2N



l, Ii'CTIVFJN l.i ANAL Y818W() ~I E

SYSTEM: 9I..8- bo*AA'fl/ .Ionv~ r Ouhi: Con taiInment Hoom~
raiameiiri

tSite ______ct

12700,1 A *JP.5 I Mika '~

11 270.000 B. Distillate Fitwi Showc e
sal C. NavySpeftiav

III 6,750,000 D. huniker 2. 12 A~les ~~~*

L 0J 3 ± ~ I

- a3

1 L ** - - Lid



SY"STFAtI 10. (4- I alias/Convever

C'riteria

I 27003.i A. JP-3 1. 3 Nhiles
11 27.000) H. D)ist Oj l Fromi shore ~ * ~

p1l C. Nv Spe~cuil ,? c~9
II 50(K) 1) I11uukel C 2. 1 2 NI incs

A +) 1-1 5 () I +1 4.2 -1-1 .5

-~ ~ IF~

IIF.

Ioil



1F:F1'ECTIVENESS ANALYSIS WORKS1SI IE1,IT

SYSTEM: Ii. (;c1 ltmits/C'o,w r IPlus (Containmnt Boom
Parameters

(riteria

Size Products Location

I 2700gal A.JP-5 .3 Miles 5 1b,

II 270.000 B. Distillate From Shore /

gal C. Navy Special %

III .7).50,000 D. IBanker C 2. 12 Milcs 4Z-

gal From Shore Q .N

A ---- +1 +1 +i.5 0I () 4i 2 1) 5.5A

¢" EI

- -- [-

C
I1-I

" D

............................

I(- * . -

III--

F7

TOTAL 12-1

I.



E F FECTIV EN ESS ANAL YSIS W( )RKSIE El

SYSTEM 12. Sinking ;\lAnts Applied Direetlv to the Spill
Parameters

C riteria

Se Products Location

I 2700gal A.iPS5 I. 3 Miles / i
II 270.000 B. Distillate From Shore

gal (. Navy Spc.ial - N * -"

IIl h~.750.000 1). Runuker c 2. 12 W~it-% b ~ :
gal From Shore ' 4.0

A1 0 0 .5 0 +1 0 141 12.5,A.

2 LII +1 1 1 3.5

B 1-j- 0 2.5
2 + +1 3.5

1 +1 +1 0 14.5
2 +1

2 +1--- --- 5

2 I

____ 4.D 0

B ------ +1+1 ------

0 1 +.5

D +1 4.5

-A 1 0 2

2 !

B Ic E 2

-- - - I2

TOTAL 82

E-) 2



EFF ECTIV EN ESS A NA T'SIS WOIIKSI I E ET

SYSTEM: 1:1. Sinking Agents I'lus ('onlairment Ih oom
Parameters ( rl!crl

Sizc Prlduo.s Locatiop

127008Wi A. JP-5 I. 3 Miles*
11 270.00 B. Distillate From Shore e/

gal C. Navy Special
Il 6.750,000 D Bunker C 2. 12 Miles '/

,al From Shore

-- A

- - - + 1 5

B 1

I I

D 0

2 - 5D [I -- 0
A

L . "

B
2

1)-
2 P,

2

B ~ I
2

21

D Ll I E

TOTAL 76

E- 13



I- " ECTI 'I-: N : :S .\ L ISIS %V()It KSI I F" i." T

S¥.I7Ef!. ! i. lIot;linl I )rtum
Paramelers

Criteria
isae Product% LocZSIoII

- /
I -700gal A. JP-5 I. 3 Miles /

II 270.000 B. Distllate From Shore R

fal C Navy Special
III i-.7..30 I. Bluaikcr C 2. 12 Miles

gal From Shore

A3

A 1 -1 +1 0 0 +1 +2 0 13

2-- 2F-- -122 1

A +1
2

B -
12

---
C 515

D [

E-14

A 131+1 3
2

B2

C 1 1------------------
2

TOTAL 66

E-14I



EFFECTIVENESS ANAIYSIS WORKSlIEEl'

SYSTEM: 15. RoLting Drums Plus Cont:tinment Boom
Parameters

Criteria

Size Products Locatin

I 2700ga1 A. JP-5 1. 3 Miles
!1 270.000 B. Distillate From Shore ,o/

gal C. Navy Special A.:

III 6.75U.000 D. Bunker C 2. 12 Mils r ,- ". N

gal F ron Sho ref ~~ S

A0 -1 +1 0 0 +~1 +2 0 3

A/

II
B- :jj j l

BI 2

2

D ----- - --- - - -

BI

c 2.5 2.5
7 ] +1 ,

A

2

2-------------, LII. •

LII 2 2.5

DL 2

TOTAL (16

E-15



EF I.FECTIV E NESS ANA I XSIS W()RKSIH EET

SYSTFM- i:. FVndlhss I(lt on W:ter Surf:ice
Parameters

Criteria

Size Productl s Locatior

12700gai A. 1P-5 1. 3 Mdes
II 270 (00 B. Distillate Fro Shore 40

Pl C. Navy Special
Ill o. 7 50.O00 D.B ikerC 2. 12Mles

gal From Shore " k,

A0 0 +1 0 1 +1 +2 0 5

2

B I

c 1 4. _5.

0 5

2 4

D 0I  o

A 1 0 +1

II TT 2

E-17]

2,

-- 12 _5_t
2- r t I t 3

TOA 0
E21



E FFECTIVENESS ANAIYSIS WORKSII FE1T

r SYSTEM: 17. Endless Belt Plus Containnient Iarm~Parameters

Size Products Location

12700fa1 A. JP-5 I. 3 Miles
11 270,000 B. Distillate From Shore /

gal C. Navy Special
III 6.750,000 D. BmikerC 2. 12 Miles , .

gal From Shore 6

A 1 0 +1 +1 0 0 +1 +21 1
-.'. 2B- --[

2

2 1--------- 1 14.5

2 [-4

0 +1A
2

B -- - I - I .
12

L D 0 :3

-A ---- E l

2

2
I1111

C .5 12.5

02 t 2

TOTAL 87

E-17



I: F FECTIVEN ESS ANAI°YSiS \VORKSI! EET

SYSTFM: I;A. Su('tion I)cwices

Parameters
Critcria

Sime Produc. l

I 2700gal A. JP-5 I. 3 Miles

II 270,000 B. Distillate From ghore q

ga! C. Navy Special
III 6.750,000 D. BunkcrC 2. 12 Miles

gal From Shore

A 0 -1+10 0 +1+2+1 4

B!

2

3.5

LD 2 3

S-A +1
2

2 

H - 2 :

D0 3

L.2

2C I
I_ 2 :I, n

D .- I :[

TOTAL 17

E-I14



EFFECrIVEN ESS ANALYSIS WORKSllEET

SYSTEM: 19. Suction Devices Plus Contaijmenl ioom
Parameters

Size Products Location

1 12700gW1 A..JP-S 1. 3 Miles

II 270.000 B. Distillate From Shnre
al C .N vy £c ial

If! 6.750.000 V. iinker C 2. 12 Milcs .
gal From Shore A

A0 -1 +1 0 0 +1 +2 4) :1

I.1...4III

C 2. n:I~ii
22

-A I ED

6r - ... r- - "1-

I I

I) -

11

III.5-- -5 . I-'

lIIIAI ti:i

I': hta
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APPENDIX F

SCHEDULE OF DISPERSANTS AND OTHER
CHEMICALS TO TREAT OIL SPILLS



APPENDIX F

The following, Annex X of the National Oil and Hazardous Materials Pollution
Contingency Plan, June 1970, are the Federal Water Quality Administration
recommendations on the use of dispersants, sinking agents and collecting agents:

ANNEX X

2000 SCHEDULE OF DISPERSANTS AND OTHER CHEMICALS TO TREAT OIL
SPILLS

2001 GENERAL
2001.1 This schedule shall apply to the navigable waters of the United States and
adjoining shorelines, and the waters of the contiguous zone as defined in Article 24 of
the Convention on the Territorial Sea and the Contiguous Zone.
2001.2 This schedule applies to the regulation of any chemical as hereinafter defined
that is applied to an oil spill.
2001.3 This schedule advocates development and utilization of mechanical and other
control methods that will result in removal of oil from the environment with
subsequent proper disposal.
2001.4 Relationship of the Federal Water Quality Administration (FWQA) with other
Federal agencies and State age.icies in implementing this schedule: In those States with
more stringent laws, regulations or written policies for regulation of chemical use, such
State laws, regulations or written policies shall govern. This schedule will apply in those
States that have not adopted such laws, regulations or written policies.

2002 DEFINITIONS. Substances applied to an oil spill are defined as follows:
2002.1 Collecting agents - includes chemicals or other agents that can gell, sorb,
congeal, herd, entrap, fix, or make the oil mass more rigid or viscous in order to
facilitate surface removal of oil.
2002.2 Sinking Agents - are those chemical or other agents that can physically sink oil
below the water surface.
2002.3 Dispersing agents - are those chemical agents or compounds which emulsify,
disperse or solubilize oil into the water column or act to further the surface spreading
of oil slicks in order to facilitate dispersal of the oil into the water column.

2003 COLLECTING AGENTS. Considered to be generally acceptable providing that these
materials do not in themselves or in combination with the oil increase the pollution hazard.
2004 SINKING AGENTS. Sinking agents may be used only in marine waters exceeding 100
meters in depth where currents are not predominately onshore, and only if Other control
methods are judged by FWQA to be indequate or not feasible.
2005 AUTHORITIES CONTROLLING USE OF DISPERSANTS

2005.1 Regional response team activated: Dispersants may be used in any place, at any
time, and in quantities designated by the On-Scene Commander, when their use will:

2005.1-1 In the judgment of the On-Scene Commander, prevent or substantially
reduce hazard to human life or limb or substantial hazard of fire to property.
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2005.1-2 In the judgment of FWQA, in consultation with appropriate State
agencies, prevent or reduce substantial hazard to a major segment of the
population(s) of vulnerable species of waterfowl.
2005.1-3 In the judgment of FWQA, -in consultation with appropriate State
agencies, result in the least overall environmental damage or interference with
designated uses.

2005.2 Regional response team not activatvd: Provisions of Section 2005.1-1 shall
apply. The use of dispersants in any other situation shall be subject to this schedule
except in States where State laws, regulations, or written policies are in effect that
govern the prohibition, use. quantity, or type of dispersant. In such States, the State
laws, regulations or written policies shall be followed during the clean up operation.

2006 INTERIM RESTRICTIONS ON USE OF DISPERSANTS FOR POLLUTION
CONTROL PURPOSES: Except as noted in 2005.1, dispersants shall not be used:

2006.1 on any distillate fuel oil.
2006.2 on any spill of oil less than 200 barrels in quantity.
2006.3 on any shoreline.
2006.4 in any waters less than 100 feet deep.
2006.5 in any waters containing major populations, or breeding or passage areas for
species of fish or marine life which may be damaged or rendered commercially less
marketable by exposure to dispersant or dispersed oil.
2006.6 in any waters where winds and/or currents are of such velocity and direction
that dispersed oil mixtures would likely, in the judgment of FWQA, be carried to shore
areas within 24 hours.

2006.7 in any waters where such use may affect surface water supplies.
2007 DISPERSANT USE. Dispersants may be used in accordance with this schedule if other
control methods are judged to be inadequate or infeasible, and if:

feview by 0fWQA; oif l xiftfy; efleetivemle and oxygen deflfmnd detefiifled by (ie
standard procedures published by FWQA. [Prior to publication by FWQA of standard
procedures, no dispersant shall be applied, except as noted in Section 2005.1-1 in
quantities exceeding 5 ppm in the upper three feet of the water column during any
24-hour period. This amount is equivalent to 5 gallons per acre per 24 hours.)
2007.2 Applied during any 24-hour period in quantities not exceeding the 96 hour
TL 50 of the most sensitive species tested as calculated in the top foot of the water
column. The maximum volume of chemical permitted, in gallons per acre per 24 hours,
shall be calculated by multiplying the 96 hour TL 5 0 value of the most sensitive species
tested, in ppm. by 0.33, except that in no case, except as noted in Section 2005.1-1,
will the daily application rate of chemical exceed 540 gallons per acre or one-fifth of
the tot:l volume spilled, whichever quantity is smaller.
2007.3 Dispersant containers are labeled with the following information:

2007.3-1 Name, brand or trademark, if any, under which the chemical is sold.
2007.3-2 Name and address of the manufacturer, importer or vendor.
2007.3-3 Flash point.
2007.3-4 Freezing or pour point.
2007.3-5 Viscosity.
2007.3-6 Recommend application procedure(s). concentration(s), and conditions
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for use as regards water salinity, water temperature, and types and ages of oils.
2007.3-7 Date of production and shelf life.

2007.4 Information to be supplied to FWQA on the:
2007.4-1 Chemical name and percentage of each component.
2007.4-2 Concentrations of potentially hazardous trace materials, including, but
not necessarily being limited to: lead, chromium, zinc, arsenic, mercury, nickel,
copper and chlorinated hydrocarbons.
2007.4-3 Description of analytical methods used in determining chemical
characteristics outlined in 2007.4-1,2 above.
2007.4-4 Methods for analyzing the chemical in fresh and salt water are providcd
to FWQA, or reasons why such analytical methods cannot be provided,
2007,4,S For purponmi or riosurdl und duvolopment, PWQA nmy mulhorizu usu ol'
dispersants in specified amounts and locations under controlled conditions
irropoutiv or ti provlloin or tlmig gulodulp,
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